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MMARY 

The work presented in this thesis applies the high resolution derivative 

technique developed in this laboratory to a study of the structure and water 

absorption of viscose, dicel and tricel films, prepared in a pure form by 

techniques develope d during the course of this work. These three materials 

provide a means of following how progressive acetylation (from 0% in viscose to 

88.3% in dicel to 98.3%'in tricel) influences structure and water absorption. 

A'controlled Temperature and Relative Humidity cell was developed to 

standardize experimental conditions and to enable reproducible spectra to be 

recorded2 especially in spectral regions where temperature sensitive h3erogen 

bonding occurred* The use of the call enabled structural and/or water absorption 

properties of these materials to be observed by changing the temperature or 

Relative Humidity at which spectra were recorded; or by observing annealed 

sample spectra at a standard temperature* 

Experiments were undertaken to determine the existence of cbAin folding in 

viscose, dicel and tricel films*The results of these experiments support the 

existence of chain folding in viscose and the nature of the fold is discussed in 

detail. 

A,, T, R, absorption spectra of the film surfaces were recorded Jn an attempt 

to study water absorption at surfaces and these spectra were correlated where 

possible with stereoscan tracings of the surfaces of the films. 

Evidence is presented from the results of the work in this thesis for the 

involvement of CH groups in hydrogen bonding. 
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CUPTER 1 

=- 1,0DUCTION 

1.1 Development of tba Theory of Infra-red Absorption. 

In 1800 Sir 17illiam Herschel detected infra-red radiation as an 

invisible 'hgat' radiation beyond t1v3 visible red region of a spectrum 

produced from prismatically dispersed sunlight. It was later shown that 

this radiation did not differ fundamentallY from visible light but formed 

part of the electromagnetic spectrum (Fig. 1) between the visible and 

microwave regions and had a wavelength in the range 1 to 200 
jum. 

(ijum,. 

or lp - 10 -6 M. ) 

In generalg absorption spectra may be determined in the ultraviolett 

visible and infra-red regionsq but a limited number of observations have 

been made in the microwave region. Spectra are obtained when a sample is 

exposed to radiation over a limited wavelength range and the amount of 

radiation absorbed is measured as a function of wavelength. 

A significant development in theoretical physics arose in 1900 when 

Planck's quantum theory of energy distribution was introducedq in which be 

postulated that a vibrating body could only take up energy in discrete units,, 

called quanta. 

This is expressed matbamatically as: - 

hy (Eq 
. 1) 9 

where E- value of a quantum, 

h- Planck's constantg 

frequency of radiation absorbed. 

The quantum theory tl7ms began as an atomic theory of energyt which assumed 

that atoms were vibrating bodies. 

Einstein developed rlanck's theory and showed that it bald more 
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generally for any body which emitted or absorbed radiation. For a body 

from an initial energy E1 to a final energy E2 it was shown that 

E E2 nhv nhe 
h 

(Eq, 2) t 

w here n is an integer. 

Several attempts were made to apply Planck's theory to the large number of 

observed atomic spectraq but the first successful application was made. 1cy 

No BjerrUm in*19129 in the field of'molecular spectroscopy. It was possible 

to show that infra-red absorption by molecules arose from the uptake of 

rotational and vibrational energy in I=ecise quanta. 

Howeverp-in 1914 N. Bobr was able to interpret the atomic spectral 

series of bydrogen in terms of the Planck - Einstein equation (Eq. 2). It 

was shown that extranuclear atomic electrons could only rotate in such 

stationary states as allowed no radiation to be emitted. Absorption or 

emission of radiation was described in terms of absorption or emission of a 

quantum of energy, with a concomitant transition of the electron from one 

energy state to another. The magnitude of the quantum absorbed or emitted, 

and hence the frequency of the radiation absorbed or emitted, was thus 

shown to correspond exactly to the energy difference between the two 

stationary states 

Thus Eu Et hy energy of quantum absorbed 

or emitted (Eq-3) 

where Eu energy of upper stationary state 

E, energy of lower stationary state. 

Bohr was thus able to account for the sharp spectral series of 

hydrogen (Fig. 2& 3)9 but could not account for all, the spectral lines 

observed q particularly in heavier atoms. 

Another significant development in atomic theory was made in 1924 
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by De Broglie, who emphasised the wave-particle duality of matter. He 

stated that a moving electron had a definite wavelength which was 

expressed as 

h 
me (Eq -4) 

wbere m, = mass of electron, 

h- Plancýils constant, 

c- velocity of electron 

if p- momentum of electron MCI 

then : '- 32A -h (Eq-5), 

so that the relationship between the particle-ilke property of an electron 

(i. e, its momentum) and its wave-like aspect. (i. e. its wavelength) was 

establislvd. 

The work of De Broglie, Schr8dirger and Dirac betreen 1925 and 1927 

laid the basis for modern physics and led to the postulation of a mathematical 

tbeory based on t1-a concept of a wave function and to its application to 

the wave pattern of an electron. The theory, now known as tIns theory 

of quantum mechanics is expressed mathematically as the Scbrbdinger wave 

equation ard is given Inre for 3 dimensions as 

222 
ci +d %p +a %P +8 Tr m (w-v) -0 (Eq. 6) 
dx 2 dy 2 dz 2j% 

2+ 
. 
8. rr2m _V) -0 q-7) or v 

where va+d+ (Eq. S). 

cl. 
2 

vdZ 

%P is the wave functionp 

w- total energy of system, 

v- potential energy of system, 

m- mass of electron, 

h= 'Planck's constant, 
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and x, y and z are the spatial co-ordinates of the system. TIP. mathematical 

solution of thn Schr6d inger equation showed that three quantum numbers 

n, t and m ivere xequired to characterise an electront wbere n is the 

principal quantum number and corresponds to the principal orbit i. e. group 

of orbitals - within a primary shell; the subsidiary quantum number, 

corresponds to the orbital, i. e. fall 'pig Id' or If', to which tba electron 

belongs aM m. is the magnetic quantum number which arises from several 

orbitals which have tbe same energy, These orbitals of equal energy are 

depicted in several planes: for example, three planes in the case of p 

orbitals (pxv py and pz). according to the solution. 

A further quantum number, the spin quantum number S. is required to 

exactly identify each electron, from Pauli's exclusion principal. This 

has a value s- +1 or s- -1 depending on the spin orientation. No two 

electrons in the same orbital have the same spin. 

A systematic substitution into and solution of the Schr6dinger wave 

equation gives a complete set of quantum numbers which are unique for every 

extranuclear electron and enables tIv electronic structure of all tI-a elements 

in the periodic table to be elucidated. 

The application of quantum mechanics to molecular spectra and in 

partic-alar to infra-red spectra has also led to the prediction of the 

quantisation of energyq and this substantiates the earlier postulates of 

Bjerrum. The way in which quantum mechanics affects infra-red spectroscopy 

is considered in the following theory of rotational and vibrational srectra. 

If we consider a rigid diatomic molecule (Fig-4) with a moment of 

inertia I, as given by: - 

I= In 1ý1 + ln2 r22 

On taking moments about ig 

, n, Fl =M2r2 

and r +r mr 12o 
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MIM2 

m1 -tm 2 

wbere I" m lnlý2 

m1 +M 

re2= 1r 
2 

is known as the reduced mass. 

(Eq. 9) t 

(Eq., 10) and 

Applying the Schrbdinger wave equation to rotational energy levels,, it 

may be shown that tIv energy Ei of the rotational energy levels allowed for 

a rigid diatomic molecule is given by: - 

Ej = hv MI 1ý J(, T+l) ergs. (Eq. 11) 

8 Tr2j 

where J, the rotational quantum number may only have discrete values, i. e. 

09 19 2 ......... etc, When the rotational absorption spectrum of a particular 

molecular species. ip considered, the differenpe. in energy tetween two 

rotational energy levels corresponds to the absorption of a quantum of 

energy of magnitude hv, The return of the molecules to the ground state 

on dispersion of their gained energy enables a continuous absorption of 

identical quanta to occurt which results in a spectral line at a frequency v, 

i, e, at a wavelength Ac 
V, 

However, spectra are often discussed in terms of wavenumber r., , where 

hence equation 11 is modified, i. e. the energy *'T of the 

rotational levels allowed in a rigid diatomic molecule is given in spectr- 

-1 oscopic units (cd. ") by :ej-0Ejhi (J+l) C111. 
TF TrIIC 

(Eq. 12) 

where B 

tbe rotational constant, 

-1 - BJ(J+l) cm. (Eq-13) 

h and is Imown as 

8 TT 
2 Ic 

Substitution of increasing values of J in equation 13 results in an 

absorption spectrum consisting of lines at 2B. 4B, 6B cm7l etc* when the 

rotational energy of molecules in the same ground state is increased. 
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However, quantum mechanics predicts selection rules which only allow 

j- ±1 and requires the molecule to have a permanent dipole. ITence 

for a simple diatomic molecule, spectral lines are found at constant 

spacings of 2B cm. and are of equal intensities (Fig-5) for low values of 

J, 

As J increaseeg howeverv the spectral line spacing decreases from 

2B cm7l due to bond vibrationg which causes a change in bond length. 

Vibrational and rotational energy levels are thus inter-related (1,2) 

(Fig. 6) and changes in one are reflected in the other. Vibrational levels 

thus form an integral part of infra-red spectra and these levels will be 

considered for a simple vibrating diatomic molecule* 

For an lidealised' diatomic moleculet the two atoms of the molecule may 

be considered as two spherical masses m1 and m2 connected by a lRookian 

spring and executing Simple Harmonic Motion. It can be shown for such a 

molecule that: - 

fm -k (r-ro) (Eq-14) 

wbere 'f= the restoring foroaq 

rw the atomic sepaxation, 

r0 the atomic sepaxation at equilibriumg 

ka constant. 

Figure 7 shows that the energy distribution varies parabolically with atomic 

separation. 
. 

The energy at any particular atomic separation rp is given byt- 

(r -r 0) 
(Eq-15) 

It has been shovmt howeverv that the energy state does not affect the 

vibrational frequency of the idealised diatomic molecule. This vibrational 

frequencyt denoted by the symbol wI is given by: - 

(Eq. 16), ITZ. 
2 Tr 
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or for spectroscopic purposes as: - 

.16, -= o' Ik-- cm. I (Eq-17) 
2 TT c 

Wave mec banics shows that vibrational energies as all other energies# 

are quantised., The permitted vibrational energies (IQ may be calculated 

from the Schrodinger wave equation. For the lidealised, vibrating diatomic 

molecule 9 these are given by: - 

E 
Ir - (V + -J) hw ergs (Eq. 18) 

wbare V- Op lp 2 ......... etc. 

In spectroscopic units this becomes: - 

-E= (v + -D M cm. (Eq, lg) 

he 

Figure 8 illustrates some of the allowed vibrational levels of the 

Simple Earmonic Oscillator (idealised diatomic moledule). It is noted that 

the energy level may never have zero point energyp i. e. Vý0 so that 

: 90 The minimum point energy is thus only dependent upon the 

vibrational frequency and strength of the chemical bond. Selection rules 

apply for vibrational modes such tbat AV - +1 and the system must possess 

a changing dipole, 

The simple Harmonic Oscillator gives a good ex1prizental apl=oximation 

for diatomic gases at low temperatures, but at higher temperatures wbere 

the total energy of the system is largep the approximation becomes less 

accurate and anbarmonic oscillations occur. At very high temperatures and 

energy levels, anharmonic oscillations predominate and finally molecular 

dissociation occurs. 

"When these concepts are extended to the infra-red spectra of polyatomic 

and polymeric systems, individual line spectra which correspond to specific 

bonds do not occur, since wben one bond is in motion the rest of the molecule 

is involved. The resonant frequencies produced are thus characteristic of 
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the repeating. polymer unit 'and are determined mainly by the masses of the 

individual atoms, their geometrical arrangement and bond strengths. Peak 

ma ima for particular bonds of chemical groups such as C-C. C-09 C-Es 

O-H etc. dog howeverg occur within certain known frequency ranges (39495)* 

OR In additionp the effect of any coupling of groupst eg. in -COO11 or C. %O 

bas been establiabed. These facts enable tentative assignments of paakB in 

complex macromolecules to be undertalcon. Sucb assignments are usually 

confirmed by reference to compounds of similar chemical composition and 

structure. Simple 'model compounds' are also often referred to in order 

to confirm assigrnents. 

In the case of a molecule rhich has n atoms, there are n degrees of 

freedoml distributed as 3'translationalt 3 rotational and On-6) vibrational 

modes. Those vibrational modes which possess a permanent dipole are 

'Infra-red Active1v that isq they absorb infra-red radiation at characteristic 

resonant frequencies producing characteristic peaks. Howeverg those 

vibrational modes which do not possess a pexmanent dipole moment are not 

capable of absorbing infra-red radiationg although they are 'Raman Activet. 

The total =mber of 'Infra-red Active I vilrational modes of a polymr 

molecule should thus determine the total number of peaks occurring in an 

absorption spectrump but in an actual spectrumt further peaks occur due to: - 

overtone Bands These are integral multiples of fundamental 

modes (i. e. transitions for which AV = ±29- the so-called Iforbiddent 

transitions in which tiv se lection rule AV - tl is broken). 

(ii) Combination Bands. Tbese arise from tl-e sum or difference of 

two or more fundamental frequencies. 

(iii) Bands due to Fermi Resonance These arise when an overtone 

of a vibration or a combination of two otber vibrations occur near tba 

fun4amental of anotber vibration of the same symmetry class. 

In addition to these factors, crystallinityq bydrogen bonding, 
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temperature, water content and physical state of a polymer may affect the 

total number of peaks rhich occur, Tbese factors are discussed later in 

this chapter. ' 

Vibrational modes are usually described and classified simply by the 

following terminology: - Vibrations occurring along valency bonds are 

known as stretching modes (v), whilst disturbances perpendicular to bonds 

are known as banding modes ( 6). In a triatomic systemt in phase stretching 

results in syTn trical, stretching absorptions and out of phase stretching 

results in asymmetrical stretching absorptions. Deformation vibrations 

occurring in a common plane are known as-rocking motionsp when in phase and 

scissoring motionst when out of phase. Motions perpendicular to their 

common plane are known as wagging and twisting modes when in and out of 

phase respectively. (Fig, q), 

1.2 Svmmetry, Group Theory and Their Application to 

Infra-red Spectra 

At this point it is relevant to consider sy=etry and group theory, 

which. have been applied to polymers to predict the number and distribution 

of vibrational modes (6-10). In its simplest form, group theory has been 

applied to an isolated repeat unit of the polymer and assumes that the 

vibrations of-this unit are characteristic of the whole molecule. In this 

caseq tliq molecule is regarded as an infinite extension of the repeat 'Unit 

in a stereo-regular pattern. 

Symmetry Elements and Symmetry OperatiOns 

To apply symmetry considerations to a moleculey its component atomic 

nuclei must be regarded as points in a fixed co-ordinate system. If the 

system possesses one or more elements of symmetry, it is possible to 

transform it in such a way that the position of each atom appears unchanged. 
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Such a transformation is known as a symmetry operation. The following 

elements of symmetr7 must be considered for spectroscopic purposes: - 
MA Plane of Symmetry 

Por a group or molecule to possess a plane of symmetryp reflection in 

that plans of all nuclei must-produce a configuration identical to the 

original. 

z 

x 

FiR. 10. lifirror Planes ( Oicz Gxy 
- 

of Water 

Planes of symmetry are usually designated by a9 with subscripts h or v 

denoting horizontal and vertical planes respectively. The designation 

is, however, nuch more useful in terms of co-ordinate axes, x. y and z. 

Thus in the case of water molecules (Fig. 10)t tbere are two planes of 

SYMMOtl7v axz and a yz . 

A Centre of Symetry 

A molecule possesses a centre of symmetryg i. if a line drawn from 

each atom through this centreg intersects an identical atom on the other 

side of the centre in such a way that both atoms are equidistant from this 

centre. Thus trans dichloro-ethylena possesses a centre of symmetxy ig 

whereas cis dichloro-atbylene does not (Fig. 11). 
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cl 

CC 
Hi cl 

cl cl 

C 

Centre of Symmetx7 i 

Trans Dichloro-ethylene Cis Dichloro-athylene 

PIG. 11 

(iii) A p-fold Axis of Symmetry (p fold Rotation Axis, Cp) 

The symmetry operation for Cp is a rotation of 3600 about an axis of 
p 

the moleculey so that the original configuration is produced, Clearly 

p-1 for all moleculesq but in the case of water p-2 since a rotation of 

360 0 produces the original configuration. The co-ordinate of the axis of 2 
rotation may also be specified in this symmetry element, Thus the water 

molecule in Fig. 10 possesses a C2 (z) symmetry element. Ammonia and methane 

are examples of molecules with C3 symmetry elements. 

(iv) A p-f old Rotation - Reflection Axis (S ) 

In a molecule with a p-fold rotation - reflection axisq the symmetry 

operation is a rotation by 360 0 followed, by reflection at a plane 
p 

perpendicular to the original, Again, the co-ordinates of the axis may ýe 

specif ied I i. e. S 
PX 

s py or S PZ * 

The Identity, E 

Every body possesses a trivial element Eq in which the operation is to 

leave the molecule unchanged. For example, performing twice the sy=etrY 



Table I Symmetry species for the point group D2r, and for the isomor- 
phous line group of the polyethylene chain 

Point 
group Dsh C, (Y) C, (x) Cl(z) O(xz) O(yz) 

ZCI*()* 
Line group P., r3(y) C, (x) C's(z) O(xz) 00 ( Yz) G(-Kr) illmles fit 

. 49 +I +I +I +I +I +I +I + 

. 4, 4-1 +I -I -I -I -I I 
list +I +I +I -I -I + R, 3 
I?,, +I + -I + + TZ 2 

+ + + + 2 
+ + + + TV 
+ + + + 

B3 +I I +I + Tx 

4 This colmmi gives tim species or iiie zero frequency modes. 
t Total iiumbcr of vibration modes for an isolated, extended, infinite pol)-ethylenc chain (includ. 

mg zero mmles). Five are infra-red active. 
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operation of a rotation of 360 a where p= 2t about the z axist for a 
p 

molecule with aC2 (z) symmetry element, would re. sult in E. 

i. e. EC (Z) xC 2 2' 
(Z) 

& 

14.2,2 Point Groups 

The maximum combination of symmetry elements for a molecule is known as 

a point group. Since the presence of certain symmetry elements necessitates 

the presence of other elements and the presence of other elements precludes 

otbersq tI-a maximum number of point groups reduces to 369 each of vhich is 

designated by an appropriate point group symbol. For simple moleculesq 

however, the symmetry elements actuallyform, the point groups. all symmetry 

axes, planes and centres passing through one point. Thus water belongs to 

the point group designated C2v (i. e. C2 (Z) ) aMd metbyl chloride to the 

point group C3v (i. e. C3 (Z) ). 

1.2-3 Classification of Modes of Vibration 

Mien a system is executing a single normal vibrationo all the atoms 

move with the same frequency, If a symmetry operation is performedg then 

either the sign of all the displacements is changed or none of them. In 

the first casep the vibration is said to be antisymmetric to the symmetry 

operation, and in the second case, symmetric to the operation. Table 1 

illustrates the symmetry species of the vibrational modes of the point group 

designated D2h, containing the following symmetry elements: - 

E, C2xC2'Y, C27, ', '7xy, axz, '7yz. 

The following symbols axe assigned to the vibrational modes according to 

their behaviour to the operations which correspond to the various symmetry 

elements. The characters +1 or -1 indicate vibrations symmetric or 
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Fig. 12 Symmetry elements in an extended polyethylene chain. 
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antisymmetric respectively to'tln symmetry operation cited at the top of each 

column. The letters A and B denote vibrational species which axe symmetric 

and antisymmetric respectively with respect to a rotation axis and the various 

species of types A and B are distinguished fr= each other by the subscripts 

lt 2 ate A, and A2 etc. Further subscripts g and u indicate that the 

vibrational species are symmetrical or antisymmetrical to inversion at a 

centre, of symmetry. 

le2-4 Types of Vibration Present in an Isolated Stereo-regular 

Polymer Molecule of 'Infinite I TerRth 

Wben considering a stereo-regular polymer molecule of 'infinite' cbain 

lengtho there are further symmetx7 elements not 1=esent in point groups, 

name ly: - 

A p-fold Screw Axis, Cpa (C 
ps 

(X), Cp" (Y) or Cp 
s(z) 

a 
The oymetry operation for'a p-fold screw axis is a rotation of 360- 

P, 
followed by a translation along this axis* 

(ii) A Unit Translation 

This element is defined as p times the distance of translation 

associated with thg screw axis. 

(iii) A Glide Plane cy 9 
(XY) 

The symmetry operation of a glide plane is reflection at the plans 

followed by translation in a direction parallel to the plane. 

These elements all form a line grou2 in which all axes, centres and 

planes pass through a line, which is the chain axis. The total number of 

potentially active Raman and infra-red vibrational modes can be predicted 

from considerations of*the symmetry elements of the repeat unit (Fig. 12), 

since this number is dependent only upon the structure Pf the repeat unit for 

the isolated stereo-regular polymer molecule of infinite length. 
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multiplication table forthe point group Table 11 D ZZILRLýý 

LIE 
ý22 

E 
I 

C2 (Y) 
I 

C2 (X) 
I 

C2 (Z) (7 (XZ) 
I 

cr(yz) 97(X 
I 

Y) 

E E C2(Y) C2(X) C2(Z) 
a(ýz) a(yz) a (. vy) C2 (Y) C2 (Y) E C2(Z) C2(X) 

cr(xz) I a(ýY) a(YZ) C2 (X) C2 (X) C2(Z) E C2(y) a(yz) a(Xy) t a(xz) 
C2(Z) C2ýz) C2(X) C2(. V) E O(xy) a(yZ) a(XZ) i 

t G(xz) a(yz) a(X . y) E C2(Y) C2 (X) C2 (Z) 

U(xz) G(xz) i a(xy) a(yz) cg(, V) E C2(Z) C2(X) 

a(yz) a(yz) a(xy) i a(xz) C2(X) C2(Z) E C2(Y) 

a(. ýV) cr(yz) a(xz) i C2(Z) C2(X) C2(y) E 

Table III Multiplication table for the line group of the polyethylene chain 
(isomorphous with D2h) 

I ýý L 
C2(Y) 

I 
C2(X) 

I 
C2*(Z) 

Ii 

I cr(xz) I U, (. Vz) a 
(-ýV) 

E E C2(Y) C2(X) C#28(Z) i a (X 'I) ag (YZ) a (X 
C2 (. V) C2 (, V) E C28 (Z) C2(X) a (X U(Xol) aIZ. ) 

C2(X) C2(X) C28(Z) E C2(. V) ag(y. -) G(xy) a(XZ) 
C2 1! Z) C28(Z) C2(X) C2 (. V) E a(Xy) ag(. ), Z) cr(xz) i 

t a(XZ) ag(. YZ) a(, ýY) E C2()) C2(X) C2("') 

a(xl-) cy (xz) 
U(xy) ag 0,4 C*2(Y) E C28 (Z) C2(x) 

ag (yz) 
ag (yz) cr (XV) i a(XZ) C2(X) E C2 

CI(XY) ag (. y, 91) a(XZ-) 
C2*(Z) G2 (X) C, 

2(. )') 
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The elements of symmetry of the repeat unit, together with the unit 
translation (equivalent to E) form a sub-group of the line groupp known as 

the unit cell group. The unit cell group is not a point groupt since-it 

may include screw axes and glide planes. 

There is, howeverta point group which is isomorphous with the unit cell 

group,, and this is found by writing out a multiplication table for the unit 

call group and comparing it with multiplication tables for all the 32 point 

groups. Tables II and III give the multiplication tables for the point 

group DP and the isomorphous unit cell group for polyetbylene. The entry 

in each space is the symmatry element, which results from an application of 

the symmetry operation at the bead of each Column followed by a symmetry 

operation at the end of the corresponding row. The tables are identical 

except for the replacement of tbe symbols C2s (z) and a9 (Yz) in Table III 

by the symbols C (z) and a (yz) in Table II. 
2 

Having established which point group is isomorphous with the unit cell 

group a particular 'infinite' polymer molecule, the actual types of 

vibrational mods present (A, Blu etc) for the whole molecule follow directly 

fron a consideration of the symmetry elements present in tI-a point group 

(79 8)- 

1*2.6 Determination of the Total Number of Vibrations and the 

Distribution Between the Various Vibrational Types 

(A, B lu etc) for tbe-Infinite Stereo-regular Isolated 

Polymer Chain. 

The actual number of vibrations and their distribution may be determined 

by considering tIm polymer repeat unit and the number of degrees of freedom 

which the constituent atoms contribute when they undergo the symmetry 

operations which correspond to each vibrational species (jk 
9B lu etc). In 

polyethylene (Figs. 12 & 13) for example, vibrations of species A9 must be 
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sy=metrical for all operations. The IWdrogen atoms are in the a(xy) 

plane and must move in this plane during an A9 vibrationg contributing two 

degrees*of freedom. The carbon atoms may move symmetrically with respect 

to the C (x) operation only if they vibrate along the x axis and thus have 2 

only one degree of freedom. There are therefore 2+13 vibrations of 

species A9 corresponding to the tbres degrees of freedom. 

Neither translation Txp Ty or Tz nor rotation aroumd the z axis is 

compatible with all symnetry olperationsp so that the viýrations are real 

(non-zero) vibrations. 

Similar arguments may be appliea to all the vibrational species to 

determine the number of vibrations of each type, but further considerations 

of dipole moment are required to determire how many of the vibrations are 

infra-red active. A more mathematical approach to the determination of 

the total number and distribution of vibrational modesq including degenerate 

modes, is given by Tlerzberg (2) arA Zbinden (7)- 

1,2-7 The Effect of Finite Chain Length and Greater Complexity. 

(i) The Effect of Finite Chain Length 

When the polymer becomes of finite chain length, there are many more 

potential vibrational modes than in the repeat unit, due partly to the 

coupling of dipoles within the molecule. This coupling 1woblem has been 

resolved to some extent by applying the arguments for a linear array of 

couples of frequency w. (7)- The vibrational spectra of crystalline 

paraffins illustrates the effect of increasing chain lengthq as "bas been 

studied by Snyder (11), 

(ii) Greater Complexity 

In the case of more complex polymers (i. e. those that cannot be 

regarded as aggregates of isolated polymer chains) further complications 

arise leading to further spectral bands (in addition to overtOner combination 

and Fermi resonance bands). A major complication arises from the enormous 
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number of cIvmical, groups present and the resultant large number of intra, and 

intermolecular interactions, such as bydrogen bonding. Lack of detailed 

knowledge of the position of every. atom and bond in the molecule (i. e. 

secondax7 and tertiary structure) often prevents elucidation of all the 

fine spectral detail. 

Differentiation of the polymer into crystalline and less crystalline 

regions is a furtl-ar factor which must be considered to give rise to more 

spectral peaksq although many of these only bacome observable in derivative 

spectra (12)o Chain folding and the existence of more than one crystalline 

form are further complications which may also give ripe to further sWctral 

peaks. 

Howeverg an observed absorption spectrum is not as complex as expected 

from the above factors. This is due to the fact that marV vibrations are 

so nearly identical that the corresponding absorption bands axe not resolved 

and often the spectrum appears simpler as the molecular weight of the polyner 

increases. - This is not the case in derivative spectroscopy where greater 

resolution and hence fine spectral detail may be obtained. In practice, a 

high resolution derivative spectrum of a single absorption peak of 2-3 Pm. 

wavelength spread often contains as many as a hundred minor peaks. 

1.2.8 Modifications of basic Group Theory 

Modifications of the basic theory have been attempted in order to take 

some of these factors into account (13,14). Methods of calculating the 

normal vibrational modes in helical molecules have been developed (15-17). 

but their application to simple polyners, such as helical polypeptides, has 

had only limited success. (18). 

1.3 The Effect of Temp8rature, Rydrogen Bondingg Crystallinity 

and Crystallisation on SVectra 

As the temparature of an absorbing spcies is increasedg tl*B fundaMental 
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vibrational frequency is increasedg which results in a corresponding' 

absorption of infra-red radiation at a higber frequency (lower wavelength). 

Howeverv the broadening of peaks and reduction of peak intensity which occur 

with increased temperature may obscure this shift. The broadening and 

reduction in intensity results from the increase in the number and 

distribution of vibrational energy levels as the temperature is increased, 

Poor resolution may also account for the apparent absence of anticipated 

absorption band shifts, although the increased resolution of derivative 

spectra largely obviates this problem. 
0 

In many polymars increasing the temperature beyond 100 C. causes an 

increase in the total amount of crystalline material present and such 

crystalline increases often occur at lower temperatures. Such increases 

affect the infra-red spectra of polymars although many of the details of 

such effects are only observed in derivative spectra. 

The changes in structure which occur on beating samples are complicated 

by the fact that a polymer cannot be considered as a simple two 'phase system 

containing only 'perfectly amorphous' and 'perfectly crystalline' material, 

but must be considered as possessing a gradation between 'perfectly amorphous I 

and 'perfectly crystalline' material. Further complications also arise due to 

the fact that a polymer may contain more than one crystalline phase at the 

same time. 

If. heating simply causes an increase in the extent of crystallisation 

of a'polymer, i. e. a transference of 'amorphous' or poorly ordered 

('crystallizable') material to 'crystalline' material of a particular 

crystalline phase already present, then peaks which correspond to that phase 

will increase in intensity, whilst peaks corresponding to the less ordered 

'crystallizable' material will decrease in intensity. In both cases, 

hoviever, no peak shifts will be observed. 

Ify ho-,,, evary heating causes an ircreasse in the degree of crystalline 
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perfection of a particular crystalline phase already present or of the whole 

system, then an increased restriction of the vibration of certain chemical 

groups 'will occur (e. g. 0.19 C=O C-O-C and to a lesser extent CH and C112) 

due to-increased intramolecular and intermolecular interactions, such as - 

hydrogen bonding. Such restrictions will cause a reduction in the 

fundamental vibrational frequencies of such groups so that infra-red 

radiation is absorbed at lower frequencies and a shift to lower frequencies 

(higher wavelengths) of corresponding peak maxima is observed. 

Thus at a particular high tem1pratureq an observed peak shift results 

from opposing 'temperature' and 'increased degree Of crYstB-llin8 perfection' 

effects$ 

The observation of spectra at different temperatures is useful for the 

determination of tha temperature' range in which increased crYstallisation or 

crystalline transitions occurp so that peaks can be assigned as 'crystalline; 

'crystallizable' or 'non-crystallizable' (unaffected). Howevers -permanent 

changes which occur in the extent of crystallisation in addition to or in 

place of charges in the degree of crystalline perfectiont may be only 

assessed on comparison of the spectra of untreated samples vith the spectra 

of annealed samplest which were obtained under the same conditions of 

temps rature and hvmidity. Thus an increase in tIm degree of crystalline 

perfection may only be said to have occurred if a spectral peak from an 

untreated sample occurs at a higher wavelength in the corresponding annealed 

sample spectrump when the spectra of both samples axe observed under the 

same conditions of temperature and Immidity. 

I 
The affect of absorbed rater on spectra is important since the presence 

of water introduces absorption peaks in both tl-9 3 um. (3333 cm. ) and 6 pm. 

(1667 cm-. 
l) 

regions of the spactrum. 37ater may also bond to OR, C-; O and 

C-0-C groups (and to a small extent to CH and CEI 
2 groups (12) ) reducing 

vibrational frequencies and thus causing spectral shifts. The effedt of 
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absorbed water is discussed in Chapters 3 and 6. 

3.4 The DeveloTnent of Theories of Crystalline Structure 

In 1880 ITiLge3i proposed a theory to account for the structure of. starch 

grains in terms of crystalline particles called Imicellest, surrounded by 

an inter-micellar -matrix (19). The develpinent and application of X-ray 

crystallographic techniques to fibres showed conclusively that-they contained 

crystalline regions. These regions were assumed to be composed of small 

discrete particles v since X-ray photographs were at that time believed to 

arise from minute discrete, but perfect crystals. Several workers applied 

modifications of Migeli's theory to account for fibre. structure (20,21). 

Mcellar dimensions were also calculated from X-ray photographs by 

Hengstenberg and Mark (22). The dimensions calculated as 60 rm long x 

5= wide for ramie and 30 =. long X4 run. wide for viscose; were taken as a 

measure of molecular dimensions until Staudingerg from viscosity measurements, 

showed that cellulose molecules were approximately ten times longer than 

previously considered. He thus proposed that high molecular vvight 

crystalline polymers consisted of continuous imperfect crystalsp Whereas 

amorphous polymers consisted of a network of irregularly distributed chains. 

The micellar theory in its original form was thus rejectedg but a 

modified 'fringed micelle I theory was proposed by Herrmann et al, (24,25)t 

in which it was assumed thatlong chain molecules were able to pass through 

both crystalline micellar regions and amorphous matrix regions. The concept 

of long chain molecules passing through both crystalline and amorphous regions 

was generally acceptedq but many possible ways in which this could occur 

were proposed (Figs. 14a and 14b). 

The structures shown in Fig-14a indicate a sharp division of material 

into discrete crystallites and amorphous fringing material amd in all these 

structurest fringing is shown to occur at the ends of crystallites. 

Howeverp the structures shown in Fig, l4b indicate a system wbere there is a 
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less distinct division betreen Icrystallinet and 'amorphous' regions. Such 

a system was thought to be a truer representation of actual structure since 

in such a system it was, not possible to give exact dimensions of crystallites. 

This system hence gave an explanation for tIn contradiction between the 

results of crystallite dimensions obtained from various techniques. 

The fringed micelle theory has been very SUCCOSSfUl in explaining many 

plWsical and chemical properties of fibrous polyrersq such as water uptalm, 

rate of chemical reaction and variation in dye vptake,, based on tha 

assumption that crystalline regions are less penetrated than amorphous 

regions. 

The 'fringed fibrill structure of Tlearle (26) shown in Fig-14b(v) 

differs from the other structures in that it allows molecules to branch off 

from fibrils (equivalent to crystallites) at any position along fibrils 

instead of only at the 'ends of crystallites, This structure also accounts 

for thn possibility that lattice distortion could occur together rith 

fibrillar branchingp and is 1probably the most videly proposed structure, 

It is also '. able to account for the existence and mechanism of formation 

of spherulites observed by Keller (27-29). 

Hearle (30) later joroposed a 'modified fringed fibrill structure 

(Fig-15) in which be showed that points where molecules entered or left 

crystalline fibrils were s1read at intervals along fibrils. This was 

proposed in order to account for X-ray and electron microscope evidence 

of long period spacings. This modified fringed fibril, theory of structure 

is also able to account for some observed types of crystallisation and for 

the formation of tablet shaped particles from ultrasonically degraded cotton. 

Purthermorej the contentions of this theory are compatible with tIn infra-rea 

observations reported in this thesis concerning crystallinity cbtmges and 

water absorption. These will be discussed in full in Chapters 3-6. 

A recent tbeory by Hosemann (31) attempted to explain certain aspects 

of crystalline structure in terms of a tro dimensional paracrystalline 
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lattice. In such a latticeg it was shown that displacements of atoms from 

the ideal lattice were able to account for some of the background scatter 

on X-ray diffraction patterns, not associated with so-called famorphous 

scatter'. Although this tbaory is widely accepted by crystallographers, 

it is inadequate in that it does not fully account for the bebaviour of long 

chain molecules in a: 'three dimensional system (32). Alsot it does not accouni 

for some types of crystallisation and cannot account for the transference 

of water to crystalline regions (Chapter 3). 

1-5 The Structure of Cellulose, Cellulose Diacetate and 

Cellulose Triace-tate. 

Structure of Cellulose: (A) Introduction 

Cellulose consists of non branched chains of pD glucose units linla-. d 

through 11-41 glucosidic linkages. TI-a degree of polyEerisation is of the 

order of 3000 in natural celluloses (Cellulose I). In regenerated 

cellulases e. g. viscose (Cellulose II) there is a distribution of the degree 

of polymerisation between 0 and approximately 1500f but the most frequently 

occurring degree of polymerisation (i. e. the degree of polymerisation of 

the bulk of tbq material) is usually in the range 300 - 700- 

In crystalline regions it is generally accepted that the glucose units 

are in the 'trans' conformationg (Fig. 16). It has also been suggested 

that a few linkages other than 'l-4' glucosidic linkages may be 1present 

to the extent of 1% in both natural and regenerated celluloses, but the 

evidence for this is still tentative (33 - 35)- 

(B) X-may Evidence for the Structure of Cellulose, 

Early X-ray expriments on natural cellulose by Nishikavia (36) indicated 

the existence of small crystallites parallel to the fibre axis. Further 
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investigations (37,38) led to the proposal of a rhombic unit cell for the 

crystallites by Polyani (39). Howeverg more detailed work by Yeyer and 

Maxk (40) led them to suggest the presence of a monoclinic unit call and 

this was later confirmed by Gross and Clark (4l)- The orientation of the 

chains within the unit cell remained unknown for some timeq but in 1937 

Mayor (4ý) proposed that the chains were aligned mutually antipaxallel. 

This proposal was upbeld by the work of Misch (43). who estimated the 

intensities of X-ray reflections in various planes from the Meyer unit cell 

and showed that the high theoretical intensity associated with the 002 plane 

corresponded with tha high measured intensity of the same planet observed 

from X-ray photographs. Fig. 17 illustrates the generally accepted Ibyer- 

Ilisch model for natural cellulose (Cellulose I). Veasurements of other 

pbysical properties also support this model (44). 

,& different crystalline form from natural cellulose (Cellulose II) was 

obtained on the treatment of natural cellulose with 16% caustic soda or on 

the regeneration of cellulose as viscose, Andress (45) iroposed a modified 

monoclinic unit cell for Cellulose II in which 

0 
a 8-14 A1 *9 41 0.614nm. 

0 
b iO 

.3Ai. e. 1.03'm. 
0 

9.14 A i. e. 0 . 914 rn 

,0 p 62 

In this unit cellp it was shown that rotation of glucose rings from the 

ab plane into th) diagonal 101 plane bad occurred (Fig. 18) and this was 

confirmed by Kratky (46). 

Twarwicker at al. (47-49) applied X-ray techniques to cotton (Cellulose 1) 

and cotton swollen in caustic soda (Cellulose II). They attempted to 

account for the swelling beliffviour of cotton in terms of cellulose sleets 



TABIE IV 

Type - System. -a (nm) b (m) c (rim) p0 Density 

glcmý 

I Monoolinic 0.820 1.030 0-790 83.3 1.625 

11 0.802 1.030 0-903 62.8 1.620 

0-774 1-030 0.990 58 1.610 

IV Orthor- 0.812 1.030 0-799 99 1.610 
hombic 
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in the 101 plane and suggested that the glucose rings within the sheets were 

oriented normal to the surface of the sheets in Cellulose Ij but inclined 

at an angle in Cellulose II* Lattices constructed from the sheets were 

also yroposed by Warwicker and Jeffries (47)- 

Howeverp ITanjunath (50) pointed out that the packing of 101 planes 

should be denser in Cellulose II than in Cellulose I on the basis of 

Warwicker's model; but this was not borne out by X-ray evidence. Manjunath 

also pointed out that Warwicker's model predicted a greater IWdroxyl group 

reactivity in Cellulose Ip whereas a greater reactivity in Cellulose II 

was observed. He thus suggested that the structures for Cellulose I and 

Cellulose II proposed by Warwicker should be reversedy thus overcoming these 

problems. 

Manjunath also questioned the existence of Cellulose I sbe9tut but 

ffarwicker and Jeffries still maintained their existence (5l)- 

Two otber basic modifications of cellulose existy namely Calluloses 

III and IV. Cellulose III is formed when cellulose is treated with 

liquid ammonia (529 53). (Two distinct forms of Cellulose III have been 

establisbed by Mann and Marrinan and tbese are discussed later in this 

cbapter). Cellulose 17 is formed when cellulose is treated with water 

under Iressure or glycerinev between 100 and 300 0 C. (54). Unit Cell 

dimensions have been derived for all celluloses by Viswanathan (55) from 

papers by Ellefsen (56,57) and U-see dimensions are shown in Table IV, 

(C)-- Infra-red and ott-ar Evidence for the Structure of Cellulose 

T; Tann and Marrinan (58t 59) developed the infra-red deuteration work 

of Rowen et al (60-62) and produced a method for t1m determination of the 

.I 

total amount of crystalline material present in samples of cellulose. 

Spectra in the 3 Pm (3333 cm7l) region were observed, before and after 
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deuteration of samples with D20 liquid and vapour. Tb6 ratio of the new 

OD peak intensity after vapour deuteration to the remaining crystalline 
as 

OH peak was takeh I the'emorphous: crystalline*ratio. -In measuring such a 

ratio, they implied a distinct separation between crystalline and amorphous 

regions, since vapour phase deuteration was assumed to take place only in 

amorphous regions. Such an implication is noto ho,,. Yevert compatible with 

the X-ray evidence of Trermans et al (63-66)t who maintain that water is able 

to penetrate the crystalline lattice. This implication also accounts for 

the discrepancy between Mann and Ilarrinan's results for crystalline 

amorphous ratio and accessibility and the itsults measured by other methods, 

such as X-ray methods (67,68). iodine absorption (69) and sorption ratio 

methods (70,71)- 

The work of Mann. and Marrinan wasp horeverp very Important, since it 

established the existence of different forms of Celluloses III and IV. 

Treatment of Cellulose I and Cellulose II with liquid ammonial followed by 

evaporation of the liquid ammonia at room temparature, produced COIIUIOSe23 

III 
I and III 

II respectively. In a similar wayg Celluloses IV I and IV 
II 

were formed on treatment of Cellulose I and Cellulose II with water under 
0 

pressure or with glycerine between 100 and 300 C- 

Birefringence measurements on Cellulose 11-1 made by 11anjunath and 

Peacock (72) showed the birefringence of Cellulose III I to be greater than 

that of Cellulose III They argued that since these forms had the same 

lattice structure, i. ee unit cell, there must be some difference in the 

parent cellulose moleculesq namely Celluloses I and II, which was not due 

to a difference in lattice structure. It ras thus contended that this 

difference was due to the fact that Celluloses I and II possessed different 

chain conformations and consequently aasigned straight and bent chain 

conformations to Cellulose I and II resp9otiv93, y. 

The existence of different forms of Cellulose III and IVj and the 

7-1 

reversion of thane forms to the parent cellulose on various treatmntsp 
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indicate tI-e difficulty of a complete reversion of CelIU103e II to Cellulose 

I, although 7.! anjunath and Peacock (73) do indicate that the recrystallisation 

of some Cellulose I in Cellulose II occurs under certain conditions (73). 

11-ny other. workers have made meazurements of the relative proportions of 

crystalline and amorphous material present in cellulose by infra-red 

deuteration teenniques, since important proInrtiesq such as tensile strength, 

water absorption and chemical reactivity axe related to this (74-77)- 

ITuch important work concerning the observations of absorption spectra 

of Cellilose I and II and tl-e interpretation of the results in terms of 

vibrational modes and crystalline structure, was done by Marebessault ana 

Liang (78-80)- Their work contributed greatly to the understanding of the 

structure of cellulose, especially in showing which bonds were inter- 

molecularly and intramolecularly 17drogen bonded and in confirming the 

orientations of chains in CellU103e I and Cellulose II lattices, 

Mann and Marrinan (58) had -previously suggested the po3sibility of 

intramolecular 17drogen "bonding in Cellulose I Itetween C6 1hydroxyl, groups 

and C3 Irjdroxyl groups of tha next residue in tba same chain. Howevert 

such bonding was incompatible with Mang and Marobassault Is findings that 

CH 
2 synnetric stretching and. banding modes showed parallel dichroism. 

Liang and 11arobessault thus suggested that intermolecular liydrogen bonding 

occurred between C6 hydroxyl groups and the oxygen bridge atoms of neigh- 

bouring chains. In addition it ras proposed that such bonding could occur 

in 101 and 101 planes, and vibrational modes in these planes were 

tentatively assigned to spectral band3 which occur at 3.026 pm. (3303 cm. 

and 2.937 jum-(3405 cm-1) respectively. It was considered, that two such 

bands could also occur in 002 and 00ý planast but the intensities of such 

peaks were expected to be weak and no attempt was made to identifY such 

peaks. They didq howeverl maintain that intramolecular bonding must occur 

in order to account for a strong parallel bydroxyl, stetching bard observed 

r 



TAM V 

Infra-red Sepctrum of Cellulose I 

Ylave le nc:,, th Frequency Polarization Assignment 
.( -Y M) cm7l . 

15-08 663 - 
14.29 700 
14.20 740 
12-50 800 
11-17 895 

10-15 985 
10.0 1000 
9.857 1015 
9.6618 1035 
9.4517 1058 
9.0090 1110 

81,8888 1125 
8.6059 1162 

8.2988 1205 
8-0971 1235 
800000 1250 
7-8003 1282 
7.5930 1317 
7.4850 1336 
7.3638 1358 
7.2780 1374 
6.9930 1430 
6.8729 1455 
6.1162 1635 
3.505 2853 
3.484 2870 
3-451 2897 
3.431 2914 
3.396 2945 
3.367 2970 
3.081 3245 
3.053 3275 
3,026 3305 

2.985 3350 

2.963 3375 
2.937 3405 

2.899 3450 

OH cut-of -plane bending 

CH2 rocking ? 
ring breathing 
antisymmetrical out of phase 
stretching 

C-0 stretching 

antisymmetrical in phase ring 
stretching 

Antisymmetrical bridge oxygen 
stretching 
011 in-plane bending ? 

CH bending 
CH2 wagging 
OH in-plane bending 

CH bending 
CH2 bending 
OR in-plans bending 
absorbed ýO 

s C% Bvm. s retching 

CH stretching 

C%antisym, stretching 
C tratching 

OH stretching (intermoleculax 
IV, drogen bonds in 101 plane) 
OH stretching (intramolecular 
lZrdrogen bonds) 

OR stretching (intermolecular 
Wrogan bonds in 1071 plane) 
Cellulose II impurity ? 



TABIE VI 

Infra-red Sepotrum of Cellulose II 

Wavelength 
(pM. ) 

Frequency 
-1 cm. 

Polarization Assignment 

15-384 650 OR out-of -plane banding 14o285 700 
13-157 760 CH2 rocking ? 
12-500 Soo Ring breathing 
11.210 892 C, group frequency 
10-362 965 P 
10-040 996 P 
9-950 1005 JL? 
9.8039 1020 a C-0 stretching 
9.6618 1035 
9-4340 1060 
9.2764 1078 
9.0334 1107 11 Antisymmatric in-pbase ring 

stretching (v ) 
a 8.6580 1155 1 gidge 

o3ygen Antisymmetric 
stretching 

8.3333 1200 1 011 in-plare bending ? 
8.1633 1225 L 
7.9554 1257 J_? 
7.8301 1277 CH berding 
7.6046 1315 CH2 wagging 
7.4901 1335 11 OR in-plane banding 
7.3260 1365 
7.2727 1375 CII berding 
7.0621 1416 Cý2 bending 
6.9444 1440 
6.8027 1470 011 in-plane bending 
6.1162 1635 Absorbed 1120 
3-5088 2850 1? Cý2 symmetric stretching 
3.4795 2874 
3.4590 2891 CH stretching 
3.4435 2904 
3-4095 2933 L? CH2 antisymmetric stretching 
3.3841 2955 
3.3693 2968 GH stretching 
3.3546 2981 ? 
3.1496 3175 011 stretching (intermolecular 
3.0257 3305 _L bydrogen bonding) 
2.9851 3350 
2.9011 3447 OH stretching (intramolecular 
2.8670 3488 1wdrogen bonding) 



a 

(A) (B) 

Fig. 19 (A) Arrangement of CH20H groups in cellobiose unit; (B) hydrogen 

bonds. Cellulose I unit cell. 
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at 2-985 ym. (3350 cm-. 
l). This peak was assigned to one of the intra- 

molecular 17drogen bonds allowed for by the Herman's model (81)t namely a 

bond between aC3 Iqclroxyl group and the ring oxygen atom of the next residue, 

The inter- and intramolecular bydrogen bonds proposed by Liang and 

Nexchessault required some bending of chains to occur, but this was not 

considered to be incompatible with existing unit cell dimensiots. The 

arrangement of chains and bydrogen bonds in the unit call is shovM in Fig. 19. 

Ring stretching . -frequencies were assigned from the results of work on small 

analogous ring molecules (82-84). 

The observed bands and assignments for Celluloses I and II axe shown 

in Tables V and VI respectively. As can be seen from a comparison of these 

tables, many of the frequencies of Cellulose I were almost unchanged in 

Cellulose II, Tbe polarization of CH 
2 stretching bands was found to be the 

same in both structures, thus suggesting similar intermolecular bydrogen 0 

bonding involving C6 bydroxyl groups and intramolecular bydrogen bonding 

involving C3 liydroxyl groups. Eowever, in tbe case of Cellulose 11 some 

rotation about C0 and C0 linkages was required in order to 
1-14- 

account for the unit cell structure, in addition to the bent chain 

conformation also present in Cellulose 1. (Atoms labelled with a dasht 

eage 01 etc are in adjacent residues of the same chain), Thus before 

intramolecular bydrogen bonding between C lVdroxyl groups and 01 atoms 35 

can occur along the length of a molecule, successive glucose residues must 

have different orientations (ýP) about the Olooo***O 1 axis (85). with 

alternate resid-ues similarly inclined. It was tbus proposed that 

successive glucose residues bad different emironments so that two types 

of C 0110**90000 / intramolecular IWdrogen bonds-existo Vitrations for 35 
these two types of bond were ascribed to the two parallel bands at 2.901 

jum. 
(3447 cm--l) and 2.867 um. (3488 cm-. '). 

The lower dichroism of the CH2 stretching and banding frequencias of 



Fig. 20A Hydrogen bonding scheme in the 1071 plane: r c--- 0.17bI Ip C-- 30% 

F%. 20BHydrogen bonding scheme in the 101 plane: r Me 0-3M, v Cýý'300- 
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Cellulose II as compared with Cellulose I was attributed to ti-a skewing of 

chains and rotation of glucose units. Five other hydroxyl bands were 

detected in the spectrum of Cellulose II rhich bad counterparts in the 

Cellulose I spectrum. Changes in the dichroism'of some of these bands 

enabled tentative assignments of the 15-384 
jum. 

(650 cm to the C6 

bydroxyl group and'ti-a 6.8027 um. (1470 am-. 
') band to tI-s C2 or C3 IVxIroxy1 

group, 

Ijaxchessault and Mang also constructed schemes of hydrogen bonding 

(Figs, 20A & 20B) which were compatible withunit call dimensions. Fig. 20B 

illustrates a scheme involving the reversal of chains. Although they 

did not find any evidence for reversal or non reversall't1a schema of 

Fig, 20B was preferred, since it could more easily explain the existence of 

two observed perpendicular bands and vas compatible with tI-a Andress unit 

cell (45)- The parameter r, , defined by Jones (65) refers to the shift 

of the central chain in the unit cell relative to one corner of it, 

Tiabba (86) observed the effect of temperature and drying on the infra-red 

spectrum of Cellulose II films with respect to the aecond order transition 

around 250Ct previously reported (87-89)- Tvahba, was also able to 

demonstrate the existence of two types of lqdrogen bond: the first exhibited 

a rapid response- to temperature - (i. e, *- breaking rapidly with increased 

temperature and reforming rapidly'on cooling)q while the second type was 

formed more slowly and at an increasing rate with decrease of temperature 

below 600C.. 

Ramiah and Goring (88) bad previously assigned tIv second order 

transition near 25 0C to the breaking of intramolecular bydroBan bonds 

between C3 liydroxyl groups end of atOms, a"Id thOY ass'umd that these 5 
bonds were weaker than intermolecular hydxngen bonds involving C6 Yqdroxyl, 
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groups. Wahba also assigned the bonds which responded slowly to 

temperature changes to the second order transition at 25 0 C. and bence to the 

intramolecular C 011***9*0/ bydrogan bonds. 35 
Ramiah and Goring also detected a further transition between 80 and 

0, - 110 C. from thermal expansion measuistents on cellulose and stated that 

this might be due to the motion of restricted segments of cellulose chains. 

A further transition between 170 and 240 0 C., determined from elastic 

modulus measurements (90). was attributed to a 'glass type I transition. 

The application of infra-red spectroscopy to treated celluloses has 

proved invaluable for the assessment of structural and chemical changes, 

For exampleg it has been possible to establish the existence of cross links 

in resin treated cotton, and in addition, the relative proportions of 

singularly linked and cross linked reagent (91 & 92), 

1.5.2 The Structure of Dicel 

Fuclear magnetic resonance (N. M. R. ) studies on cellulose diacetate 

(degree of substitution 2.38) by Goodlet et al (93) showed a multiplicity of 

peaks for acetyl groups. This multiplicity was caused by a large number 

of interactions of the acetyl groups with remaining lvdroxyl groups, It 

was hence concluded that dicel molecules do not have a regular structureq 

i. e. that acetylation has occurred irregularly to produce atactic molecules. 

This atacticity explains the very low crystallinity of tle polymer, i, e, 

its failure to pack into a regular crystalline lattice. This lack of 

crystallinity explains r17 little information may be obtained about the 

structure of dicel from X-ray diffraction techniques, 

Goodlet et al (93) were able to remove the multiplicity caused by, 

IVdroxyl peaks by the full acetylation, of tba diacetate with CD 3 COM, 

The three peaks which corresponded to the original acetyl protons at the 

C20 C3 and C6 positions of the glucose residues comprising the cellulosic 



Fig. 21A. Acetyl peaks of cellulc*e triacetate. 

2.2 2.0 1.8 
PPM (6) 

Fig. 21AAcetyl peaks of fiber-wade cellulose apetiste (D. S. = 2.38). 

2.2 2.0 1.8 
PPM k6) 



2.2 2.0 1.8 
PPM (6) 

Fig. 21B Acetyl peakas Wfiber-gradc cellulose ace(ate, preptim-d ljy liydrolyzing with low 

water content (treated with CD&COCI). 



backbone of the diacetate molecules, rere thus clearly observed. (Figs. 

21A & 21B). Peak intensities were compared to evaluate the relative amounts 

of acetylation at C 21 C3 and C6 positions of the glucose residues, The 

assignments of the three peaks to C 2' C3 or C6 positions was made by 

employing the methods of-Yalm (94) and Gardner (95). The C6 position was 

found to exhibit the lowest extent of actylation and it is possible that this 

is due to strong intermolecular bydrogen bonding of C6 bYdroxyl groups in the 

parent cellulose molecules. Similarlyq intramolecular bydrogen bonding of 

C3 bydroxyl groups in parent cellulose molecules can also,. account for tbq 

low degree of substitution at C3 Positions of glucose residues which 

comprise the diacetate molecules. Howeverp since the degree of substitution 

at C6 positions is slightly lower than at C3 positions, it is clear that 

intermolecular hydrogen bonding of C6 Wroxyl groups is slightly stronger 

than the intramolecular 17drogen bonding of C3 IWdroxyl groups in the parent 

.-- cellulose molecules. This is a reasonable deductiong since C6 IWdro-Vi 

group project from the cellulose chain and may approach the oxygen bridge 

atoms of neighbouring chains,, thus forming very strong I-Wdrogen bonds. 

Horeverv movement of C3 bydroxyl groups within a chain is more restricted, 

so that intramolecular bydrogen bonds will tend to be longer and hence 

weaker. Such an explanation was upheld by Goring (88) and is also 

compatible with I-Taxchessault and Mang's scheme of IWdrogen bonding. 

Acetylation at the C position was found to occur to the highest extent 2 

and may be accounted for by assuming that C hydroxyl groups of glucose 2 

residues which comprise parent cellulose molecules are the least involved 

in 'hydrogen bondingg or are involved in the weakest IVdrogen bonding. 

1-5-3 The Structure of Tricel 

Although a vast amount of work has been done on the structure of 

cellulose and some cellulose derivativesv comparatively little rork haa 



been carried out on t1he structure of cellulose triacetate, IToreverg some 

early X-ray work was done by Herzog (96), Fless axd Trogus (97-99) and 

Naxay - Szabado (100). Tbair resiults show the 1=esence of two polymorphic 

f orms of cellulose triacatate, namely Triacetate I and Triacotate 11, 

which are formed ty acetylation of Cellulose I ard Cellulose II resTectively, 

This polymorphism, 'wasp-howeverp challenged by Baker (101)9 ITapley (102) 

and Howsmon. (103). 

The 1=oblem was eventually resolved by SIragu-e et al (104) who applied 

Baker and Stoll's technique (105) for sample annealing to increase 

crystallinity and who were able to produce X-ray photograpbs vhich vere 

well enough defined to showq conclusively, the existence of the two 

different forms of triacetate. Estimates of unit cell dimensions were 

also made and these are given in Table VII. 

TABIE VII 

Unit Cell Dimensions of Triacetates I and II 

Dimension Triacetate I Triacetate II 

2.26 =. 2.58 nm. 

b i. o5 1.05 nm. 

(fibre direction) 

1.3.8 1'* 145 nm. 
00 79 66-4 

No. of cellobiose units 44 

Calculated density 1.39 g-Aq. 1.30 g-Ac. 

In addition, Dulmage (107) observed the X-ray diffraction patterns of 

cellulose triacetate films prepared bY successive I-eat treatments and 

rolling, at temperatures between 160 and 215 0 
C. - He suggested that the 
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TABLE IX 
Summary of Dependency of Triacetate Structure on 

Cellulose Structure and Process History, (Present Investigation) 

Cell. I Tri A. C. Ib 
--- 

H-! ---,. Tri A. C. I S&P- 
b Cell. II (+ IV, 

(amorphous) (crystalline) 

H. A. 
S. T. S. T. 

HS. 

Cell. II Tri A. C. II - 
H. T. Tri A. C. II SM 

- Cell. 11 (+IVY 
(amorphous) (crystalline) 

Notation: Cell. = cellulose, Tri A. C. - cellulose triacetate, H. A. - heterogeneous 
acetylation, L. S. = low swelling, H. S. = high swelling, H. T. - heat treatment, Sap. 

saponification, S. T. - steam treatment. 
b Amorphous triacetate I is converted to a initial cellulose 1. 
a The saponification products approach cellulose II as the crystallinity of triacettates 

increases. 
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unit cell of cellulose triacetp-te contained four cellobiose acetate units in 

a jeaudo-orthorhombic unit cell, with dimensions: - 

a-0.245 mm. 

b_- 1. 
_156 

c-1.043 z=. (fibre axis) 

Sprague also investigated some of the factors which influence the fo=ation 

of each type of triacetate (Table VIII) and showed that Triacetate 31 was 

the most stable, 

Furthar investigations --by 'Fatanabe (108) also showed that some Triacetate 

I could be formed from the beterogeneous acetylation of Cellulose 119 which 

had been pretreated in a swelling medium; thus contradicting Sprague's 

earlier contention that Triacetate I could only be formed from Cellulose 1. 

Watanabe also showed Triacetate I could be converted to Triacetate 11 on 

beating with superheated steam and that highly ordered Triacetates I and 

11 were converted largely to Cellulose II upon saponification (Table IX). 

Several other techniquesp such as gas chromatograpiny (109-112), 

differential scanning calorimetry (113) and dilatometry (114-118) have also 

been applied to studies of triacetates in order to assess structural 

modifications which arise. The dilatometry measurements of Sharpled (117) 

showed that tricel, possessed three second order transitions at 46,112 ard 

157 0 C.. Sharples and Sperling (117) concluded that the transition at 460C. 

was due to a 'boat to chair' conformational change in the acetylated glucose 

residues which constitute the cellulose triaoetate molecules. They 

0 
attributed the transition at 112 C. to a side chain transitiong since the 

transition became much less marked with increased side chain length in 

0 
related polymers. Thq third transition at 157 C. was known to correspond to 

the glass transition temperature. 

Niakaoura (113) also found anotber transition in tricel, from kas 

chromatograpliy measurements on tricel film, when samples cast onmoaifioa 
Kieselgbur gave a transition at 630C.. Dilatometry measurements an trical 
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t 

0 film also gave a transition at 91 C. and Nakamura suggested that these 

transitions could be related to side chains. 

Hindeleh (119) observed the X-ray diffractograms of various samples of 
0 cellulose triacetate and noted that large changes took place above 180 C. 

Diffractograms of triacetate yaxn annealed at various temperatures for 10 

minutes were then taken* (Fig. 22). An analysis of the results in terms of 

crystallinity iz-Aex and temperature (Fig. 23) showed that a sharp rise in 

crystallinity index (i. e. rapid crystallization) bad occurred near 180 
0 

C. 

1.6 The Structure of Water and Ice 

Introduction 

As will be seen in Chapters 3 and 49 much of the work carried out 

has been concerned with the absorption of water by cellulosic materials, 

It is relevant therefore to examine, at this pointq the current theories 

of water structureq since these are necessary to an understanding of the 

results obtained. A brief discussion of the main theories of the structure 

of ice is also includedp since some of the theories of the structure of 

liquid water propose that soma ice structures are present within the liquid 

water system. 

1.6.2 Structuis of water 

Despite the immense amount of research devoted to studies of water, the 

t 

w 

structure of this material is not yet fully understood. This is due largely 

to the ability of water to hydrogen bond in many different ways. Howeverp 

much important work on its structure has been done from observations of the 

infra-red and Raman spectra of rater over awide wavelength range (120-125)- 

A computer analysis of infra-red spectra in the 3 pm. (3333 CM .) region 

indicated that four Gaussian components were required to fit the spectrum 

with wavelengths (frequencies) at: - 

3.086 ym. (3240 

&ý F 
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2.911 )im. (3435 cm. 
I)' 

2.825 pm. (3540 em71) 

2-762 um. (3620 cm. 
') 

Similar peaks were also-found for Raman spectra. Studies of the temperature 

-dependence of these spectra led Walrafen (120-125) to assign the components 

at 2.825 prq, (3540 cm: 
1) 

and 2.762 um, (3620 cm, 
1) 

to vibrations of ron 

bydrogen b6ndedt ioe. 'free' raterg and the vibrations at 2.911 ýum. 
-1 -1 (3435 cm ) and 3.086 pm. (3240 cm. ) to' bydragen bonded lattice water. 

X-ray studies (126,127) have also indicated the presence of a 

tetrahedral lattice structure in water and a hydrogen bonded model for such 

a structure was proposed by Walrafen (121). which correspoivýed to the basic 

structure of ice. 'Walrafen also studied the temperature dependence of 

intermolecular liydrogen bonded OH stretching and librational. intensities 

throughout the range from 2-5 - 20 pm. (4000 - 500 cm -1 ) and found that 

his results could not be explained in terms of a previous continuum model. 

He tIms suggested the presence of a structure which involved an equilibrium 

between 'free' and 'lattice bound' water. 

A more sophisticated model was -presented more recently by Frank (128), 

I. in which be I=oposed that cold water consisted of 'bydrogen. bonded four 

co-ordinated framework regions with'interstitial monomers occupying some of 

, the cavities enclosed by the framework'. , The precise geometry of the 

framework was not specifiedl but thought to be more regular at lower 

temperatures. 

Such models do not, howeverg adequately explain all the properties of 

water (129). 

Del Bene and Pople (130) undertook molecular orbital calculations to 

determine the energies of small groups of rater molecules and suggested 

the presence in liquid water of cyclic trimersq tetramersq pentamers and 

bexamers, tbus accounting for the radial distribution function in liquid 

water (129). 
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1.6.3 Structure of Tce 

Ice has been shown to exist in at least ten different structures over 

a range of pressures and temperatureso (131,132). X-ray studies have 

shown that at atmospheric pressureg three forms of ice imay be formed 

(133t 1-34)v namely vitreous ice (I 
V 

). cubic ice (I 
C) and boxagonal ice (I 

h 
Vitreous ice is formed by rapidly condensing vater vapour at temperatures 

lower than -1630C.. Between -163 
0 
C-and -123 

0 C-9 vitreous ice has Imen. 

shown to transform to cubic ice (135-138)- A further transformation from 
0 

cubic to hexagonal ice has been shown to occur between -113 and -53 C. 

Howeverg Beaumont (139) sýowed. that wbereas the vitreous to cubic Ice 

0 
transformation occurred at an increasing rate between -163 and -123 C. and 

at -123 C. was virtually complete within a few minutes, tba cubic to 0 

hexagonal 'transformation took place at a much slower rate# i. e. over several 

hours, between'-63 and -23 
0 C.. Such findings explain the incon3istency 

between X-rayq infra-red and calorimetric results9 since the type of ice 

formed is dependent upon the technique and conditions of sample preparation 

(140 - 143)9 

Baptiste and Whalley (144) rere able to show that the infr. a-red spectra 

of crystalline cubic and hexagonal ices were equivalentg at least for mull 

samples. Such a finding is consistent with the very similar structure of the 

two crystalline ice forms. The cubic and hexagonal lattices meraly reflect 

different packing of units of four bydrogen bonded water molecules, 

co-ordinated tetrahedrally, (as in the lattice structure for waterp given 

by Walrafen (121) 

1-7 The Absorption of Water by Cellulosic Materials 

The sorption isotberm characteristic of most fibrous polymers and 

sho, vm for cotton in Fig-24, ras attributed ýr y Brunauer (145) to multimolocular 

absorption. This view was not talcon by Peirce (146) and Ilailrood (147)v 

who attributed the isotherm to the resultant of tvo simultaneOU3 processes, JIL- 
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namely direct combination of water molecules to fibre molecules and looser 

binding due to Van der Waal forces. Sorption isotbermS at increasing 

temperatures -indicated a cross over point for cotton (Fig. 25), 'Which was 

attributed by Urquhart (148) to-water penetrating the crystalline regions 

of the cotton in such a way that breakage of cross links produced an 

increase in, the total rumber of bydroxyl groups. Such a process is unlikelyg 

however, since there is little spectroscopic evidence to suggest the 

existence of covalent crosslinks or for an increase in the total number of 

cellulosic hydroxyl groups at higher temperatures. 

The absorption of water by cellulose has also been studied by N. T. I. R. 

spectroscopy (149-152) , Ogiwara (149) measured the spectra of water in 

cellulose at various Immidities and suggested that as the water content 

increased 9 tle strengtb of the bonding involved in binding such water 

decreased. (cf JFeughelman Isf ind in gs f or wool (153) )- Ogiwara also 

showed that it was pos5ible to determine the boundary temperaturel Tc at 

which water molecules became bound to cellulose. It was shown that T0 

corresponded to the glass transition temperature of a rater containing 

sample and was dependent -upon tbe type of cellulose and its water content 

(Fig. 26). 

Tiv infra-red spectra of celluloset rater and the cellulo3e/rater 

system have not previously been well enough resolved to reveal details of the 

state of water in cellulose, and a similar situation also exists for 

cellulose derivatives. However,, Ant-ITuorinen and VisapýA (154) did show 

that the 5-8 ýM (1724 om. -l)C-0 peak of Cellulose I almost disappeared at 

humidites greater than W, R. H., and they attributed this to the bydrogen 

bonding of water to C=O groups. 

I. e. Score of the Prenent Work 

Although much work has been carried out on tIx3 structure and properties 
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of Cellulose 119 little rigorous comparative work has been done on t1he 

cellulose derivatives dicel and Tricel II. The three substances viscosel 

dicel and tricel represent various degrees of acetylation from 0 to 2-95 

and thus provide a means of determining how progressive acetylation 

affects structural and other properties such as water absorption. The 

application of derivative spectroscopy to these three substances now provides 

a means of determining much more fine structural detail and "how such structuro 

varies with water absorption. 
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CRA PT-, -R 2 

MATERIALS, METHODS AND EARLY EXPERrISEITTS 

2.1 Materials 

2.191- Commercial Films 

In order to compare the properties of laboratory ; repared films with 

those produced industriallyl commercial samples of 'cellophane' (Cellulose 

II) were obtained from British Cellophane Limited (155) and films of dicel 

and trical from Bexford Limited (156). The films obtained were the 

thinnest commercially availableg for which thickness, degree of substitution 

and the nature and amount of additives were known,, Such parameters are 

shown in table X. The films were examined for spectroscopic suitability 

and in all cases were found to be too thick for examination in this 3 
jum. 

(3333 am -1 ) region. 

In order to reduce the film thicknessp experiments were carried out 
0 

which involved compression between rollers (20 tons pressure) at 100 r,, 

but no changes in thickness were observed. Attempts to reduce thickness 

by stretching the films were also unsuccessfulg since the films ruptured 

under this treatment. However, thin films were eventually produced by 

carefully rubbing the commercial films on fire emery paper. Unfortunately, 

such films were highly opaque and I=oduced very poor spactra due to their 
I 

high scatter of the infra-red light. The opacity and scatter of dicel and 

tricel films were reduced considerably, however, when the surfaces of the 

films were wiped with cotton wool moistened in acetone. The acetone 

partly dissolved the surface of the f ilm and bence decreased its opacity 

and scatter. Howeverg great care was necessary to avoid swamping the 

films with acetone since the films then dissolved completely. In tba case 

of viscose films, scatter was reduced and better spectra obtained by 

immersing the films in carbon tetrachloride in a fixed plate liquid callp 

mr 'no XDSIBMIAn Sam 
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prior to spectral examination. 

In all cases the spectra obtained contained large interfering peakst 

due to the presence of plasticizing additives. Furthermorep it was not 

possible to-remove the-se additives from the dicel and tricel films, and in 

the case of the viscose films it ras not possible to ascertain rhen all the 

glycerol additive bad been removed by washing. All the commercial films 

were thus assessed as being totally unsuitable for our research purposes and 

ways of producing pure additive - free films were thus developed. 

2.1.2 (A)-- Production of Pure Viscose 'Films 

Samples of pure additive - free viscose film were produced by regenera- 

tion from a solution of cellulose xantbate in 6fecaustic soda, The cellulose 

xanthate solution was produced by treating cellulose with 31% by weight of 

carbon disulphide and dissolving the resultant cellulose xanthate in 611, 

caustic soda. The actual cellulose content of the final solution was 7% 

by weight. The acid bath regenerating solution supplied had the following 

Composition: - 

Sulphuric Acid 10-5% 

Sodium Sulphate 20.0% 

Zinc Sulphate 1-5% 

The cellulose xanthata BOlUtion was divided into 100 ml. aliquats and 

stored for long -periods at -20 
0 C.. Such storage ras found to be necessary, 

since the solution tended to 'gel' and become unusable when left at room 

temperature for more than a fer days. Very thin films were I=oduced on 

ground glass plates, which induced small surface irregularitieswithout 

increasing the opacity. Such induced irregularities were found to be 

necessary for very thin films of viscose in order to eliminate interference 

fringes. 
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TA'BM- XI 

Dilution of Acid: 
Solution: Water Ratio Appearance of Film 

.1: 0 Very Opaque 

1: 1. Very Opaque 

1: 2 Opaque 

4 Slightly Opaque 

6 Slightly Opaque 

8 Very Slightly Opaque 

I: 10 Clear_ 

I: 12 Clear, but not evenly formed 

16 ITo Film Produced 

TABIE XII 

Regenerated Films 

Wash in watar for 1 br. 
0 

Desvlphurize in 10%lia 2S at 50 C. for 5 mins. 

Wash in Water f or 5 mins - 

Bleach in 1% 11202 at Ro for 15 mins. 

Yash in Water for 12 brse 
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Interference fringes are often produced when sample thickness is of the 

same order as the impinging infra-red radiation and the film dimensions are 

of a high order of regularity. Internal reflection of some radiation occurs 

at the sample/air or at the sample/cell plate interface. The combination 

of doublyv quadruply etc. reflected rays t with rays passing straight through 

the sample call, occurs to produce interence fringesq as is well known. The 

form of such fringes is shown in Fig. 27 for an optically flat sample. 

Interference fringes may be used to calculate the sample thickness a 

according to the equation: - 

(n/2 ). x 2) 

wbore Al = One arbitrary wavelengthp cipressed in 
jum. 

X2 -A second arbitrary wavelengtho expressed in ym. 

n- The number of fringes between X, and A2 

The actual method of film preparation involved spreading small amounts 

of the cellulose xanthate solution on ground glass plates (for thin films) 

or plane glass plates (for thicker films) with a sharp blade. The thickness 

of the film produced was determined by using sellotape or standard metal 

spacers of different thickness. es at the edges of the plate (Fig. 28). The 

plates spread with cellulose xanthate solution of different thicknesses were 

then immersed in tl*e regenerating acid solution in a small tray for 2-4 mins. 

to produce regenerated cellulose films. 

With the standard regenerating solution supplied p thick films of 

viscose -were found to be opaqueg even after purification treatments. 

Howeverp it was found that dilution of the acid bath produced films of 

greater clarity, which induced a smaller scattering of the incident infra- 

red radiation. optimum regeneration conditions were found to ocevr at 

a dilution of 1 part of the standard regenerating solution to 10 parts 

of water (table XI). Films rere purified by desulphurizing and bleaching 
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according to the scheme given in table XII. 

The samples of film were then arranged on flat polypropylene or teflon 

plates and excess rater removed by blotting with atsorbent paper. The 

samples were then sellotaped. at their edges 6nto tl-e plates and alloved. to 

dry for several hours in the atmosphere. The use of polypropylene or teflon 

plates was found to reduce the adbasion, betreen the dry films and platest- thus 

enabling the films to be removed from the plates by carefully cutting round 

the edges with a razor blade. 

I-Tany different spacers were used initially to produce a range of film 

tbicknesses, All tbese films were tested for suitability in different 

spectral regions and films with the most suitable thicknesses for each 

particular range were then produced on a large scale (Table XIII). 

2.1.2 
. 
(B) Production of Pure Dicel and Pure Tricel Films 

Samples of pure dicel (degree of substitution 2-3) and pure Tricel II 

(degree of substitution 2.95) flake were obtained from Boxford Ltd. (156). 

The manufacturers recommended the use of a mixture of methylene chloride and 

methanol as a solvent for these materials, but methanol was shorn to be 

un3uitable 1, since films produced by using s-uch a solvent gave large spurious 
-1 * OH peaks in the 3 Pm. (3333 cm. ) region of derivative spectra, due to the 

presence of residual amounts of metbanolq which could not be removedg even 
0 

wben samples were beated to a temperature of 150 Cý for several bours. it 

was thus decided to use a mixture of methylene chloride and acetone as a 

solvent for dicel and pure metlVlene chloride as a solvent for tricel. 

Difficulties were experienced in obtaining homogeneous solutions of 

the polymers and samples often had to be subjected to continuous mechanical 

agitation for several days to effect complete dissolution, Films rere 

I 

prepared initially by spreading a thin layer of the polymer solution over 
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a plane glass plate (with spacers at the edges) with a blade 'and allowing 

the solvent to slowly evaporate from the layer by placing the plate in a 

cabinet with a small dish of the solvent to reduce the rate of evaporation 

of solvent from the layer of polymer solution. If such a precaution was not 

taken and the layer of polymer solution was allowed to dry in the atmospberet 

the rapid evaporation at the edges of the layer terided, to cause more solution 

to flow to the edges from the centre, especially with thick layers of polymer 

solutionj and produce a film which was thicker at the edges than at the 

centre. 

It was also necessai7 to produce a dry atmosphere within the cabinet 

by iholuding a small dish of P205. since otherwise the condensation of 
vapour 

atmospheric water I onto the layer of drying polymer solution (due to the 

cooling effect of the evaporation of solvent) tended to jxcoduoe films which 

were cloudy. 

14any trial experiments were conducted to ascertain the correct 

concentrations and spacer thicknesses required in order to produce films 

suitable for the different spectral regions. Dilute solutions of polymers 

were found to be unsuitablet since layers of such polymer solutions cast 

on glass plates were found to break up into droplets of liquid before a fila 

could be formed by the solvent evaporating. However, the solution conditions 

shown in Table XIV were found to produce suitable films. Spacer and film 

thicknesses are also indicated in this table, 

Greater speed of preparationg film regularity and reproducibility were 

obtained 17 using an automatic plate spreader (Pig. 29) rhich was developed 

for the preparation of even layers of Kieselghur suspensions in thin layer 

chromatograpby. (157)- This consists of an aluminium bed along which 

plates are traversed at a constant rate by an arm connected to a motorized 

rorm drive. For our purposesq plates were traversed one at a time and 
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the drive from the arm was connected to the glass plate by a plastic stripy 
the the 

as shown in Fig. 29* In tl-e starting position showngledge of1plate passes 

under a blade whose beight above the glass plate is determined by the 

positioning of adjustment screws, located on either side of the blade. 

However, in practice greater reproducibility was obtained from the alternative 

use of sellotape or steel spacers at eitber side of the blade. 

To 1=oduce a filmv a thin ribbon of polymer solution was poured onto 

the plate immediately behind the blade, the motor switched on and the plate 

traversed. At the end of the traverse, a microswitch switched the motor 

off and the plate was then transferred rapidly to the drying cabinet 

containing small dishes of the solvent and P205. The instrument was then 

switched off and the arm returned to its original position by disengaging 

a clutch connecting it to*tbe worm drive. The blade was than removed, 

cleaned with acetone, returned to its original position on anotber glass 

plate and the whole procedure repeated. 

Mien the films were completely dry, the glass plates on which they were 

cast were removed from the drying cabinet. Considerable difficulty was 

experienced in removing the films from the glass platesp but this was over- 

come by condensing a thin layer of moisture on the films and carefully 

removing the films with a razor blade. T11-an thin films were removed from 

the plates, they tended to wrinkle and fold up as the layer of moisture 

evaporatedg making them impossible to fold without tearing. This folding 

phenomenon was attributed to an accumulation of static charge due to the 

very low regain of dicel and tricel. This folding phenomenon was not, 

horever, observed with thicker filmst where their rigidity was laree enough 

to withstand any forces due to the accumulated static charge. The problem 

with thinner films was overcove by supporting them rith damp tissue paper 

as they were removed from the glass plates. These films were tben stored 

between two sheets of tissue paper prior to use. Tiben small samples of 

such film were required for spectroscopic purposest they were cut from the 

II 

I, 1 
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film whilst it was sandwiched betwaan the sheets of tissue. In this wavv 
fOld-ing UP Of tl'e sample and the remaining film was I=evented, 

2-1-3- -Preparation of Samples for the XBr Disc Technique 

Samples of viscosev'dicel and tricel. film were obopped finely and 

placed in agate ball mills rith 0.5 g. aliquots Of spectroscopic grade XBr. 

The samples were than milled for 24 hours, but surprisingly no grinding bad 

occurred and the film samples were found to be distributed around the edges 

of the millsp leaving the KBr at the bottome Samples of dicel and tricel 

flake treated similarly also produced the same, results. It was clear that 

the failure of the samples of film and flake to disintegrate was due in part 

to an accumulation of static charge causing the film or flaki particles to 

separate from the KBr matrix and from each other. Such samples could thus 

not be used to produce KBr discs since theywould not disperse finely in 

the KBr matrix. A fine dispersion in the KBr is essentialg since poor 

dispersion results in poor sample transmissionj high scatter and hence poor 

spectra* It was thus decided to produce viscosel dicel and tricel in the 

form of particular precipitatest*which could be dried and than finely 

dispersed in Mr. 

2.1.3 (A)--- Preparation of Viscose, Regenerated as a Fine Precipitate 

Several attempts to produce a precipitate of viscose by regeneration 

from cellulose xanthate solution were madeq but without much success. In 

all these casesg the regeneration process took place at too rapid a rate 

and large pieces of f ilm were produced. Howeverg the following method of 

slow regeneration was found to produce a precipitate with the necessary 

characteristics: - 

50 mls- of cellulose xanthate solution were dissolved in 500 MIS. Of 

distilled vatevat room temperature. The mixture was then stirred 

vigorously as O. lN. sulpImric acid was added dropyise until a neutral ;H 
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was obtained. The mixture was then allowed to stand for several minutesp 

whereupon a flocculent pale yellow precipitate of regenerated viscose was 

-produced. The precipitate was centrifuged off and purified according to 

the scbeme shown in Table M The purified precipitate was finally placed 

in a sample bottle and dried in a vacuum desiccator at 40 0 C'. 

2-1-3 (B) Preparation of a Dicel Precipitate 

A solution of dical in acetone was fourd to produce a suitable precipitate 

on the addition of water. 2 gms. of pure dical flalm were dissolved in 

200 mls. of acetone and distilled water gradually added to the mixture with , -ý I 

constant stirring, After the addition of approximately 100 mls. of water, 

a flocaulent white precipitate of dicel was formed. This was centrifugea 

offq wasbed several times with distilled water and dried in a vacuum 
iI ý-i 

0 desiccator at 40 C-e 

I 
ti 
t 

2.1.3 (c) Preparation of a Tricel Precipitate i 

Tricel flake was dissolved in metlWlena chloride and attempts were 

made to precipitate the trical by the addition of various solvents and aqueous 

solutions of solvents. None of the solvents which mixed rith metbylew 

chloride caused precipitation of tricel to occur, even on the addition of 

large excesses of those solvents. TIv aqueous solutions of solvents did not 

mix with the metbylene chloride and were thus unable to-effect precipitation, 

Solutions of tricel in acetone did not produce precipitates on addition oi 

water, but merely produced large particles of film. 

The following method was, however, found to I=oduce a. suitable precipi- 

tate. 2 gms. of pure tricel. flake were dissolved in 100 mls. of metbylene 

chloride and 100 mls. of pure 'acetone slowly added to tha solution 9 with 

constant stirring. Pure methanol was then slowly added to the mixturep 

again with constant stirring. After the addition of approximately 500 m13- 



TA131B XV 

Precipitale. Mgms-Precipitate/150 mgm. KBr Srectral Region 
of Disc (pm. ) 

Viscose 3 7- 12 

6 2.5-5t 5-15 

(12) (2-5-5) (5-8) 

Dicel 1 5- 10 

6 2-5-59 10-20 

Tricel 35- 12 

6 2-5-5 

12 10-20 

1 
0. q 

11 
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of methanol, a flocculent white precipitate of-tricel was produced. 

was centrifuged off and wasted several times with pure methanol, 

precipitate was finally wasbed several times with distilled water, 

ce*ntrifuged and dried in a vacuum desiccator at 400C, - 

2.1.5 (D) Preparation of ICBr Discs 

This 

The 

Samples (1-12 mgm. ) of. the precipitates of viscoseq dicel, ezA tricel vere 

ground by h. aril in an agate mortar with an agate pestle and were than mixed with 

150 mgm, aliquots of spectroscopio grade KBr. The samples were then 

transferred to agate ball mills and milled for 0.5 h7: 0 before being 

comp=essed into discs in a die. under evacuation and 2 torLs pressure. The die 

was warmed to 50 0 C-prior to use to minimise the risk of atmospberio moisture 

contaminating the samples and producing cloudy discs. Samples and discs 

were also stored in desiecators over P205 to minimise tba risk of clouding 

in the discs due to the presence of absorbed moisture. Trial experiments 

were conducted with different concentrations of the precipitates in the 

K'Br to determine the optimum conditions required to give suitable spectra 

in each spectral region (Table XV). 

2.2 Me th od a 

2.2*1 The Grubb Parsons Spectromaster, Mark IT 

The experimental work was carried out on a Grubb rarsons 'Spectro-sters . 
Nark II) infra-red spectrometer. This instrument may be used in either a 

single or a double beam modeq but all experiments carried out in this work 

were conducted with the instrument operating in the double beam condition. 

In such a mode, interfering absorptions from atmospheric carbon dioxide and 

water vapour are eliminated. The use of identical ('matched') call plates 

in both the sample and reference beams also eliminated'any absorptions 

produced by the plates. Care had to be talmn when using such plate matching 
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KEY TO FIG. 30A. 
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B Source of Infra-red Radiation (jNernst Filament), q 

a Double Mirror, dividing Radiation into two equal Beams. 9 
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techniquest howeverp siýce when the absorptions of the plate were significant, 

the sensitivity and resolution of the instrument were proportionally reduced, 

with consequential effects on the spectrum produced. 

Facilities exist for varying chart speed, wavelength scan speed q scale 

expansion and time constant. Suitable combinations were usea to ensure 

optimum sensitivity, spectral resolution and spectral relproducibility. 

The optical system of the spectrometer is shown in figure 30A. The 

principles of oreration of the instrument are now rell known and will not be 

covered I-are. 'Hore ver, in view of tiv use of derivative techniques, the 

cam operated by the servo motor, which is used to attenuatethe reference 

beam, was replaced by one which gave an output directly in terms of optical 

density in the range 0 to 1.0. Wavelength calibration was also effected 

using polystyrene film as a standard reference material. 

2,2,2 Derivative S-pactroscopy 

2.2.2 (&)_ Introduction 

The theory of differentiation and development of a differentiator 

capable of producing second derivative spectra have been discussed in detail 

elsewhere. (12), but in view of the wide use of this technique in this work, 

a brief account is given here. In a normal absorption spectrut4 if two 

bands are not well separatedv mutual overlapping occursq so that the 

resolution of these peaks is either inadequate or incomplete. For example, 

a band of low intensity which is overlapped by cne of a higher intensity 

nay be observed as a 'shoulder' or 'inflection' or Idissyametry' in týz band 

of higher intensity and in some-cases may not be observed at all. Tha 

analysis of overlapping bands piowered by Henrich (158), Giessa and French 

(159) led Pemsler (160) to develop an optical technique for producing 

derivative spectra, but the form of such spectra was not very usefulg since 

it made interpretation very difficult. 
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FIG. 30B- Successive differentiation of a curve drawn according to the Lorentz equation, 
which ib a suitable model for infrared absorption peaks. The second and fourth derivatives 

show the sharpening clTect 
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Fig. 30B shows the derivative peaks produced by successive 

differentiation of a typical absorption band. The second and fourth 

derivatives are similar in appearance to the parent band, but are considerably 

sharperý, since the wid. th at half height is approximately 1/3 that of'the 

parent absorption band for the second derivative and 1/5 for the fourth 

derivative. Such a sharpenizig of peaks in the second and fourth derivatives 

enables greater resolution to be attained. It can be seen from Pig-30B 

that "even" derivatives are more useful than "odd" derivatives since the 

former have a central peak which corresponds to the parent absorption peak. 

However, satellite peaks also occur in "even! ' derivatives and these are 

likely to induce anomalies into the spectra so that in practice the second 

derivative is accepted as being the most suitable. The acceptance of the 

theory of derivative techniques has been shown to be baýed on the similar 

behaviour of Loranzian and Gaussian distribution peaks to the absorption 

peak when such are plotted as second derivatives. 

2,2,2 (B) Development of a Differentiator 

The technique of derivative spectroscopy was developed in this 

laboratory (12) to assist in the detection of overlapping peaks 'which form 

part of broad unresolved bands characteristic of polymers. The electronic 

circuitry used for this work is shown in Fig-31. The development of the 

time-derivative computer (Idifferentiatorl) was only allowed after the advent 

of operational amplifiers which allow high amplifications to be achieved at 

low noise levels. Electronic valves were thus unsuitable for this work. 

The Idifferentiatort was suitably connected with the spectrometer 

electronics so that the amplifier output was passed into the differentiator 

and the consequential output was fed directly to the chart recorder, 
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2.2,2 (C) Characteristics of Derivative Spectroscow 

S-Pectrometer and Sample Requirements 

The technique of examining samples by derivative spectroscopy to obtain 

good derivative spectra from which valid interpretations could be made was 

more c=plicated than_the technique required to produce good absorption 

spectra. However, the validity of a good derivative spectrum is dependent 

upon the accuracy with which the parent absorption spectrum is produced, 

Thus in order to obtain optimum performance during differentiation, the 

spectrometer had to be set up to optimum conditions, since any slight 

distortion in the absorption spectrum produced magnified changes in the 

derivative spectrum. 

In order to obtain highly resolved derivative speotra, s=ple 

concentration bad to be adjusted so that the absorption ranged between 10 

and 80% transmissiong and in order to simplify this the optical density cam 

was used in all cases. In mary circumstancesp howevort several samples 

were necessary in order to obtain sensitivity in a particular vavelongth 

range. 

(ii) The Effect of Scan Sine ed 

Changes in the scan speed have been shown to change the relative 

beights of derivative Waks due to differences in band width. This effect 

was most useful for our purposes, since a careful choice of ecan speed 

enabled certain peaks to be enhancedl which had previously been obscured 

wben recorded at a different scan speede 

(iii) Band Shif t 

When a second derivative spectrum of a single absorption wa3 obtainedg 

the derivative peak was f ovnd to have moved to a higher wavelength than tba 

c 11 

: 11 

:; 

parent absorption. This was due to a time lag inducad by the timO cOn3tant 
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of the differentiator circuit and was f ound to vary with changes in R and 

C of the whole Idifferentiatort/spectrometer circuit, Thus changes in the 

time constant of the spectromater as well as tIv differentiator caused 

changes in the shif t, Changes in scan s1med also induced changes in peak 

shiftt a reduction of scan spead causing a reduction of peak shift. 

The magnitude of the total peak shift was determined as for absorption 

spectra -using a polystyrene standard. A derivative spectrum of the 

polystyrene standard was obtained using the same conditions of chart epeedq 

scan speed, time constant etc. as was used for the sample:. 

It has been shown (12) that in some derivative spectri4Telative psak 

positions varied slightly with different experix6ental, conditionsp especially 

when the parent absorption spectrum was constituted from broad overlapping 

1peaks... It has been shown mathematically (12) that this particular type of 

band shift arises as a consequence of overlapping peaks and that it does not 

occur when peaks are well separated. Thnce when a number of peaks overlap,, 

it is very difficult to measure the true absorption wavelengths, but the use 

of derivative tachniques. bas shown that greater accuracy can be obtained 

than when measured in the absorption mode due to the much greater resolution 

produced by derivative techniques. However care must still be taken during 

the analysis of derivative spectra containing many peaks, since changes in 

the wavelength of a particular vibrational p3ak may induce ohonges in the 

parameters of one or more peaks in'its vicinity. 

(iv) The Effect of Tirm Constant and Slit Width 

The four values of time constant available on the spectromter electronics 

gave increasingly suppressed noise levelsq but with loss of sensitivity and 

hence lower instrumental resolution. The time constant selected in each 

case for derivative spectra was dependent in part on the s=ple axd/or scan 

speed conditions$ az is the case for normal absorption spectra. The time 
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constant was selected so as to give minimum noise coupled with adequate 

resolution. 

The effect of decreasing the slit width was to im1prove the resolution 

obtainedl but this necessitated increasing the spectr6mater gain to maintain 

a satisfactory response. Unfortunatelyt such an increase often caused 

an'unacceptable increase in the inharent noise of the derivative spectrum 

and the slit width was tbus not usually decreased below the broad 'lot 

setting. 

(v) Possible consequences of Overlapping Second Derivative Peaks, 

The possibility of the presence of spurious Imaks which arise as a 

consequence of peaks overlapping has Imen examined and two cases which may 

occur are shown in Fig-32. Fig. 32A shows that rben 2 singlet second 

derivative peaks just overlap, a third spurious peak X occurs as a consequence 

of the summation of the two negative satellites of tl-a derivatives. However, 

such spurious peaks will only occur between the two peaks on the negative 

side of the second derivative cuxv Fig-32B shows a second anoma3, y in 

which a narrow derivative peak has its maximum superimposed near or on the 

maximum of a broad peak* In this caseg two shoulders 3 and S' on either 

side of the broad peak will be observed as a consequence of the summation of 

the satellites of the narrow peak upon the major portion of the broader 

peak* 

The presence of such spurious peaks in an actual second derivative 

spectrum cannot be ruled out, but peak separation is often sufficient for 

these peaks not to be observed. In practice, if such cases arise, the 

situation can be clarified from the results of alteration of the variable 

para. meters of the system, 
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(vi) Conditions Used for Obtaining Good Derivative Spectra 

Many trial experiments with viscose 9 dicel and tricel wem conducted 

in order to determine the spectrometer settings required to give the most 

ideal. derivati-ve spectra. Two sets of conditions in each region of tim 

spectrum were found to give such spectra and these corditions together with 

their associated band shifts are quoted in Table XVI. 

2.3 Early Experiments 

Early experiments were conducted on samples of viscosep dical, and tricel 

film. mounted in fixed plate cells in the atmosphere (Fig-33). Samples were 

mounted in the cellsp sandwiched between two rock salt windows and pl. aced in 

the sample beam. A call fitted with identical rock salt windows was placed 

in the reference beam to. balance out any small absorptions due to the rock 

salt windows. Absorption and second derivative spectra were obtained 

initially in the 2-5 -5 Pm. (4000 - 2000 cm. -l) and 5- 10-5 pm. (2000 - 
-1 952 cm. ) regions. Although the spectra of all the films were reproducible 

in the absorption mode, the second derivative spectra which showed much fine 

detail were irreproducible in the 3 and 6 pm. (3333 and 1667 cm. ) regions 

where vibrations due to cellulosic OR groups and absorbed water occurred. 

The irreproducibility was most marked for samples of viscose, which contains 

the greatest -proportion of cellulosic OH groups and absorbed water. 

Fig-34 illustrates the magnitude of this irre prod ucibility for two 

consecutive derivative spectra recorded in the 3 pm. (3333 cm. region under 

tbe same spectrometer conditions. Such a variation clearly makes any 

interpretation invalid. Derivative spectra of dry samples of viscose6 dicel 

and tricel film were also recorded to eliminate any interference from large 

amounts of absorbed waterg and when consecutive spectra were comparedl they 

were also shown to be irreproducible; although the magnitude of this 

variation was less than for'samples conditioned at room Immidity. 
. 
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It is well known that IWdroxyl groupsq including those of absorbed water, 

are able to form strong hydrogen bonds. In addition, water is capable of 

forming bydrogen bonds with other water molecules and also with cellulosic 

OT-1 groups (161). Rydrogen bond strengths are highly'sensitive to changes 

in temperatureg so that -a small temperature change is likely to induce a 

large change in vibrational frequencies. The irreproducibility of spectra 

in the 3 and 6 um. (3333 and 1667 cm: 
') 

regions of the derivative spectra of 

viscose 9 dicel and tricel was hence attributed to variations in IWdrogen 

bond strength which arise as a consequence of variations in sample 

temperature. 

2.3.1 Causes of Variation of Sample Temperature 

1010 H` 
A considerable variation in sample temperature was suspected, due to 

the absorption of infra-red radiation by the sampleg since it is well known 

that the absorption of infra-red radiation may cause an increase in 

temperature. The following experiment was devised to ascertain if sample 

temperature was in fact increasing significantly as the sample was placed in I ý. 

the infra-red beam: - 

Two identical samples of viscose filmq 500 pmthickrere soaked in 

water overnight. The spectrometer was preset to a maximum of a suitable 
1 

water OR peak at 1.94 pm. (5159 cm. ) and both beams of t1a instrument 

blanked off at the specimen chamber entrance with-a piece-of-card., Both 

samples were then removed from the water at the same instantp blotted with 

absorbent paper to remove excess water and mounted in sample holders. Both 

samples were than placed in the same horizontal plane above the spectrometer 

bed in the sample cavity, so as to be exposed to On same atmospheric 

conditions (draughts otc). j but one sampleg designated as sample 19 was 

mounted in the beam absorption position of the spectrometer. The chart 

recorder was than switched on at the same instant as the card was removed 

from both beams* The percentage absorption (in terms of optical density) 

of the trace at a particular point thus represented the total amount of 
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ng to that point. After water present in the sample at the time correspondil 

two minutes, the samples were rapidly excbanged for just sufficient time to 

record a maximum for the-second sample. The samples vere then rapidly 

exchanged again and the absorption of the first sample again recorded for 

another two minutes. The whole procedure of swapping the samples at 

intervals of two minutes to bring the'second sample into the beam for just 

sufficient-time to record its maximum absorption was repeated Several times 

until a constant percentage absorption was obtained for both samples, 

indicating that the water content-of both samples had reached a constant 

level. 
I 

'Water loss from the samples occurred primarily by evaporation as the 

samples were exposed to the atmosphere, but the results obtained and 

illustrated in Figs. 35A and 35B clearly show that sample I took a much 

shorter time to lose its water than sample 2 and that the rate of water loss 

from sample 1 was much greater than from sample 2. Since sample 1 was in 

the spectrometer beam for much longer periods of time than sample 2. it is 

clear that additional- water loss from sample 1 has occurred due to the beating 

effect of absorbed infra-red radiation. 

It is* thus clear that samples placed in tba infra-red -beam will often 

be at a higher temperature than the surrounding atmosphere, Amy small 

changes in atmospherio'coziditions such as drauglits will cause heat to I)q 

coriducted. away from tha sample at different rates, thus causing a continf3al 

variati: on in sample temperature and a consequential continual variation in 

temperature sensitive bydrogen bonded OU peaks. 

Smaller variations in sample temparature were also thought to occur due 

to variations in the spectrometer ted temperature (due to an insensitive 

thermostat) and variations in room temperature. 

2.3.2 The Use of Qraanic Solvents to Cool Semples in the 

ST-octrometer Beam and Act as a 'Buffer Er-airat TemTerature 

Changes 

i rý 
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T Ihe use of various organic solvents as immersion media was investigated, 

in an attempt to produce more reproducible spectra. Samples were mounted 

in fixed plate cells betreen spacers and surrounded by various suitable 

organic solvents prior to the recording of spectra. Solvents were selected 

onýtlr-- basis of absorption characteristics in the regions under investigation. 

Spectroscopic grade carbon tetrachloride or hexachlorobutadiene were found 

-1 to be suitable for the 2-5 -5 um. (4000 - 2000 cm. ) region, since they 

did not absorb significantly in this region. The second derivative spectra 

of viscose, dicel and tricel films immersed in carbon tetrachloride or 

hexachlorobutadiene showed an increased reprodficibilityg indicating that 

these solvents do in fact act as a buffer against temprature changes. An 

increase in spectral resolution was also observed when these solvents were 

used as immersion media* These results indicate the suitability of carbon 

tetrachloride or 'ý: exachlorobvtadiene'as immersion media, but there are in 

fact several problems which arise when they are used, eBPcia1ly with samples 

containing water. 

The first problem arises due to the fact that samples conditioned at 

humidities greater than room humidity lose water when immersed in carbon 

tetrachloride or hexachlorobutadienal conditioned at room humidity. Samples 

of viscose, dical and tricel filmt conditioned at a humidity greater than 

room humidity, were shaken with 5 ml. samples of spectroscopic grade carbon 

tetrachloride or li3xachlorobutadione which had been previously exposed to 

the atmosphere, The absorption spactra of carbon tetrachloride and 

hexachlorobutadiene after shaking rith conditioned film samples were compared 

in the 3 pm. (3333 cm: 
l) 

region with the atsorption spectra of carbon 

tetrachloride or hexachlorobrutediene conditioned at room humidity. In all 

cases, an increase in the water peak near 3 
jum. 

(3333 cm-. 
I) 

of 5-10% was 

observed for spectra of solvents shaicen with conditiobed film samples, when 

compared with spectra of solvents conditiorad in tIm atmosphere, clearlY 

showing that the solvents had extracted Tater from the film samples* 
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This problem was initially overcome by vsing innersion media of carbon 

tetrachloride or hexachlorobutadiene conditioned at the same humidity as the 

film sample. - Any absorptions due to water in thq carbon tetrachloride were 

'balanced out' by using-an equal thickness of the solvent similarly 

conditioned in the reference beam, although achieving such a thickness was in 

practice very difficult and tedibus since it necessitated many 'trials' with 

a variable path length cell. The use of this technique also reduces the 

sensitivity in the 3 pm-(3333 cm-. region where peaks due to absorbed rater 

and cellulosic OH groups occur. 

A further problem arises due to the fact that carbon tetrachloride (164) 

or hexachlorobutadiene interact with water by affecting the IVdrogen bonding 

in tba water system and thus producing changes of peak frequencies in tI-e 

infra-red spectra of raters This effect has been studied in greater detail 

by "Whitaker (162), who observed the second derivative spectra of a series 

of 'water-in-solvent' systems* 

In view of these unfavourable factors, it was decided to abandon the use 

of carbon tetrachloride or hexachlorobutadiene as immersion media and 

construct a sealed cell system capable of accurately controlling sample 

temperature (and humidity). 

2-4 Development of a Dual Beam Controlled Temperature andqumidity Cell 

2-4.1 Tntroduction 

Several other systems have been develolmd for controlling the temprature 

(166-168) or humidity (169) of samples whilst spectra are baing recorded, 

brut these involve single beam cells. A dual beam cell constructed by Neu 

(170) was found capable of taking spectra of samples at temperatures up to 

5000C. but the temperature control of such a system was not accurate enough 

for Vie purposes required in this work near room temperature. 

A dual beam system was thus designed p which was capable of producing 
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accurate control of temperature mar room temperature and which also enabled 

selected sample humidities to be accurately controlled. The system also 
0 

allo, xed sample temperature to be varied up to 300 C. to investigate changes 

in structure which occur with rise in temperature. The mounting of-the 

sampýe within the cells-was also designed so as to rapidly conduct beat to 

or from the samples and thus minimise amy variation due to sample heating 

by absorption of infra-red radiation. In practicet samples were allowed 

to come to 'steady state' temperatures within the cells over a period of 

10-15 min. prior to the recording of spectra. A minimum working temperature 

of 440C. was chosen to eliminate ary variation in sample temperature due to 

variations in external spactrometer or room temperatures. 

In considering the design and performance of such a system, the 

requirements of several workers were taken into account and tba following 

system constructed. 

2-4.2 Components of the Dual Beam Controlled Temperature and 

Humidity Cell System 

The system constructed consists of the following basic componentsi- 

(i) A Heated Block 

(ii) Sealed Sample and Reference Cells 

(iii) A Temparatvre Control Unit 

(iv) A Spectrometer Mounting System 

(V) A Temperature Measuring Tbermocouple System 

The Heated Block 

. The heated block constructed of aluminium is shown in Fig-36. The 

boles for the sample cells were spaced so that sample and reference beams 

passed through their centres when the block was mounted in the spectrometer. 

The diameter of -tIn holes was 2-ý' so that standard fixed plate cells and 
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other samples cells could be accommodated. A smaller hole approximately 

-PI in diameter was drilled at an angle between these two holes ard 

accommodated a thermometer or thermistor. 

The ýeating coil was mounted in a groove cut round the edge of the 

block. The dual requirements of the coil being electrically insulated and 

in good thermal contact with the block were satisfied with the use of a 

cement made up from 1 part of Seagar cement and two parts of calcined 

alumina. A small amount of this mixture was made into a thick paste by 

adding waterp and the bottom and sides of bne section of the groove lined 

with it, Each lined section was allowed to dry. slowly avernight with a, 

damp cloth covering it to reduce the rate of evaporation and thus prevent 

cracking. The lining process was reyeated with each of the four sections 

of the groove until completion. - 
The heating element was constructed from nicrome wire with a resistance 

of 6.32 obms metre-1 and it was calculated that 8 metres were required to 

give an acceptable mains heater of 400 watts rating. The wire was then 

wound into a coil over a glass rod and carefully placed in tIn groove. 

The two ends of the wire were than connected to teat resistant terminals 

embedded in a small ceramic block at one corner of the aluminium block. 

A large quantity of the cement paste was then made up and the groove filled 

section by section with it so as to completely encapsulate the beating coil. 

The cement was then allowed to dx7 as before. 

(ii) Sealed Sample- and Reference Cells, 

The sealed cells constructed are sbown in Fig. 37. Aluminium was 

used as a suitable material and a small hole drilled through the f lange of 

each cell leading to a groove running half way along tha cylinder to 

accommodate a tbarmocouple lead. The cylinders were continuously threaded 

and fitted with brass rings to retain the cell windows and sample holder. 
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The rock salt or vitreosil windows retained by the brass rings were cushioned 

on the inside by thick paper s'pý6ers and sealed on the outside by plate- 

finish 1/3211 thick neol=ene washers. ITeofrene washers could not be used 

inside the cells at high temperatures because of their tendency to degrade 

and contaminate the samples. 

Samples were mounted inside the cells on brass discs in which a 

re rectangular hole lj- x1 cm. had. been cut and across which samples we 

attached with sellotape (Fig-37), Each brass disc was fitted with two wire 

tube holders on either side of the hole. Small tubes were supported by 

the holders and these tubes rere used to contain either P0 to produce a 25 

dry atmosyhere and dry samples, or the saturated solutions of various salt 

solutions in contact with undissolved solid, to produce given bumidities, 

The 1-mmidity of the atmosphere in the cells could thus be varied over the 

whole R. H, range., Since the temperature was also accurately controlled, 

the exact conditions in the cell could be established. In some cases two 

sample discs with four tubes were usedg with the sample retained between them. 

When four tubes were used, a more rapid drying or conditioning of the 

atmosphere in the cell was achie: ved. 

By the use of a blank reference cell set up with the same path length, 

cell windows and internal atmospherep any small absorptions due to tba., "" 

windows or water vapour were eliminated witbout a consequential large loss 

'of sensitivity in the spectral regions where these small absorptions occur, 

(iii) (a) The Temperature Control Unit 

commercial circuit (Fig. 3U) incorporating a G. E. C. T0100 integrated 

circuit (Fig. 38B) and a1I. Teg ohm thermistor ras used as a basis for the 

temperature control unit. This circuit differs from tYs one actually used 

(Fig-36C) in that two of the comections to the triac were reversed and e. 

0.1 11F 400 volt capacitor was included between pins 4&5 of tha integrated 
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circuit. The capacitor was-included to produce a smoother output to the 

heated blocke The circuit operates in such a way as to balance out the 

resistance-of the thermistor against the xe-sistance of a variable 

potentiometer. - 
`. 'nnn_ the resistance of the tlnrmistor is higber than that 

of the potentiometert the triac allows an outp-it to flow to the I-eating 

element of the block, but when the two are 'equal' , the curxvnt svpply is 

interrupted, The variation in the resistance of the thermistor is thus 

used to control the temperature of the cell body. In practice the balance 

is not a true 1: 1 ratio of potentiometer resistance to thermistor resistance 

and the ratio varies with potentiometer setting. However, the ratio is 

constant for any particular potentiometer setting and hence temparature. 

(iii) (b) Difficulties and'Refinements of the Temperature Control'Unit ' 

With the system described above, the temperature of the block, measured 

with thermometers reading accurate to 0- 10C. 9 was found to vary by 0-5 C. 

at temperatures near 30 0 C. and by 50C. at temperatures near 200 0 C.. Such a 

large variation was considered unsatisfactory and was attributed to the 

thermistor being too far away from the Ivating elements'so that the time 

taken for the t1mrmistor to respond to I-eat from the beating eleznent ras 

too great. However, a mom rapid thermistor response was obtained by 

ITý- 

i. 
I 

tiI 

mounting the thermistor in a small hole in the top of the block near the 

element. The thermistor was fixed in this hole with cement and the thermisto 

leads electrically and thermally insulated with asbestos sleeving. The leads. 

were then coýnected to a miniature two pin socket located in a small metal 

plate at one edge of t1-a aluminium blocko A miniature two pin plug fitting 

the socket connected the thermistor to the control unit. 

To reduce heat losses from the block and hence further decrease 

temperature variation, an asbestos jacket vas made for the block from fabric 

thick. By means of such refinementst much smaller block temprature 

variations were obtainedt i. e, + Oel 0 C. at temperatures near 300C. and 
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1 C. at temperatures near 200 0 C.. 

- 

The potentiometer was f itted with a pointer and scale and calibrated 

against temperature. Howeverv the best calibration in terms of temperat-ure 

range-was found using_a thermistor with a resistance of 120 K. ohm at 200C. 

and 1K olua at 3000C. and 9 using the circuitry described, adequate calibration 

was obtained between 30 arid 300 0 C.. 

(iv) The Spectrometer Mounting 

A spectrometer mounting for the block was designed so that the block 

containing the cells could be suspended above the spectrometer bed and thus 

prevent transfer of heat to the spectromater base. To assist the reduction 

of radiative transfer, asbesto3 fabric was placed on the spctrometer bass and 

along the walls of the sample cavity to provide further shielding. 

The heated block and its mounting above the spectrometer bad are shown 

in Fig-39. Adjustments in lateral and vertical position could to allowed 

for by means of screw adjustmentse TI-a lateral movement was incorporated 
of 

into tIP system to enable the spectra I wedge shaped samples to be observed and 

thus cover a much wider spectral range. A similar widening of spectral 

range was obtained by making a composite sample from two strip of material, 

one thick and one thing side by side on the sample holder. The composite 

sample was then traversed to find the correct 'thickness' for tha region 

of the spectrum under investigation. Such a technique ras found to be time 

saving, since samples had to be left to condition for at least 12 hr, prior 

to spectral recording. 

Temperature measuring Unit 

In order to accurately measure sample temperaturev (slmctrometer base j 

heated block and lamp housing temperatures), a unit capable of accurately 

measuring temperatures by thermocouples was constructed, This unit was 

based 
. 
upon the circlAt shown in Fig- 40A and incorporates a G. ',, -. C. 709--OPk 

Mk 
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1 C. at tenWratures near 200 0 C.. 

The potentiometer was fitted with a pointer and scale and calibrated 

against temperature. Howeverg the best calibration in terms of temperature 

range -was found using 
_a 

thermistor with a resistance of 120 K. ohm at 20 0 C. 

and IK olux at 3000C. and, using the circuitry described, adequate calibration 

was obtained between 30 and 300 0 C.. 

(iv) The Spectrometer Mounting 

A spectrometer mounting for the block was designed so that the block 

containing the cells could be suspended above the spectrometer bed and thus 

prevent transfer of heat to the spectrometer base. To assist the reduction 

of radiative transfer, asbesto3 fabric was placed on the spectrometer base and 

alons! the walls of the sample cavity to provide further shielding. 

The heated block and its mounting above the spectrometer bed a3m shown 

in Fig-39. Adjustments in lateral and vertical position could be allowed 

for by means of screw adjustments. Tiv lateral movement was incorporated 
of 

into tI-a system to enable the spectra I wedge shapd samples to be observed and 

thus cover a much wider spectral range. A similar widening of spectral 

range was obtained by making a composite sample from two strips of material, 

one thick and one thin, side by side on the sample holder. The composite 

sample was then traversed to-find the correct 'thickness' for ths region 

of the spectrum under investigation. Such a technique ras found to be time 

saving, since samples had to be left to condition for at least 12 br, prior 

to spectral recording. 

(V) Temperature measuring Unit 

In order to accurately measure sample temparatureg (spactrometer basal 

heated block and lamp housing temperatures), a 'unit capable of accurately 

measuring temperatures by thermocouples was constructed. This unit was 

based upon the circuit shown in Fig- 40A and incorporates a G, -. t',, C. 709-OPA 
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integrated circuit operational amplifier (Fig-40B) and copper/constantan 

thermocouples. A5 K-ohm logarithmic potentiometer enables the sensitivity 

of the instrument to be adjusted so as to accept narrow or wide temperature 

ranges on the meter. A 100 K. ohm, linear potentiometer enables the bias of 

the circuit to be varied to obtain a meter zero reading. The tInrmocouples 

are connected to the unit via a junction box mounted on the spectrometer and 

a multi-way switch. 

The unit works by comparing tbe e. m. f. developed by a measuring thermo- 

couple switched into the circuit (thermocouples 3- 6) with the e. m. f. of a 

reference thermocouple (tbermocouple 1) kept at a standard temperature of 

00C. in an ice/water mixture. E. m. f. differences are amplified by the unit 

and shown as mater readings. A furtIvr reference thermocouple (thermocouple 

2) was also kept in the ice/water mixtuiv at 00C. to produce a zero e. m. f. 

difference with tbarmocouple 1 and allow the meter reeding to be zeroed. 

Trial experinents were conducted-to find the sensitivity settirgs 

required to produce suitable temperature ranges on the meter scale. A 

0 
sensitivity of 2.3 was found to be suitable in tha range 0- 120 C, giving 

an accuracy of temperature measurement of + 0,25 0 CL9 although the actual 

temperature of the heated block and somple varied by + 0.1 0 C. at tepperatures 

near room temperature for a particular control unit setting. A sensitivity 

of 0.9 was found to be suitable in the 0- 2600C., giving an accuracy of 

temperature measurement of + 0.60C. 9 although the temperature of the boated 

00 block. and sample in tbis range varied by +1C. at temperatures near 200 C. 

for a particular control unit setting. 

Thermocouples were calibrated by noting the meter readings produced 

at different temperatures by either water (in the 0- 120 0 C. range) or metbyl, 

6alicylate (in the 0- 260'OC. range), cooling from their boiling points. 

Thermometers reading accurate to 0.10C. rare used to measure the temperatures 

of the liquids. Calibration graph for each. of the four measuring tbermo- 

couples (thermocouples 3-6) rere then drawn for each temlmrature range 
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op 

3 LIBRARY,.,. 
(Figs. 41A and 41B). D, 'p 

2-4-3 Calibration of the Temperature Control Unit 

Using the temperature measuring unit and the measuring thermocouple 4P 

the temperature of a sample mounted inside a sample cell in the I-Bated block 

(and a blank reference cell also in the block) was measured for a series of 

control unit settings over the range 0- 240 0 Q. The heated block 

(thermocouple 5), lamp housing (tbarmocouple 6) and spectromater base 

(thermocouple 3) temperatures were also monitored for this series of control 

, jnit settings. Tba monitoring of the lamp housing and spctrometer 'base 

temperatures was necessary in order to ensure that no damage was caused to 

the spectrometer due to excessive radiation from the heated block at high 

temperatures. 

Calibration curves of control unit setting against sample, blockg lamp 

housing and spectromter temperat-ure were then drawn and these are shown 

in Fig. 42. 
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CITAPTER 

TTE EFFECTS OF MATING AND AIRTEAUNG AND COOLING ON WE 

SPECTRA OF VISCOSE (CTLLWL03E ii), CELLULOSE Lp-DICEL AIM TRICEL 

Introduction 

The work in this chapter deals with the fundamental second derivative 

spectra of viscose (Cellulose II), dicel and tricel films recorded at 440C., 

within the spectral range 2.5 - 15 ym- (4000 - 667 cm and is concerned 

with the assignment of spectral peaks to vibrations of various chemical 

groups (C-qq CH OH. etc. ). Corresponding absorption spectra recorded at 
29 

0 
44 C., are also shown for comparison. 

Spectra of f ilm samples recorded at higher temperatures (100OC-p 1590C. 
0 

and 220 C. ), are also considered, together with the spectra of annealed 
0 

samples recorded at 44 C. - Th6 spectra of KBr disc samples, including those 

of Cellulose 1, are also considered in this section. 

Method 

Samples of viscoseq dicel and tricel film were mounted on pieces of 

supporting photographic film suitably cut to fit the cells of the hoated 

block. Composite samples were produced of thick and thin material, as 

previously described, so that the whole of the spectral range 2-5 to 15 Pm. 

(4000 - 667 cm-. 
l) 

could. be analysed from a single composite sample. Samples 

were allowed to dry over P0 for 24 hrs. prior to mounting in the calls and 
25 

were then allowed to dry for a further 24 lirs. inside the cells, with 

P205 in the small glass tubes. During this final period 0 sample cells were 

ke pt inside a desiccator to prevent clouding of the rock salt windor3. 

nr disc samples of viscoset dicel and trical were prepared by the 

method previously described and in the concentrations previously determined 

for each spectral range (Table YV). FBr disc samples of Cellulose I Tiere 

also prepared from ultrasonically degraded Egyptian cotton (170). Such a 
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preparative method was found to be necessary for Cellulose Iq since all 

other methods (56,75) pcroduced irre]producible and unresolved derivative 

spectra. 

FBr disc samples were moijnted in sample holders (Fig-43) spacifically 

designed to fit in the sample cells, together with ordinary brass sample 

discs containing t ubes of P20 5' in order to keep KBr discs dry prior to and 

during the recording of spectra. 

Absorption and second derivative spectra of viscose, dicel and tricel 

0 films were recorded over the range 2.5 - 15 pm. (4000 - 667 cm. ) at 44 C-9 

000 
100 C., 159 C. and 220 C., together with the spectra of annealed samples. 

0 
recorded at 44 C. - The spectra of Or disc powder samples and annealed 

0 
powder samples, including Cellulose I. were also recorded at 44 Q. In all 

cases, the annealing of films or powder was carried out under a nitrogen 

atmos phere ,f or J, hour period s. in a small furnace designed for the purpose 

(119). An annealing temperature of 2200C. was chosen, since higher temperatures 

cai)sed samples to degrade 9 especially in the casq of tricel. S-uch 

degradation resulted in higher spectral scatter and hence poorly resolved and 

irroproducible spectra. 

Since the spectrometer divides the spectral range coverabie into two 

regions, namely 0.5 -5 jum. and 5 25 pm, the spectra are displayed and 

results discussed in two sections: - 

i0ee Section Spectral Range Covered 

2- 2000 cm. 
1) 

-5- -5 lira. (4000 

5 15 pm. (2000 - 667 cm-. 
l ) 

SECTION A 

3A 1.1 Results For Viscose 

The results obtained from viscose (Celluloso II) film are discussed 

first, since viscose is the fundauental cellulosic material on which our 

studies were based. Powder samples, including Cellulose Iq were used only 
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to confirm assignments and crystalline behaviourg since such porder samples 

exhibit an inherent factor of high scatter rhich results in spectra not as 

clearly resolved as those of fil-n samples. Large spurio-us peaks are also 

-. observed in the derivative spectra of such samples due to interactions between 

the sample and the KBr- matrix (12) and to the existence of absorbed water in 

tba. KBr, which cannot be removed by normal drying procedures. 

An analysis of the derivative spectra of viscoseq dicel and trical films 

enabled peaks to be assigned to vibrations of various cellulosic chemical 

groups (OH, CH9 C-0 etc), or to absorbed water, by comparing peak wavelengths 

(frequencies) with those previously quoted in papers (78 - 80s 181)9 

structural assigment charts (3 - 5) and with the wavelengths (frequencies) 

of the derivative spectral peaks of water and ice (see Chapter 6, figures 

72 and 73) - 
Derivative spectra of films, recorded at higber temperatures (100 0 QV 

159 
0 

C. and 220 
0 

C. ) and the derivative spectra of annealed samples recorded at 

440C., also enabled -peak assignments to be confirmed as well allowing 

'crystalline' 'crystallizable' or tnon crystallizable' regions of the film 

structure to be determined in terms of assigned poaks, Those spectra also 

enabled deductions to be drawn concerning the crystalline structure of films 

and changes which occur on heating. 

Howeverv as was pointed out previouslyq permanent changes which occurred 

in the proportion of crystalline material present or changes which occurred 

in tbe degree of crystalline perfection within a film samplep couia only be 

assessed from observations of differences in peak intensities and wave- 

lengths (frequencies) between the spectra of annealed film samples and U 

untreated samples for the sa: w conditions of temprature (440C. ) and bumidity 

(both samples dried over P205)- 

There is some confusion over the use of the terms 'crystalline' and 

$crystallizable' in the literature. These terms are thus def ined in the 

context of this work and are based upon Tlearle's modified fringed fibril 
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6 
theory of structure: - 

'ClZstallinal Material is material rhich is packed into an extended 

crystalline lattice structure. This lattice may be distorted p hovieverg to 

allow for fibrillar branching etc. 

'Crystallizablet Material is material which has no extended lattice structure, 

Chain molecules do not pack into any extended ordered system. 

As is seen from TTearle's fringed fibril model (Fig-15) there is no sharp 

dividing point between 'crystalline' and 'crystallizable' regions. Chain 

molecules may diverge from 'crystalline' regions at any point into 

'crystallizable regions'. 

In terms of behaviow sorm 'crystallizable I material may be converted to 

'crystalline I material by annealing etc. 

IlTon Crystallizable I I. Taterial 

This term is used simply to describe material which is unaffected by 

annealing treatments etc., i. e. material which cannot be converted to 

'crystalline I material by annealing etc. 

Derivative peaks were thus designated as 'crystallim I orcrystallizables 

if a large increase or decrease in peak intensity occurred in the derivative 

spectrum of an annealed film sampleg recorded at 44 0 C., -compared with t1v 

derivative spectrum of the untreated sample, also recorded at 44 0 C. reaks 

were tlius designated as 'non crystallizable' (largely vnýffected) if little 

or no change occurred in peak intensities in the derivative spectra of 

annealed samples. 

The absorption and second derivative spectra of viscose film are shown 

in Fi,,; - 44A and 40 respectivelyg whereas absorption and secbnd d6rivative 

srectra of viscose powder (and also Cellulose I powder- ) are shom in 

Figs. 45A and 45B respectively. 

'FiAs- 44A and 45A show that the absorption spectra of viscose and of 

Cellulose I consists of 2 major yeaRs, which in viscose film occur at 

2.913 pm. (3433 cm. -l) and 3.4703 um. (2872 cm. 
1), 

and vhich are assigned 

to OTi and CH stretching modes respectively 03-5,78)9 with associated minor 
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I 

Peak or Peak lRes-oonse Designation 

1. 'Crystalline' Peaks I 

'Crystallizable' ('Amorphous') Peaks II 

'Non Crystallizable' (Largely unaffected) Peaks III 

2. Effect of TemiDerature on Derivative SDectra of 

Film Samples Heated Above 440C 

Peak which show intensity increases in one or more 
spectra, 

Peak which show intensity decreases in one or more 
spectra, 

Peak which increase in intensity initially and then 
decrease, 

Peak which decreases in intensity initially and then 
increase, 4 

Peak which show completely varied intensity changes. 5 

Peak whose intensity'is largely unaffected 6 

Peak which disappear above 440c 14h 

Peak which show wavelength increases in one or more 
s pectra, U) 

Peak which show wavelength decreases in one or more 
spectra 

Peak which increase in wavelength initially and then 
decrease (iii) 

Peak which decrease in wavelength initially and then 
increase Uv) 

Peaks which give completely varied wavelength changes (v) 

Peaks whose wavelength is largely unaffected (vil 

3. Affect of Annealing, Comparing Derivative Spectrum 

at 440C of Annealed Film Sanple. with Derivative 

Spectrum of Film at 440C. 

Peaks which increase in intensity in annealed sample A 

Peaks which decrease in intensity in annealed sample B 



LIST I (continued) 

Peak or Peak Re. sponse Designation 

Peaks whose intensity is unaffected in annealed sample C 

Peaks missing in annealed sample lia- 

Peaks which increase in wavelength in annealed sample a 

Peaks which decrease in wavelength in annealed sample b 

Peaks which wavelength is unaffected in annealed sample C* 

5. Peaks Assigned to Absorbed Water W 

Peaks Whose Assignment as 'Crystalinel 'Crystallizable? 

or 'Non-crystallizable' is Upheld by Powder aLld Annealed 

Powder Samples 
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-1 -1 peaks at 3.1478 pm-(3177 cm. ) and 3.4128 um. (2930 cm. Few chmges 

are observed in tbe absorption spectra of viscose at higher temperatures or 

in the annealed viscose spectruml except that the two minor peaks are less 

well resolved. However, the greater resolution afforded by second 

derivative spectroscopy results in a second derivative spectrum of viscose, 
0 

which at 44 C-contains a total of 20 peaks, 17 of 7hich are reproducible 

and are shown (Fig-44B). Peaks 13 - 15 are of a low level intensity and are 
00 irreproducible at 44 C., so they are not shown. However, at 220 C. pealm 

13 and 14 increase in intensity and become reproducible, ond they are thus 

shown in the spectrum at 2200C.. 

An analysis of the derivative slectra of viscose film (Pie-44B) also 

enables information to be obtained concerning structural changes and changes 

in absorbed rater which occur upon heating and annealing. New peaks which 

appeared in heated or annealed sample spectra were denoted by underlined 

labels, e. g. Peak 18a in the derivative spectrum of viscose film at 159 0 QO 

and were also referred to as new peaks in the assignment tables (Table XVII). 

The 'behaviovr of each derivative peak on beating and in annealed sample 

spectra was classified according to the scheme in ast I, 

Table XVII shows the assignment and designation of all the derivative 

peaks in viscose film from Fig. 44B, confirmed by powder spectra peaks from 

Fig. 45B. 

JA-1.2 Discussion of Resolts for Viscose 

water Peaks (due to OH stretching n water) 

Fig. 44B shows that there are a large rumber of paks associated rith 

absorbed water. The binding of such water to the viscose is obviously 

fairly strong, since such water has not been removed from the saoPle bY 

dx-ying over P20 5* Of such vater peaks, peaks 1-4 relresent the more 

loosely bound waterp since they occur at lower wavelengths ard disappear 

on b-oating, inaicating that `suých water is easily lost on boating. Te ak 
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4a 
2 could be interpreted as being due to cellulosic OH groups, since it 

increases in intensity in I-Dated and annealed samples. It is probable, 

hovieverg that it is associated with bighly ordered groups of water molecules 

since it it present in tba-second derivative spectra of both water and ice 

(see Figs- 72 and 73 Chapter 6). In the present discussion, and in any 

future discussion, any derivative peaks which correspond to such groups of 

water molecules and have corresponding derivative peaks in t1D spectra of 

water and ice are said to correspond to water with an 'ice typal structure, 

The increase in intensity of this peak in beated and annealed sample spectra 

appears to, be anomaloust but it is consistent with either or both of t1v 

following explanations: Explanation 1 or Explanation 2. 

Explanation 1: As temperature rises, thermal vibrations in both 'crystalline' 

and 'crystallizable' regions of the viscose film increase in amplitude, 

causing a jxoportion of the IWdrogen bonds to be broken. This will affect 

the ordered regions since lateral movement of chains occurs and allows 

penetration of water into the crystalline regions of the structure to occur, 

In this contextf Hear3Ys modified fringed fibril theory of struct-ure 

is very usefulp since it already provides for the existence of weak. points 

along the bomdaries of 'crystalline I regions (crystallites) vhere it is 

possible for water molecules to penetrate at bigh temperatures, 

Once inside 'crystalline' regions, water molecules may become located 

singly or may aggregate into groups of water molecules with an lice type' 

structure, adding to the -groups of such water molecules already present. 

Such aggregates of water molecules cannot easily pass out of the crystalline 

regions and are trapped, thus accounting for tte increase in intensity of peak 

4a 2 in heated and annealed sample spectra. 

The fact that Ineating samples to high temperatures fails to break up 

ouch groups of water molecules mpLy be attributed in part to the very strong 

bydrogen bonding present in such groups, and also to tbe possibility of 

IWdrogen bonding between such groups and cellulosic hydroxyl groups 
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*IQ. 
Y, 

(intermolecular hydrogen bonding). 

Water molecules in 'crystallizable I regions become available for transfer 

to 'crystalline I regions when 17drogen bonds binding such water to 

cellulosic 011,, C-0 etc. groups are broken at higher temperatures, as 

exemplified by the disappearance of the more loosely bound water peakq (peaks 

I- 4)- Undoubtedly, some of this water is lost from*the viscose film 

altocetherg and is picked up by the P0 in the small tubes of the sample C25 

cells, when samples are h9ated, but some may become available for transfer 

to crystalline regions* 

The transference of water to crystalline regions is in accord with the 

X-ray results of 'germans et al (63 - 66)p who maintain that water is able 

to penetrate the crystalline lattice of Cellulose. 

Explanation 2 An alternative and simpler explanation not involving transfer 

of water to crystalline regionsq is that water molecules which have 

dissociated from the cellulose at high temperatures then aggregate into 

groups of molecules with an lice type I structure in both 'crystalline I and 

'crystallizable' regions. This explanation cannot, boweverl account for 

the retention of such groups of water at high temperatures by 'crystallizable' 

regions, except by assuming very strong lVdrogen bonding between such groups 

of water molecules and cellulosic bydroxyl groups in the 'crystallizable' 

regions. This explanation is thus the less acceptable of the two. 

Peaks 4alp 8 and 8b have also been assigned to groujx3 of water molecules 

with lice type' structures* Peak 6b sbo v7s a similar bebavioxir to peak 4a 
2 

except that it decreases slightly in intensity in the annealed sample spectrum, ý 

and its behaviour is thus similarly explained, Howeverv Peaks 4a 
1 and 

show a different behaviour in that they are not present in tlv spectrum recorde6 

at 159 0 C. or in the annealed sample spectrum. The different tehaviour of 

peaks 4a, and 8 may be due to than representing a different tice type 1 
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structure of water to that represented by Peaks 4a 
2 and 8b. 

(b) OR Stretching Vibration PeAs 

-1 The main OH peak 4b at 2*912 ym. (3434 c*m- ) has been assigned to the 

OH stretching mode quoted by Marchassault (78) 
--.., ho measured its absorption 

at 2.90 pm. (3488 cm. "'). This peak was considered to represent OH groups 

involved in intramoleular 4drogen bonding betveen C3 011 groups amd 0; 

atoms of adjacent glucose residues. The discrepancy between our observed 

wavelength for s-uch a peak and that reported by Marchessault may be wountea 
for in terms of better resolution induced by derivative techniques, since 

band shifts associated with overlapping peaks have been reduced. 

As peak 4b is largely unaffected in wavelength and intensity in heated 

and annealed sample spectraq the intramolecular bydrogen bonding involved 

in the corresponding C3 011 group must be very strong. It is possible that 

such'bonding can be maintained at high tem1peratures by the occurience of 

conformational changes within the viscose (Cellulose II) molecules. 
8 

Marchessault also suggested the existence of a second C3 OR --05 

intramolecular hydrogen bond due to alternate residues in tIm Cellulose II 

chain having different orientations t. o the chain axis, as Im-eviously 

described (Jones (85) This j7drogen bonded jWdroxyl species was 

-1 
attributed to a peak at 2,8670 pm (3488 cm .) and has been assigned to 

peak 4a 
3 

(2.8820 yqv 3470 cm. -l) in our case. 

The hydrogen bonding of this species is, howeverg weaker than in the 

OH species corresponding to peak 4b, since peak 4a 3 occurs at a lower 

wavelength than peak 4b and also disappears above 44 0 C., only reappearing 

in the annealed sample spectrum. 

Thus the alternate orientations of glucose residues in Cellulose II 

-proposed by lolarchessault give rise to alternate C3 OH --- 051 intramolecular 

hydrogen bonds of different strengths, Hence the distance between hydrogen 
I 

atoms of C3 OH groups and 05 atoms in the stronger intramolecular hydrogen 

bond (Peak 4b) must be shorter than in the reaker intramolecular hydrogen 
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bond (Peak 4a3). Since peak 0 also corresponds to p3aks in the derivative 

spectra of water and ice, it is possible also to assign this peak to water 

with an vice type I structure I but this is discussed further in Chapter 6. 

Peaks 5 and 11 which occur at 3.0'120 um. (3320 cm7l) and 3-1758 ym. 
(3149 cm7l) have been assigned to the OH stretching modes quoted by 

Yarchessault at 3.0257 um. (3305 cm-ý) and 3.1496 pm. (3175 cm-. 
I), 

These 

peaks were considered to represent OR groups involved in intermolecular 

hydrogen bonding between C6' Oll graups and bridge oxygen atoms of 'neighbouring 

chains. These two peaks illustrate that intermolecular hydrogen bonds are 

temperature sensitive, since they disappear when the sample is heated to 

0 
159 C-but *reappear in the annealed sample spectrum. 

Thus although intermolecular hydrogen bonds ascribed to peaks 5 and 11 

occur at higher wavelengths than the intramolecular hydrogen bond ascribed 

to Peak 4bq and are in theory stronger bondsp they are more easily broken 

on beating than the intramolecular hydrogen bond which corresponds to peak 

4b. This may be due to inteimolecular moveimnt between chains, occurring 

more easily than intramolecular movement inside chains (due to steric 

hindrance etc), when samples are bnated. 

Peak 5 is largely unchanged in the annealed sample spectrum, but peak 

11 exhibits a 'crystallizable' behaviour, since it appears in the anmaled 

sample spectrum with a lower intensity. However, a neV7 bydrogen bonded 

OTT peakq peak 13 (3.2017 ym., 3108 cm--l) 9 not previously reported p appears 

bA 220 0 C. and is scrystallinelt since its i ntensity increases in the 

annealed sample spectrum. This peak has not yet been assigned to either 

an inter or intramolecular liydrogen bonded OR group, but it is more probable 

that it is associated with an intermolecular IWdrogen bonded OH group, since 

it occurs in the higher wavelength range rith the other intermolecular 

bydrogen bonded OH group peaks (5 and 11). 

The fact thaVpeak 11 shows a 'crystallizable' behaviour illustrates 

that the differentiation of material within the film intci 'cryatalline, 

t 
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and 'crystallizable' regions is valid. Such differentiation can be 

adequately explained by Hearle's modified fringed fibril theory of structure. 

Since the material in the 'crystallizable' regions is more disordered, 

the strength of intermolecular hydrogen 'bonding should be lower than in the 

'crystalline' regions and this is borne out by the fact that'peak 11 

('crystallizable 1) occurs at a lover -wavelength than peak 13 Ocrystalline'). 

The increase in intensýity of peak 13 in the annealed sample spectrum and 

decrease in intensity or no change in intensity of other hydrogen bonded 

OH group peaks (peaks 4a 39 4b, '5 and 11). illustrates that annealing does 

cause an increase in the total proportion of 'crystalline' material present 

in the viscose film. The shift of peak 13 to a higher wavelength in the 

annealed sample is also very important,, since it illustrates that there is an 

increase in the degree of perfection of at least one crystalline phase present 

within the viscose f ilm. 

(C) CTT Stretching Vibration Pealcs 

Peaks 14 - 20 have been attriltuted to CH stretching vibratiorsq b-ut of 

these peaks 9 only peaks 17 - 20 'have been previmisly reported and assigned. 

As with OH peaksp there are ravelength differences betmeen these derivative 

peaks and those previously reported from normal absorption spectra. 

The increase in intemity of same of these peaks and decrease in intensity 

of others also confirms that annealing causes an increase in tba total 

proportion of crystalline material. It also indicates for the first time 

that the environment of CH groups differs in 'crystalline I and 'crystallizable 11 

regions and indicates the possibility of CII grO'UPS of cellulose being 

involved in bydroeen bonding. Support for the involvement of M or CH 

groups in such Irydrogen bonding has also been obtained by Rhodes (12) 

working on keratin. Peak 18, although assigned as a 'Crystalline' peak, 

shows a decrease in wavelength in Nated and annealed s=ple spectra. This 
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indicates that a decrease in the degree of perfection of at least ons 

crystalline phase within the viscose fil, 3 has occurred on heating. 

(d ) The '., '/hole Spectrum 

? Jýhen v,, e consider the rhole spectrumg tbe fact that certain peaks shift 

to higher wavelengths in beated and annealed sample spectra, wl-Breas other 

peaks shift to lorer wavelengths, indicates that both increazes and decreases 

in the degrees of Imrfection of crystalline states are occurring concurrently 

within the viscose film; thus the presence of more than One crystalline state 

within. the viscose structure is indicated. It has been suggested previously 

(73) that mercerized cotton and viscose rayons (mainly Cellulose II) contain 

residual amounts of Cellulose I due to the incomplete disruption of the 

parent Cellulose I lattice during. the mercerization process or in the alkali 

treatment of Cellulose I with caustic soda (prior to the formation of 

cellulose xanthate and the subsequent dissolution of tle xanthate in caustic 

soda, and regeneration of the cellulose as viscose in an acid bath). 

This residual Cellulose I in viscose rayon may thus account for the 

existence of more than one crystalline state rithin viscose filmy iee small 

amounts of Cellulose I and large amounts of Cellulose II existing together in 

the viscose f ilm. 

(e) Results From Powder Spe 

Fig-45B illustrates the large differences between the derivative spectra. 

of viscose film and viscose powder, or Cellulose I powder, although many 

of the differences were not observable in t1a absorption spectra of Fig- 46A. 

Pe aks oc 2 and c( 3 observed in 

viscose povider are probably due 

be removed by drying over P205. 

other spurious IKBr interaction 

the derivative spectra of FBr disc samples of 

to absorbed water in the IMr vhich cannot 

The presence of such spurious peaks ard 

peaks, (12) makes accurate interpretations 

in this region difficult. 
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Rowever, the spectrum of Cellulose I contains two large peaks, l9c ard 

19d, which may correspond to the much smaller peakq peak 19 in th3 viscose 

film spectrum. Peak 19 in the viscosa. film spectrum may thus be due to 

the presence of small amounts of Cellulose I, within the viscose film. 

3A. 2.1 pesl)lts r, or Dical and Trical, 

Absorption and second derivative spectra of dicel. film and dicel, porder 

samples are shown in Figs- 46A - 47B and for trical film md powder in 

Figs. 48A - 49B. Derivative spectra of dicel and tricel films recorded 
0 

at 44 C. were, compared with the derivative spectrum of'viscoso film, also 
0 

recorded at 44 C. in Fig- 50. 

Peaks in the derivative spectra of film samples were designated as 

'crystalline II 'crystallizable I or 'non crystallizable I in the Eam way as 

for the spectra of viscose film. Changes in the intensities and frequencies 

(waveienp, ths) of such peaks were also designated as previously by the scheme 

shown in List I.. The designation and assigmaent of all the derivative 

peaks of dicel and tricel film spectra are shown in Tables XVIII and XIK 

respectively, 

Powder sample spectra vere again only used to conf J= previous 

designations and assigments. 

3A. 2.2 Discussion of Results for Dicel and Tricel 

(a) Water Peaks (due to Oil stretchinE in water) 

Fig. 50 shows that loosely bound -water is present in dicel. (poaks 

1,. 3 and 4) and' tricel films (peaks 19 lag lb and 1c) in addition to being 

present in viscose film. 'Roweverg since two of these peaks in dicel (peaks 

1 and 3) occur at hi*gher wavelengths- than corresponding peaks in viscose or 

tricell the strength of binding of such rater by bydrogen bonding involving 

6 
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cellulosic OH groups (and/or other cellulo3ic groups) is stronggr in dicel 

than in viscose or tricel. This is also upheld by the fact that the peaks 

in dicel (1 and 3) do not disap-peax on beating until a temp3rature of 2200C. 

is reached, whereas corresponding peaks in viscose and tricel disappear at 

lower temperatures. 

The fact that the strength of binding of such water by hydrogen bonding 

is stronger in dicel than in viscose or tricel may be accounted for by 

comparing the structures of viscose dicel and tricel molecules. 

Viscose (Cellulose II) molecules contain a regular pattern of OH groups along 

their length which is a major factor enabling'soma of them to pack into a 

regular hydrogen bonded crystalline lattice in 'crystalline I regions and into 

a less crystalline lattice (or no lattice at all) in Icrystallizablet 

regions. There axe thus relatively few 'free' (non hydrogen bonded) 

cellulosic OIT groups available to f orm very strong hydrogen bonds with 

absorbed water. It is possible, boweverv that at high Immidities strong 

bydroaen bonding of rater may talm place rith cellulo3ic bydroxyl groups by 
0 

partial disruption of existing cellulosic hydrogen bonds. 

In dical horeverp chain molecules cannot pack into a regular crystalline 

lattice due"to their irregular' structure. This irregular structure results 

from the random way in which acetylation of cellulosic OH groups has occurred 

over the whole length of*parent Cellulose II molecules. There is thus no 

evidence to suggest any regular pattern of acetylation of the glucose redidues 

which constitute the Cellulose II chain at any of the three OH positions 

(C 
21 C3 and C6) of the glucose residues. Relative degrees of acetylation 

at each of these positions do differ, however, and have been shown, (90) to 

be in th-- order C 
2> 

C3- slightly> C6 for acetylation at C21c3 and C 

hydroxyl positions. 

The lack of regular crystalline structure in dicel indicates that there 

are more 'free' (non bydrogen bor0ed) OH groups in dicel (than in viscose)t 
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which are able to form strong bydrogen bords with absorbed water. In tricelq 

howeverp the almost, complete acetylation of parent cellulose molecules 

produces molecules which have a much more regular structure than those of 

dicel. Some-ý tricel molecules are thus able to pack into a regular crystalline,; 

lattice (107) so that the classification of material into 'crystalline' and N 

'crystallizable' regions of structure is similar to the case of viscose. As iý 

in the case of viscoseq the regularity in both 'crystalline' and 'crystalli- 

zable' regions of tricel compared to dicelv means that of the few remaining 

bydroxyl groups in tricel, there are very fe-, -7 'free' (non býdrogen bonded 

OH groups available to form strong hydrogen bonds with absorbed water, This 

is also upheld by the fact that tricel is a hydrophobic polymer which absorbs 

little water. 

Water with an lice type I structuxe also occurs in dicel (paaks 8, Sa 

and 11) and tricel, (peaks 2at 3bo 3c and 3d) , since there axe rater peaks 

which correspond to these peaks in the derivative spectra of both water and 

ice (Pigs- 72 and 73). Such water peaks in dicel, increase in intensiV in 

heated and annealed sample spectra, as does peak 4b, in the spactrum of 

viscose. As in the case of viscose, it is possible that water in dicel may 

or may not be transferred to crystalline regions. Eowever, tYa transference 

of water from 'crystallizable' to 'crystalline' regions in dicel, is, less 

-probable than in viscose since dical is not a very crystalline polymer so. that 

the difference in structure between Icrystalline I and 'crystallizable' regions 

in terms of energy difference and stability is much smaller in dical than in 

viscose. 

Howeverv aggregation of v. ater molecules into lice type I structures which 

correspond to peaks 8,8a and 11 of the spectrum of viscose must occur in 

dicel at high temperatures,, (whether in 'crystallire? or 'crystallizable, 

regions) in order to account for the increased intensity of tImse Ivaks in 

heated and amnealed sample spectra. 

The fact that such groups of molecules are not broken up arA lost from- 

the relatively amorphous dicel structure indicates that such grOuPs are 
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strongly bound by hydrogen bonding to cellulosic OH (and other) groups. This 

strong binding is confirmed by the fact that peaks which correspond to such 

groups occur at a higher wavelength in dicel than in viscose. 

In tricel, peaks assigned to rater with an tice typet structure and 
0 

recorded at 44 C. (peaks 2ap 3b, 3c, 3d, Fig. 48B),, disappear in heated and 

annealed sample spectra. This shows that the binding of groups of rater 

molýcules which have an- lice type I structure and correspond to those peaks 

is very weak in tricel. The fact that such tice type' rater is lost from 

tricel on heating, but not from dicel or viscose, may be explained on the 

basis of strong lWdrogen bonding occurring between cellulosic OR groups and 

such water in viscose and'dicell whereas in tricel t1-are are few cellulosic 

OH groups present to form strong hydrogen bonds with such groups of water 

molecules. 

OTT Stretching-Vibration Peaks 

Peaks assigned to stretching vibrations of intramolecularly hydrogen 

bonded OH groups in -viscose (4a 
39 4b) have counterparts in the sp . ectra of 

dice'l (99 10'f and 10) and tricel (2ap 3 and 3a) These peaks occur at 

decreasing wavelengths in dicel and tricel, sho--iing that the strength of such 

bydrogen bonding is in the order viscose*;;, dicel> tricel. The we a1w r 

liydrogen bonding in dicel may be accounted for in part by tba atactic 

structure of dicel, molecules which results ir- tl: eir failure to pack into a 

regular crystalline lattice. The even weaker bydrogen bonding in tricel 

may be accounted for in part by tba high degree of substitution of C OR 3 

groups (of glucose residues in the parent cellulose molecules) by bull: y 'acetyl 

gro, ups, which tend to sterically hinder the formation of C OH --- 01 35 
intramolecular hydrogen bonds bj any remaining C3 O'q groups in trical. 

Acetyl groups in 'trical may* also hinder- the f ormation of C OTH --- 01 
35 

hydroven bonds by -rproviding for alternitive' 17drogen bonding of C3 OR groups 

with acetYl C=O or C-0 gro-ups. Such an explanation may also partially aPP1Y 
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to dicel. 

Dicel and tricel do not possess mW peaks -which correspond to the two. 

intermolecular ITjdrogen bonded OH peaks in viscose (peaks 5 and 11) rhich 

involve hydrogen bonding between C6 OH groups and bridge oxygen atoras of 

neigbbouring chairs. - Sowever, one peak in the spectrum of dicel - (pealc 

and tricel (peak 2) has been attributed to such bonding, from structural 

assignment charts (3-5). 
- Since these peaks in dicel and tricel occur at 

lower wavelengths than any pea'ks assigned to OH bonding involving C6 OH 

groups in viscose, it is proposed that tba strength of hydrogen bonding for 

C6 OH groups is in the order viscose> dicel > tricel, in accordance with 

the explanation for intramolecularly hydrogen. bonded OR peaks. Since peaks 

10 in dicel and 3a in tricel correspond to yeaks in the derivative spectra 

of water and ice, it is also possible to assign these peaks to water with 

an 'ice type I structure, but this is discussed further in chapter 6. 

CH Stretchinz Vibration Peaks 

Peaks 16 and 17 in viscoseq , vhich correspond to CH vibrationsv have 

corresponding pealz in dicel (14 and 15) and tricel (6 and 7), which are 

largely unaffected in heated and annealed sample spectra. 11oreverg since 

the intensity of these peaks increases from viscose-*. dicel-.. & tricel, CH 

stretching vibrations of acetyl groups must also contribute to such paks. 

The fact that these peaks occur at lower wavelengths in dicel and tricel 

also indicates that the CH groups which correspond to these peaks may be 

involved in some intra, or intermolecular interactions (or both)v such as 

hydrogen bonding (e. g. with cellulosic OH or C-0 groups), the strength of 

which decreases in dical and tricel. The strength of any such bonding is 

thus in tbe order viscose> dicel = tricel and further evidence for the 

existence of such hydrogen bonJing is given by Rhodes (12)o 

An analogou3 situation is seen for the CH stretching vibrations which 

correspond to pea!,, 19 in viscose and rhich correspond to peaks 16 ard 17 
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in dicel and 81 and 8 in tricel and rhich occur at lower wavelengtlo and 

with increasing intensities in dicel and tricel. 

The region from 3.625 to 5 ym. (2759 - 2000 cm: 
1) 

has no resolvable 

peaks in the derivative spectra of viscose, but the spectra of dicel and 

tricel contain peaks which must thus be due to the vitrations of substituted 

acetyl groups. Peaks 
. 
17C - 23 in dicell which correspond to peaks 9a - 

gg in tricelq were thus assigned to. CH9 CH 2 or CH 3 group vilbrations of 

acetyl groupsl from structural assignment charts (3 - 5)- Most of these 

peaks in dicel are largely unchanged in tested or in annealed sample spectra, 

but approximately half of the Imaks in tricel show a 'crystalline I or 

'crystallizable' behaviour. This behaviour confirms that.. the differentiation 

of tricel into 'crystalline I and 'crystallizable' material is greater than 

in dicel3, and that CE,, CH 2 or CH 3 groups may be involved in lVdrogen 

bonding. 

In tricelt several new peaks occur, at 220 0 C. 0 qf A, 
t qhq gh I and otbor 

peaks (9f and 9g) increase in intensity. This may be attributed to the 

onset of degradation in tricel between 159 and_220 0 C. Such degradation 

does not, howeverv occur in the annealed samplet since annealing was carried 

out under a nitrogen atmosphere. 

(d) C-0 Peaks 

Several peaks occur in the derivative spectra of dicel and tricel, 

which we have attributed to C-0 vibrations of acetyl groups from structura: L 

assignment charts (3 - 5)- Peaks 24 amd 25 in dicel are largely unaffected 

in heated and annealed sample spectra, but corresponding peaks in trioal 

(pa aks 10 " and 10) show a slightly 'crystalline' behaviour. In addition 

there are several other peaks (10' , 10a, 10b, 10c, 10d and 10oc) present in 

tricel but not present in dicel, which shor a mixture of 'crystalline 19 

'crystallizable' and 'non crystallizable' tebaviour. The fact that tbD' Peak3 
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in dicel are fewer in number than in tricel and are largely unaffectedg 

sutstantiates the view that dicel is a very poorly ordered polymerg i. e. it 

is not rell defined into 'crystalline' and 'crystallizable' regions. 

(e) -The Whole Spectrum 

Tlie fact that there am more 'crystalline' or 'crystallizable' paks in 

tricel and viscose than in dicel, over the whole spectrum from 2-5 -5 Pm. 

(4000 - 2000 cm: 
1 )q also confirms that trical and viscose are more well 

defined into 'crystalline' and 'crystallizable' regions than dicelq i. e. 

the difference in structure between 'crystalline' and lcýystallizablel regions 

in terms of energy difference and stability is greater in viscose and tricel 

than in dicel. 

The presence in tricel of a large number of Imixea response I peaks 

(eg. peaks 2a, 2,7,9a, 9b, 9op 9c // 9 9d and ge) which change in intensity 

and wavelength or both on beating initially, and which then similarly change 

on further. beating and for rhich no similar response is determined for 

corresponding peaks in dicel and viscoseq indicates that a larger number of 

crystalline pbases and/or crystalline phase changes occur in tricel than in 

dicel or viscose. 
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SIECTIOH 'B 

'313-1.1 Results For Viscose 

The results in this section are discussed as before, for viscoseq dicel 

and tricel re, spectively. TI-a absorption and derivative spectra of viscose 

films are shown inFigs'. 51A-and 51B respectively, and of viscose powder and 

Cellulose I-powder, in Pigs--52A and 52B respectively. Absorption spectra 

are shown for compaxisong but designations (following the' scheme in 

List I) and assigmients shown in-Table XX were again based upon derivative 

spectra, Powder spectra were used mainly to confirm existing assignments. 

3B. 1.2 Discussion of Results for ViscOsO 

of 
A comparison of the absorption and derivative s1pectralviscose film 

(Pigs. 51k ard 51B) shows that differentiation bas not produced a large 

number of new peaks by resolving existing absorption peaks except in tbe 

6 ym. (1667 cm. ) absorbed water region. Eoweverq differentiation has 

produced peaks which are better resolved and of much higher intensity than 

corresponding parent absorption peaks, This is importantj since it enables, 

small changes which occur in heated or annealed samplesq not observed in 

absorption spectraq to be observed. It also enables any changes in 

absorption spectra to be more clearly studied in the derivative mode. 

(a), "Water Peaks (Due to Off Bending in Water) 

0 
The derivative spectrum of viscose film recorded at 44 C. contains 

several peaks (19 lat lbq leg Id and le) which can be assigned to OH 

banding modes of absorbqd waterg from a comparison of structural assignment 

tables (3-5) and the derivative spectra of water and ice (Figs. 72 & 73). -, 

TI-a water present is strongly bourd to tba cellulose structureýj since it is 

not'removed by drying the viscose samples over P205 
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The effect of IWdrogen bonding on (H stretching modes has been 

discussed in detail in section Av but the basic trend which emerges for 

CH stretching modes (as with all other stretching modes) is that the strongest 

bydrogen bond (previously ascribed to intermolecular hydrogen bonding from 

section A) -produces correspording CH spectral peaks which occur at the 

lowest frequencies (highest wavelengths). Howeverp it has been shown 

(2019 202) that when a particular stretching mode shifts in frequencyp there 

is EL corresponding but opposite frequency shift of proportional magnitude 

in tba bonding mode(s). Thus in the case of OH bending modes I it can be 

shown that the strongest hydrogen bonding is associated with spectral peaks 

which occur at the highest frequencies (lowest wavelengths). 

Although peaks la and lb occur at low wavelengths and thus represent OU 

banding modes of strongly bound water, they disappear in the I-sated and in the 

annealed sample spectra. This behaviour can be explained if these -peaks 

arise from water Ixesent in 'crystallizable' regions, since the structures 

of such regions are less stable and have weaker 1Wdrogen bonds than 

cx7stalline structures. At the saw timet 'crystallizable' regions will 

allow water to be more readily lost upon. beating than 'crystalline' regions. 

An alternative explanation is that these peaks represent individual water 

molecules in 'crystalline' and/or 'crystallizable t regionsq which aggregate 

into groups of water molecules on heating, thus accounting for the decrease 

in the intensity of these peaks at elevated temperatures, The aggregation 

of such molecules may be I=eceded by'transference of water to 'crystalline' 

-regions at high temperatures as described in Explanation 1 of Section A 

(page 68). 

Peaks la and lb may thus be assigned to 011 banding modes of water for 

which OH stretching mode peaks (peaks 91 10 and 12 Fig. 44B) were assigned 

in section A, since the 011 stretching mode peaks show a similar 'behaviour 

to peaks la and lb at high temperatures. 
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Peak 1 has been assigned to. water with an lice tYPel Structure, since 

there is a corresponding peak in the-derivative spectrum of water and the 

derivative spectrum of ice (Figs-72 and 73), The occurrence of this peak 

at the lowest wavelength either indicates that there is strong bydrogen 

bonding within the groups of water *molecules which constitute tbe 'ice type I 

structure and give rise_ to peak 1. or that there is very strong bydrogen 

bonding between such groups of water molecules and cellulosic OR and otber 

groll PS Peaks le and ld have also been assigned to rater with an 'ice type 

structure since these peaks have corresponding peaks in the derivative spectra 

of water aid ice. Tbe increase in tbo intensity of peaks 19 1c and ld in 

boated or amealed sample spectra may be explained by either of the 

explanations for OH stretching modes of such waterg given in section A 

(Explanation 1 page 68, Explanation 2 page 69). Although it is. not possible 

at this stage to-decide whicli of the two explanations is corrects the first 

is the'most acceptable since the second cannot easily account for tle 

retention of water by 'crystallizable' regions at high temperatureB, 

The. shift of peak lo to a lower wavelength in beated and annealed sample 

spectra is. difficult to interpret, since this indicates an increase in the 

strength of bydrogen bonding between the water from which this peak 

originates and cellulosic OR groups (or other groups, e. g. C-0 groups). 

An increase in the strength. of such bonding is unexpectedl since annealing 

causes an increase in the total amount of crystalline material within the 

viscose film so that th3re are fewer 'free I (non bydrogen bonded) or weakly 

Jrjdrogen bonded OH groups (or C-O, 'groupp) available to form strong tydrogen 

bonds with such absorbed water. It is possiblet howeverp that the 

dissociation of such groups of water molecules from cellulosic OR groups at 

high temperaturesp may induce water migration and henca facilitate the 

formation of stronger bydrogen bonds. 
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Peak le, which increases in intensity in heated and annealed sample 

spectra, does not correspond to water with an lice type' structurev since 

there is no corresponding. peak in the derivative spectrum 6f icev although 

there is such. a peak present in tI-B derivative spectrum of water. Howevert 

such a bard-Which-is stable at--high-temperatures may arise from the OH 

bending mode of bound waterv of intermediate binding energy in both 

'crystalline' or 'crystallizable' regions of tin viscose film. Further water 

molecules not strongly bound may b6 transferred to this state on heating and 
0 

t1ws account for the increase in the intensity of 1peak le at 220 C. and in the 

annealed sample spectrum. * 

The behaviour of small amounts of absorbed water in viscose in this 

region t1ws shows a similar pattern to that discussed in the 2-5 -5 jum. ý 
-1 (4000 - 2000 cm region and thus provides furtbar evidence for tba ; 1 

absorbed water into lice type' structures and. of the aggregation of some. 
. . 

substantiates the use of Hearle's modified fringed fibril model as a basis 

for the structure of viscose. 

(b) Ryd ro xyl Peaks 

The 5- 15 mm. (2000 - 667 cm -1 region of the derivative spectr='of 

viscose contains peaks which arise from CH banding modes. TI-a origins of 

some of tInse modes have been previously assigned from absorption spectra 

by 111archessault (SO)* 

Present Peak Corresponding Peak quoted Meviously (80 

2 (6-805. 
juq, 

1470cm. ) (6.8027 prkv 1470 cm. )-- 

2a (6-835 JaLt 1465cm. 
-1 4a (7-440 PM. P 1344cm. ) (7.4901 

jumýp 
1335 cm. ) "i, I 

1 11950m. ) (8-33 Pqq 1200 cm. ) 8 (8-365 m ýI P . ýf 

However, we have also 

t 
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assigned peaks 2 and 2a to the Oil bending modes of absorbed water in 

addition to cellulosic OH bending modest since corresponding peaks occur in 

tIv derivative spectrum'of water, , Similarity of OH bonded modes is thus 

-1 indicated, The single abscrption peak at 6,8027 jim. (1470 cm. ) which 

corresponds to these two derivative peaks was assigned by Marchessault (80) 

to the bending mode of C or C 011 groups (of glucose residues 2 3' 

constituting Cellulose II molecules), which are involved in intramolecular 

bydrogen bording. However, such an assignment does not account for the 

effect of hydrogen bond str9ngth on OH tending frequencies. 

In the case of bending modest it has been shown that the strongest 

bydrogen bonding results in corresponding sr-ectral peaks which occur at the 

highest frequencies, i. e. lowest wavelengths, Peaks 2 and 2a, which 

correspond to tfarebessault is peak at 6.8027 um. (1470 cm . 
). were thus 

assigned to the OR bonding mode resulting from C OR groups,. since tbese 6 

groups are involved in the strongest (intermolecular) bydrogen bonding. 

This is in contradiction to ITarchessaDlt's sDggestion that this peak 

corresponds to C2 or C3 OR groups intramolecularly liydrogen bonded. Such 

an explanation is also upheld by the bahaviour of peaks 4 and 5t assigned 

from structural assigment charts (3-5)p to M banding modes. These peaks 

show Ic: r7stallines and Icrystallizablet behaviour respectively. On the 

basis of the above explanation, it is expected that OH bending peaks which 

correspond to 'crystalline' material (strongly byarogen bonded) will occur 

at lower wavelengths than OH bending peaks which correspond to 'crystallizable 1 

(more weakly bydrogen bonded) materialt and thus is in- accord with the 

results for peaks 4 and 5- Peak 81 which also shows a 'crystallizable 

behaviourg (more weakly 17drogen bonded material) also occurs at a higher, 

wavelength. 
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(C) CH and CH 
2 

Stretching and Bending Peaks 

-1 Peak 3 (7-080 plAt 1412 cm. ) bas been assigned to the CH 
2 

be nd ing 

vibration quoted by Marchessault at 7.0621 ym. (1416 cm. Since CH 
2 

grou ps occur only all. C6 positions of glucose residues in viscosev peak 3 must 

correspond to C 
6' 

CH 
2 groups, This peak does not change significantly in 

wavelength in the spectra of'heated or annealed sampleaq but does decrease 

slightly in intensity and has th-us been defined'as a 'crystallizable' 

peak (Table XX). The fact that this peak shows a 'crystallizable' 

behaviour indicates that there is a difference between CH groups in 
2 

'crystalline' and crystallizable' regions, This difference may be 

accounted for in terms of IWdrogen bonded CH 
2 groups of different I-Zrdrogen 

bond strengths in Icrystallival and 'crystallizable' regions of the 

structure, This tbus provides further evidence for the involvement of 

CH or. - CH 
2 groups in liydrogen. bonding, 

C-0 Peaks 

Pealc 6 (7-995 pm. 1257 cm. ) was observed by IlarchesSault (80) at 

the same wavelength, This peak has been tentatively designated to. tII6 C-0 

stretching vibration of a C-0-C group in the work diecussed bare* This 

designation is based upon assigment tables (3-5) and on tI-a fact that the 

corresponding peak occurs at a higher intensity in the spactra of dical , 

and tricel. This peak in viscose thus corresponds to the C-0 stretdhing 

vilirations of C1-0-C4 groups (the so-called 11-41 glucosidic linkages 

between glucose residues) or C- --0-C groups or both, in addition to 
5 

C-0-C of acetyl groups in dicei and tricel. 

Peak 7 (8-175 ym'. 1223 cm-. 
1) 

which has not been previously recorded, 

has also been similarly assigned to the C-0 stretching vibrations of 

0 -0 
1 or C-0-C groups in addition to the C-0-C group of acetYl 
451 

II 
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groups in dicel and tricel, Hovieverg as is observed from Fig-5139 peak 

shows a 'crystallizable' behaviour and it is probable therefore that the 

corresponding C-0-C groi3ps are involved in IWdrogen bonding which differs in 

strength from that which occurs in 'crystalline' regions* Tbus as more of 

tiv crystallizable I material is converted to 'crystalline I mbterial upon 

beating, the number of_ C-0-C-gro-ups bydrogen borded in the remaining 

'crystallizable! material. decreases amd thus accounts for the decrease. in 

intensity of Peak 7 on beating and armealing, 

Peak 9 (8.665 um. 9 1154 cm. ) in Fig- 51B has been -previously assigned 

from the absorption spectrum by Marobessault to an antisy=oetria. bridge 

oxygen'stretching vibration (i. e. of C0- C" groups). The 'crystalline' 
4 

behaviour of this peak confirms that annealing causes an increase in the total 

proportion of 'crystalline' material in the viscose film. Since the 

formation of more-Icrystallinet material on annealing involves an increase in 

the amount of material packed into a regular crystalline lattice and involves 

strong hydrogen bondingt the increase in the intensity of peak 9 also 

confirms that bridge oxygen atoms sa-e involved in istrong hydrogen bonding. 

Peaks 11 - 14 have previously been assigned to various C-0 stretchirg 

vibrations by Marcbessmult. We have also tentatively assigned two other 

peaksl not previously reported, to C-0 stretching vibrations; mAm ly peaks 

-1 
15 (10-445 

jum-P57 cm. ) and 16 (10-885 pm., 919 cm. 
'). 

Tba fact that some of these peaks show a 'crystallinet behaviour 

(peaks 14 ard 15). whereas other peaks show a 'crystallizable' 'behaviour 

(peaks 11 and 13), also confirms that annealing causes an increase in the 

total proportion of 'crystalline I structure present in the viscose film. 

The increase in the -wavelength of Peak 14 in the annealed sample also 

indicates that annealing causes' an increase in the degree of perfection of at 

least one crystalline state witbin tI-a viscose film* 11oweverv anotIvr 
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'crystalline I peak, 'Peak 159 shows a decrease in wavelength in the annealed 

sample spectrumt indicating that a decrease in the degree of perfection of 

at least one crystalline state within the viscose film has occurred. 

These results substantiate the earlier I=oposals put forward in Section 

A of the co-existence of more than one crystalline state within the viscose 

film structure; that is the possibility that small amounts of Cellulose I 

exist together with large amounts of Cellulose II within the viscose film 

structure. Since peak 15 is of a much lower intensity than peak 14t it is 

probable that peak 15 arises from the small amount of Cellulose I present in 

the structure. 

(e) Other Peaks 

Peak 10 (9-040 pm-,, 1059 cm was previously assigned by Marelmssault 

to antisymmetric in phase ring stretching from absorption spectra (and 

quoted by him at 9.0334 pnit 1107 cm-. shows a 'crystallizable, behaviour 

and also shifts to a lower wavelength in the anraaled sample spectrum. 

This indicates that changes in crystallinity which occur on annealing affect 

the frequency and intensity of ring stretching absorptions. 

(f) Results from Powder Spectra 

The derivative spectra of powder samples of viscose and Cellulose I in 

IMr discs were used mainly to confirm assignments made from tin spectra of 

viscose film, for tba reasons discussed 'previously. The derivative spectrum 

of Cellulose I povider (Fig. 52B) does, however., contain a peak (Peak 15) 

which corresponds to peak 15 in the spectrum of viscose (Cellulose 11) film, 

This peak is notq however, present in tba, spectrum of viScose. po'. Vder 

(Fig- 52B) recorded at 44 
0 

C. but it is present in the spectrum of annealed 

0 
viscose powder-(Fig-52B)p also recorded at 44 C., TInse results support the 

previo-us assignment of peak 15 in the derivative slmctrum Of viSCO39 film 

t 

(Cellulose II) to small quantities of Cellulose I. Tba fact that reak. 15 

is also observed in the derivative spectrum of anrealed viscose powder also 
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confirms that annealing causes an increase in the amount of crystalline 

Cellulose I within the viscose (Cellulose 11) film. 

-3B, 
2.1 Results For Dicel and Tricel 

The absorption and second derivative spectra of dicel film are shown in. 

.. Tigs -- 53A and 53B respectively, and of dicel powder in Figs - 54A and 54B 

respectively. TI-a absorption and second derivative spectra of tricel, film 

are shown in Pigs - 55A and 55B respectivelyg and of tricel powder in Figs. 

56A and 56B respectively* The derivative spectra of vi"ose, dicel and 

tricel films recorded at 44 0 C. are compared in Fig-57. The absorption spectra 

are included for cpmparison, but desipations (following the shown 

in List I) and assignments 'were again based upon derivative spectral as 

for viscose. The designations and assignments are shown for dicel in 

Table XXI and for tricel in Table XXII. -Powder spectra were again -used 

mainly to confirm previous assignmentsý 

_3B. 62.2 Discussion of Results for Dicel and Tricel 

(a) 74ra-ter Peaks (Due to OH l3ending in Water) 

0 
In the derivative spectrum of dicel, recorded at 44 C., there is only a 

single broad unresolved peak rhich we could assign entirely to OH banding 

modes of absorbed water, namely peak 2 (6-485 pm, 1542 cm -1 ), Peak 2a 

(6-885 pm, 1459 cm-1) in the spectrum of dicel and its counterpart in'tIv 

spectrum of tricell, namely peak 2a, 6.865 um., 1457 cm c orre s pond to 

peaks 2 (6-805 pm, 1470 cm or 2a, (6-635 pm., 1463 cm in the spectrum 

of viscose film. Peak 2a in the spectra of dicel and tricel was tIms 

similarly assigned to an OTH bending mode of cellulosic OTT groups in addition 

to ti-e OH banding mode of absorbed water* 

The fact that there are only two peaks in the spectrum of dicel which 

are assignable to absorbed viater, -whereas there are many peaks in th3 spectra 
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Of viscOse (19 la, lb, 1c, ld, leg 2 and 2a) and tricel (1CC, Up lAq 1*t 

lxt 2at 2e, 2ý 2 2A,, 2a and 2b), also confirms that in terms of energy 

difference and stabilityp there is a smaller difference between 'crystalline' 

and 'crystallizable' regions in dicel than in viscose or tricel. The 

occurrence of a large number of rater peaks in viscose and tricel, nay be 

explained on the basis_of well def-ined regions of crystalline structure. which 

give rise to specific structural environments surrounding . bound rater' 

molecules; each specific environment giving rise to one or more water peaks, 

which may be resolved. 

In dicelq howeverp which is basically non CrYstallineq a range of 

e7ývirdhments are 1=esent f or. absorbed water molecules i, thus. accounting f or 

the broad band of water absorption peaks in which only two peaks are resolved. 

Since there are a greater number of water paks in tricel than in 

viscose in this region, it is indicated that there are a larger number of 

discrete 'crystalline I states in tricel than in viscose and this is in accord 

with the results and explanation for 'mixed response' Imaks in tricel from 

Section A (page 80 

Peaks 2a and 2A in the derivative spectrum of tricel do not have arY 

corresponding peaks in tIv spectra of viscose or dicel. However, peak 

2& has been assigned to water, since there is a corresponding peak in 

the derivative spectrum of water (Pigs- 72 and 73). Peak 2A has been 

similarly assigneý to the presence of water with an lice ty pet structure, * 

since there is a corresponding psak in both the derivative spectra of 'Water 

and ice (Figs- 72 and 73)- However, all the peaks (loct, lx , 2e and 2A 

which correspond to groups of water molecules with an lice type' structure 

in tricel either decrease in intensity or disappear in heated and annealed 

sample spectra and confirm that týn binding of such groups of water 

molecules to remaining cellulosic OU 
. 
(or oth6r cellulosic groups, e . 9. C-0 

Aj 
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groups) is very weak. This is in accord -mith the results for lice type' 

water peaks in tricel in the 2-5 -5 um. (4000 - 2000 cm-. 
1) 

region (peaks 

2a, 3b, 3c arid 3d from Pig- 4EB)- 

Peak 2r 'in the derivative spectrum of dicel film (6.600 ym. 1502 cm. 
1) 

and the corresponding peak 2 in the spectrum of tricel film (6-410 ym. 
-1 -0 1560 cm, )v which appear at 100 C. in the spectrum ýf dicel. and 1590C. in the 

0 
spectrum of tricelp increase considerably in intensity at 220 C.. Since 

these peaks are not present in the annealed sample spotra, it is. thus 

possible that they represent a water species which, only exists at high 

temperatures, but which possesses stronger hydrogen bonding in tricel, since 

the peak in tricel occurs at a lower wavelength. 

The much higher intensity of this peak in the sloectrum of tricel may be 

accounted for if this peak corresponds to water. present in 'crystalline, 

regions I, since tricel has been shown to be a much more crystalline polymer 

than dical. 

A more 1probable explanation for the behaviour of peak 21 in the spectra 

of dicel and tricel is that this peak does not represent bo-und water, but 

represents OE groups of degradation products formed during the heating of 

samples within sample calls. ' It has already been shown that tricel. f ilm 

is more susceptible to degradation by heating in the atmosphere than dicel 

10 
and the large increase in peak 2 in tricel at 220 C.,, compared to dicel# 

could thus be accounted for Iry the larger quantity of degradation -products 

which are produced in tricel, The fact that peak 21 is not apparent in 

the derivative spectra of amealed dicel and tricel film samples may be 

accounted for by the fact that the annealing process was caxried out under 

an inert nitrogen atmos-pbere, which greatly reduces t1le total amount of 

degradation occurring by eliminating oxidative degradation. 
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(b) 'Rydroxyl Peaks 

The main peaks which arise from OH banding modes in the derivative 

spectrum of viscose recorded at 44 0 C. (Fig-51B) have some corresponding 

peaks in the spectra of dicel and some which do not correspond, as is seen 

from the folloviing'list-: -w 

Peak in Viscose Cormsponding Peak in Dicel COrreSponding Peak in 
Tricel 

2 (6-805 jat 1470 cm. ) 
-1 -1 

-1 
2a (6,855 vu4 1459 cm 2a(6.865 j-m. 1457cm, 

_2a(6-. 
835 pm., 1463 cm. 

-1 2b(6.910 puk, 1477cm, 

2b(6.895 um., 145Ö cm: -1 ) 

-1 4 (7-365 um-p 1358 ein. ) 

71 4a(7.440 pmp 1344 cm. ) 

5 (7.665 pm, » 1305 cm -1 

8 (8.365 um., 1195 cm. -1) 

-1 6 (7.630 pm-, 1311 cm. ) 

7 (7-680 plat 1302 cm. -) 

8 (7-7.70 pult 1287 cm -1 ) 

9 (7-850 PMt 1274 -1 cm. ) 

6 (7.6oo pim, 1316cm. 

9(7,830 pmp 12770m. 

The most notable feature of peaks vhich correspox3d to CH berding modes 

in the spectra of dicel and tricel is that they occur at higher wavelengths 

than any similar peaks in the spectra of viscose. Since weak bydrogen 

mode peaks at low frequencies -bonding has been shown to produce bonding 

(high Yjavelengths) (2019 202), the results for such peaks in dicel and 

tricel clearly show that the hydrogen bonding of OTI'groups is weaker in dicel 

and tricel than in viscose. This is in accord with the results for OT. q 

stretching modes in viscoseq dicel and tricel, reported in Section A. 

The occurrence of the M bonding mode which corresponds to peak 2a 

in tricel at a lower frequency (higher wavelength) than the equivalent peak 

2a in dicel also confirms the interpretation of the results from Section A 

(of OH stretching modes)p which suggest the occurrence of weaker tydrogen 
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bonding in tricel than in dicel. However, an anomaly occurs in, that 1maks 

and 9 in dicelf also assigned to OH bending modesq occur at lower wave- 

lengths than the corresponding peaks in tricel (peaks' 6 and 9)q which 

-suggests stronger. hydrogen bonding -in dicel than in tricel. 

The fact that some OH bending mode peaks show a 'crystalline I behaviour 

(peaks 2a and 6 in dicel and tricel'. peak 9 in tricel) and other peaks show 

a 'crystallizable' behaviour (peak 9 in dicel) also shows that annealing 

causes an increase in'tbe total amount of crystalline material present in 

dicel and tricel. The fact that such 'crystalline' and 'crystallizable' 

peaks occur at all in dicel shows that there is some differentiation of ý 

material in 'crystalline' and 'crystallizable' regions. Howeverg this 

differentiation is not as marked as in viscose and tricelq as is seen from 

previous results. 

Pig- 58 shows tl-a X-ray diffraction photographs of viscose'q dicel and 

tricel films before and after annealing* These show the presence of rings 

due to unoriented crystallites in both viscose and tricelp but dicel gives 

a broad diffuse patterng typical of disordered material. The increase- in 

tIv intensity and number of these rings in viscose and tricel in annealed 

sample photographs also confirms that annealing causes an increase in the 

total proportion of crystalline material piesent within tYa viscose and 

tricel films. 

CH and CH 2 Bending and Stretching Peaks 

-1 Peak 3 in viscose (7-080 uvkt 1412 cm, ) corresponds to Peak 4 in dicel 

-1 (7-015 p1qq 1426 cm .) and peak 4 in tricel (7,025 pq, 1422 cm. 
1) 

and has been 

assigned to a CH 2 bending vibration. This must be due to C11 2 groll P3 at t 1-0 

C6 position of glucose residues, since the C6 position is the only position 

in Cellulose II where CH groups occur* 2 
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The different wavelengths at which this peak occurs in viscose, dicel. and 

tricel must be due to different interactions involving C6 ratIrlene (CH 
2) 

groupsq in viscosel dicel and tricel. Such interactions are possibly 

'hydrogen bondsq so 'that if hydrogen bonding of -CH 2 grou-ps- is involvedq the 

fact that the CH' bending mode peak occurs at tIv lowest wavelength in dicel. 2 
indicates Us presence--of, tIB., strongest CH 

2 
17drogen-bonding in dicelo This 

may be accounted for by suggesting that C6 methylene groups in dicel and 

tricel form strong intermolecular I; ydrogen bonds with acetyl CýO groups, 

whereas CH groups in viscose form weaker 'hydrogen bonds with C-0 groups of 2 

glucose residues which constitute the viscose molecules. The increase in 

the 'intensity of the peak in tricel compared to dicel can be attributed to 

the increased number of acetyl groups in trical available for hydrogen bond 

formation with C 
6' 

CH 
2 groups. 

Since peak 4 in tricel occurs at a higher wavelength than in dicalt the 

17drogen bonding, in tricel must be reaker than in dicel. This may also be 

due to the fact that the more crystalline structure of tricel prevents acetyl 

C-0 groups amd C6 CH 
2 groups in neighbouring chains from approaching each 

otbar as closely as in tIv irregularly structured dicel. Th3ýs in tricel, 

the formation of very strong b5rdrogen bonds between C6 CH 2 groups and acetyl 

groups is prevented. 

Peak 3 in dicel (6-985 pmP 1432 cm and peak 3 in tricel (6.9800 pRI 
-1 1433 cm. ) have also been assigned to a CH 2 

banding mode of acetyl groups, 

since there is no equivalent absorption in viscose and this peak is of . 

highest intensity in tricelq in which a greater number of acetyl groups are 

presents 

C -0 Pe alcs - 

The main 0-0 stretching frequencies of viscose assigned to Waks 6 

-1 -1 -1 (7-995 pqj 1257 cm. ), 7(8.175-pnkt 1223 cm. ) and 9(8.665 pq 1154 cm. ) 

have corresponding peaks in dicelg 'which have been assigned to the sa=e 
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-1 -1 
origins: namely peaks 10 (8-070 umf 1239 am. )q 11 (8,250 umi 1212 cm. ) and 

12 (8.6400 um4 1157 am -1 ) respactively and in tricelv peaks 10 (8.1000 um., 
1 -1 - -1 

.- 
1235 cm- ), 11 (8.2500 umg 1212 cm. ) and 12 (8.6400 umj 1157 cm. )' - 

respectively* 

Since peaks 10 and lVin dical-and triýel ocaur with higher intensitiesy 

it is -probable that these peaks also arise f rOm C-0 Stretching vibrations of 

acetyl groups in addition to otl-ar C-0 groups present. 

Another set of C-0 stretching bands in the spectra of viscose (peaks 

16) have corresponding peaks in dicel (peaks 18,199 2019 20 - 24a) 

and in'tricel (various peaks 'between 26' -and 24)- Tba 'peaks in dicel all 

01 ccur at higher wavelengths than the corresponding peaks in viscose and most 

of the peaks occur at a higher wavelength in dicel than the corresporiling 

peaks in tricel. It is possible that this may be due to the formation of 

stronger hydrogen bonds at the carboryl groups in dicel than in viscose or 

tricel. TIv stronger hydrogen bonding in dicel may be accounted for in the 

previous manner in which the non-crystalline structure of dicel allows 

reighbouring molecules to pack more closely and form strong hydrogen bonds, 

Since some of those peaks occur with greater intensity in dicel and tricel, 

they have simiiarly been assigned to vitrations of acetyl C-0 groxips in 

addition to main chain C-0 groupse 

Of the c-o peaks so fax considered qa greater rwmber of peaks in viscose 

and tricel show 'crystalline' or 'crystallizable' behaviour than peaks in 

dicelv and the magnitude of the effects noted (as seen from relative increases 

or decreases of peak intensity in annealed sample spectra) is in addition 

greater in viscose and tricel than in dicel. This also confirms that in 

terms of energy levels and stabilityq there is a much smaller difference in 

structure between 'crystalline' and 'crystallizable' regions in dicel, than 

for viscose and tricelv confinning previous interpretations in this thesis* 
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A further group of -peaks occur's in dicel (14,151 , 16,16 19 179 189 

25 and 26) and in tricel (14,141 
P 14 It 9 169 17,18,20a, 22 it , 24a and 

26) which have been tentatively assigned to C-0 vilrations on the basis of 

structural assignment charts (3-5) and from increased intensity measurements 

of tricel spectra. 11--lowever, no significant trends in intensity or frequency 

differences between pe-aks in dicel and tricel have been found except that 

peaks 16 and i7 in tricel show a more definite 'crystalline, behaviour than 

the corresponding peaks -in dicel. 

(e) Other Peaks 

. 
(i) C=O-Peaks 

"Peak 1 in dicel (5-730 ym., 1745 cm 
-1 ) corresponds to peak 1 in tricel, 

(5-735 pi 1744 cm and has previously been assigned from structural 

assignwent charts (3-5) to a C=O stretching vibration. This peak remains 

unchanged in frequency and intensity in both high temperature and annealed 

sample spectrav and can thus 'be classified as 'non crystallizable'. This 

result is anomalous, howevert since it suggests that C=O groups are not 

involved in 17drogen bonding, It is also anomalous that no other peaks were 

detected which can also be assigned to the C-0 group. It is possible, 

however, that the high intensity of peak 1 in both dicel and tricel may 

obscure such small peaks. However, no evidence for the existence of such 

a, s has been obtained from the derivative spectra: recorded. pa 'k 

Ring St-mtching Peaks 

The antisymmetrical ring stretching frequency assigned in viscose to 

peak 10 corresponds to peak. 13 in dicel (8-935 putt 1119 cm, ) and peak 13 

in tricel (8*9200 pat 1121 cm'-. 
l). 

- The decrease in'v7avelength of thin peak 

from viscose -dice 1-tricel indicates that ace . tylation of 6 oil iroups 

causes ring stretching vibrations to occur at higher frequencies (i. e. higbar 
0 
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energies) so , that peak maxima of infra-red absorption bands occur at lower 

wavelengths. 

This occurs because substituentacetyl'groups am electron donors for the 

glu'cos6 ring-with-the net result that band characteristics are, changed to 

induce a higher frequency of vibration. 

(iii)- 
- 

Peaks from 11.5 15 I! M---(870 - 661 cm. 

The spectra of dicel and tricel contain many peaks not observed in the 

spectrum of viscose in the region from 11-5 - 15 pm. (870 -'667 cm. We 

-have tentatively assigned these peaks to C-C, C-H or CH 
2 stretching vibrations, 

and CH 
2 

rocking vibrationsg mainly of acetyl groups since such -peaks were 

not present in the spectra of viscose, Howevert peaks 31a and 31b in the 

spectra of dical and tricel have been tentatively assigned to skeletal 

vibrations. In all, cases, the assignments were based upon structural assign- 

wnt chaxts, 

1,.. Iany more of these peaks in tricel. show a 'crystalline' or Icrystallizablev 

behaviour than in dicel, This also confirms the often stated contentions 

of a greater difference between 'crystallirel and 'crystallizable? regions in 

tricel than in dicel in terms of energy difference and stability. 

. 3; 3 Conbl-usiovz--(Sections A. alla 'B) 

The main conclusions to be drawn from. tl-e y7ork presented in this 

chapter can be best discussed in six different sections which will be 

considered in turn: - 

(1) Derivative spectra are much better resolved than correspording 

absorption spectrap especially in the 2-5 -5 Pm. (4000 - 2000 cm region. 

1, %ny'mw peaks not previously observed appear in the derivative spectra of 

viscose, dicel and tricel films and these have been assigned to absorbed 

water or to the vibrations of cellulosic groups and acetyl groups in dicel 

and tricel. Derivative spectra also enable changes in structure which Occur 
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in 'heated and annealed sample spectra to. be much more clearly observed than 

in the absorption spectra. Also, many changes not observed in absorption 

spectra are observed in the derivative spectra. 

(2) Derivative-spectra of samples of viscoset dicel and tricel powders, 

exanined.. in the form. of Mr discs 9 contain many peaks . which are due to 

absorbed. . water (which cannot_be removed by dnjing.. samples over p0) and also 25 
to interactions between the XBr matrix and the sample. 

(3) The derivative sp@ctra of viscose, dicel and tricel films discussed in 

sections A and B of this chapter contain peaks assigned to absorbed waterl 

which has not been removed by extensive drying. Peaks assigned to al 

stretching modes of weakly bound water occur at low wavelengths and disappear 

in the spectra of heated film samples. Some, peaks have been, assigned to 

water with an lice type I structura since they have corresponding peaks in the 

derivative spectra of -water and ice* 

In viscose, the majority of the peaks assigned to water with an vice 

type I structure increase in intensity on heating and annealing. This effect 

may be explained on the basis of tIv transfer of water molecules from 

'crystallizable I to 'crystalline I regions at high temjmratu: resg followed by 

the aggregation of these water molecules into groups which possess an lice 

type' structure. Ilearle's fringed fibril, model of structure is veI7 useful 

in this interpretation since it postulates the presence of weak points along 

the boundaries of crystalline regions at which water molecules may Panetrate 

at high temperatures. 

Alternatively, the increase in the intensity of peaks assigned to lice 

type I water may be ace ounted for if it is assumed that some of the water 

molecules which dissociate from cellulosic OTT and otber groups at high 

temperatures then aggregate in groups of molecules with an 'ice type' 

structure in both the 'crystalline' and Ici-jstallizablel regions. Howeverp 

the retention of such groups of water molecules by 'crystallizablel regions 
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at high temperatures can only be explained if it is also assumed that there is 

some bydro-en bonding between such groups of water molecules and cellulosic 

OH (or possibly C-0) groupst and for this reason the first, explanation is 

more acceptable'o' 

. ., In'dibdlp many of. 'the poiLks assigned to rater with an lice -type t 

structure'and which corredpqnd to peaks in viscosep- show a similar behaviour, 

Thus the increase of intensity of such peaks in dicel in beated and annealed 

sample spectra may be similarly accounted for by assuming that aggregation 

of water molecules occurs at high temperatures in eitImr 'crystalline I or in 

both 'crystalline' and 'crystallizable' regions to produce groups of water 

molecules with an lice type' structure. 

In tricelq peaks rhich correspond to-water with an lice typet structure 

are not present in the spectra of annealed samples and disappear in heated 

sample spectra. This indicates that the binding of such water by hydrogen 

bonding is weak and that little penetration of water to crystalline regions 

has occurred'on beating. 

In dicelp many peaks assigned to absorbed water (OH stretching modes) 

occur at higher wavelengths than the corresponding peaks in the derivative 

spectra of viscose and tricel. This effect may be accountea fort howeverg 

in terms of the structures of viscose, dicel and tricel. Tlýe lack of 

regular crystallire structure in dicel, due to the irregular (atactic) 

structure of chain molecules, indicates that there is a greater number of 

free (non liydrogen bonded) or weakly'liydrogen bonded OR groups than in -viscosa 

or tricelp 'which forn strong 17drogen bonds with absorbed water. Such strong 

hydrogen bonding tends to substantially increase tba length of OTI bonds of 

ir-Aividual water molecules and hence produce weakar 011 bonds -which require 

less energy to cause them to stretch. In consequencet interactions between 

the electric vector of infra-red radiation and the dipole morant of tba OH. 

Cl I 

bonds of viater occur at lower energies*for OH stretching vibrations 4-0- 
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higher infra-red wavelengths), Peak maxima corresponding to such OR bonds 

of water thus occur at higber wavelengths. 

In viscose and tricell tiv more regular structure of chain molecules 

(greater tacticity) and larger proportion of material packed into a regular 

crystalline lattice results izi fewer 'free' or weakly hydrogen bonded OH groups 

being available to form strong hydrogen bonds with-the absorbed water, . Any 

water molecules bonded to the cellulosic OTI groups in viscose or tricel will 

thus be less strongly bound, so that OR stretching bands detected from absorbed 

water in viscose and tricel will be detected at higher frequencies (lower 

wavelengths) than those in dicel. 

(4) Evidencewhich shows that the differenceslin structure between 

'crystalline' and 'crystallizable' regions in terms of energy levels aild 

stability is greater in viscose and tricel than in dicell and that annealing 

causes more significant structural. changes to occur in viscose and trical than 

in dicelt is summarised below: -. 

(i) In the 6 
jum. 

(1667 cm-. 
') 

region there are only two Ivaks which 

correspond to absorbed water in the. derivative spectrum of diceig whereas in 

viscose and trical there are many Imaks, 

(ii)-, A greater number of peaks in the spectra of viscose and trical 

show aI crystalline I or 'crystallizable I behaviour than peaks in the spactra, 

of dicel. Where peaks in dicel do show a 'crystalline I or 'crystallizable I 

behaviaurl any corresponding peaks in viscose or tricel often show the same 

behaviour but to a more marked degree, so that greater increases or decreases 

in intensity are observed from annealed sample spectra,. 
. 

(iii) X-ray photographs of viscoseq dicel and trical, film and annealed 

film samples clearly show the presence of rings due to unoriented crystalline 

material in viscose and tricel, but dical exhibits a diffuse scatterg 

characteristic of. disordered material. Fvrthermoreq these rings increase in 

intensity in the photographs of annealed samples of visoose and tricelf 

indicating an increase in the proportion of crystalline material; but no 

i 31 

In I 
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significant change was observed in the photograph of an, annealed sample of 

dicel film. 

(5) In viscose, the shift of some OH or C-0 peaks (attributed to stretching 

vibrations) -to higher wavele_ngths_ and other 011 or 
I 
C-0 peaks to lower wave- 

lefigths' in annealdd'* sample spectrat 'indicates that annealing causes an 

increase in the degree of structural order (perfection) of at least one 

crystalline stateg concurrently with a decrease in the degree of perfection 

of at least one other crystalline stateg within the viscose film. The 

existence of at least two crystalline states in viscose film has been 

attributed to the existence of small amounts of Cellulose I within the viscose 

(Cellulose II) film. Two peaks have been assigned to Cellulose. I in the 

derivative spectra of viscose film and confirmed from the spectra of KBr disc 

samples of viscose (Cellulose II) powder and cotton (Cellulose I) powder. 

Such findings are in accord with the results of Iffanjunath and Peacock (73) 

who have shown the existence of small amounts of Cellulosej in samples of 

viscose rayon (Cellulose II) from X-ray work. 

(6) On IWdrogen bordingg OR banding modesq as all otber bending modes, 

exhibit'. an increase in frequencyg so that a band shift occurs to lower 

wavelengths (201,202). 
-The 

results for OH bending modes in viscose are 

consistent with this since a 'crystalline' peak (involving strongly bydrogen 

bonded OH groups), assigned to OR bending, occurs at a lower wavelength than 

a larystallizablel peak (involving more weakly bydrogen bonded OH groups) 

also assigned to an OU banding mode. 

Howeverl the Oll bending modesp which correspond to peaks 2 and 2a (Fig. 

51B)p occur at the lowest wavelength, and in theory corresponding OH. groups 

involN-e the strongest bydrogen bonding. Rowever, Marebessault assigned 

his corresponding single absorption peak to intramolecularly liydrogen 

bonded. C or C OH groups. This assigrument is questioned 9 since the 
23 

ý; 11`1 

41 

strongest (intermolecular) hydrogen bonds were shovm by Marcbessaillt and in 
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this viork to be f ormed by C6 OR groups, Peaks 2 and 2a (Fig- 51B) were tlms 

assigned here to OH bending modes of C6 OH groups. 

Me occurrence of OH banding modes in dicel and trical at a higher 

wavelength than corresponding peaks in viscose also confirms the results from 

019 stretching modes of weaker liydrogen bonding involving CH group being 

present in dicel and tricel. 



CHAPTER 4 
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MTA-Drrý, M 

SPECTRA OP VISCOS--, DICOL 
JAND TRICEL AT W7. UNIPPTRATUIUS 

4.1 Irtroduction 

Abs orpt ion and de rivat ive - spe ctra of vis cose ,d ice I and trice 1f ilms 

'were obtained at OOC. and -; -196-0C. (boiling point of liquid nitrogen). A detailea 

analysis of the results obtained in this chapter was not undertalmnl since 

spectra were only obtained at two low temperatures. It was not possible to 

obtain a large number of spectra at various low temperatures, due to the large 

amount of time required, although the techniques involved have been 

establisbed, It is also possible that anomalies occur in the spectra due to 

the loss of. strongly bound water from viscose and tricel at low temperatures 

and pressures, but not from dicel. TIm presence of such water, as ice at 

low temperaturesp may induce peak changes in tlB simctra of dicel which are 

not apparent in the spectra of viscose or tricel and which cannot be easily 

distinguished Ifrom other peak changes which occur in the spectra of viscose 

and tricel at low temperatures. For these reasonsg the results in this 

chapter are discussed in more general terms than tl-s results in Chapter 3. 

4-2.1%thod 

Spectra of film samples were obtained by moans of a low temperature call 

(Fig- 59A) previously designed to obtain infra-red spectra of film samples 

at low temperatures (172). The cell system consists of a rectangular 

aluminium block with a cylindrical cavity cut into it, and connected to a 

vacuum stopcock. Two circular holes in opposite faces of the block enable 

infra-red radiation to pass through via supported NaCl windows and tIm sample 

holdert also suspended in tba cavity. TI-o windo-,, ý, s are cushioned and 

vacuum sealed below the surface of the block by mans of 101 rings, and a 

threaded groove enables the windows to be screwed in tightly rith a threaded 

brass ring to produce a vacuum tight seal. 



FIG 59 B 

Sample Holder to enable Solvent to Penetrate 
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The sample holder (Fig- 59B) consists of a brass rod with a rectangular 

hole cut through it and a ridge halfway in to allow samples to be supported. 

TIn rod is fixed to a Dewar system by means of a graded glass seal, Two 

small holes drilled in the brass rod enable the coolant to penetrate the 

brass block so as to ensure that the sample temperature reaches the coolant 

te mperature. During operation (Fig- 59A) thq flange of the Dewar system 

is mounted on 101 rings on the top of the block so that tba sample holder is 

located between tl-e windows. A sealedcell system in which the Dewar can 

operate as such is produced by pumping down the cavity with a vacuum pump 

and closing the stopcock before placing the cell in the spectrometer cavity, 

Absorption and second derivative spectra of composite semples of viscose 9 

dicel and tricel films rare obtained over the whole of the spectral range 

from 2*9, - 15 jim. (4000 - 667 cn. ) (Pigs. 60A - 62B). Spectra were obtained 

at 00C. by using an ice/water mixture in the Derarp and at -196 
0 C. by using 

liquid nitrogen. . 
Care was necessary when using liquid nitrogen to ensure 

that the cold heavy vapour from the boiling liquid nitrogen in the Dewar 

did not sink into the sample cavity of the spectrometer and cause 

condensation to occur on the rock salt windows or the spectrometer mirrors. 

This was prevented by placing large sheets of paper at the top of the Dewar 

and temporarily sealing them to the flange of the Dewar with plasticine. 

4.3--Results 

The derivativo SIectra of viscose, didel and tricel films recorded. at 

00C. and -196 
0 C, were compared with the corresponding spectra recorded at 

44 
0 
C. in Figs. 60,61 and 62, Changes which occurred in peak, wavelength or 

intensity at OOC. or -1960C. are listed in Table XXIII. Peak changes wein 

assessed by comparing'spectra recorded at 00C. with spectra xecorded at 44% 

and I: rj comparing spectra recorded at -196 
0 C. with those at 00 C'. ITe w Im ak s 

which were detected at 00C. or -196 C. vere designated as previausly bY 
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underlined labels. The wavelengths and frequencies of these p9aks are shown 

in Appendix (i). 

Absorption spectra are not shovm since they are poorly resolved and are 

not involved in tI-a discussion. 

4.4 Discussion 

jkn analysis of the derivative spectra of viscoseq dicel and tricel films 

at 00C. and -196 
0 Q, as shown in Table XXIIII indicates that a larger number of 

changes occur with change of temperature in tYB spectra of viscose and tricel 

than in the spectra of dicel. This confirms t1B previous results which 

suggest that in terms of energy levels and stability t1-are is a considerably 

smaller difference in structure between 'crystalline' and*tcrystallizable, 

regions in dicel than in viscose or tricel. 

In the derivative spectra of viscose (Figs. 6DA and 60B) and tricel 

(Figs. 62A and 6213) film, t1m n: umber and intensities of peaks attributable to 

absorbed water decreases at 0 C., and at -19 
0 C. most of such peaks have 

d is appe are d. It is probable that this situation arises from the sublimation 

of ice from viscose and tricel polymer films at the low temperatures and the 

low pressures present in the cell. In the case of dicell boweverg peaks 

attributable to absorbed water increase in number at -1960C. in both t1-B 2,5 lira. 

(4000 cm -1 ) and 6 
jum. 

(1667 cm-1 ) regions of t1n, spectrum. At -1960C. peaks 

3a, 3b, 3C , 10a, 10b and 10c appear in the 2.5 pm. (4000 cm. ) region (Fig. 

61K) and peb-ks la - lg appear in-ti-a 6 pm. (1667 cm--l) region (Fig. 61B). 

It is tbus likely that these peaks are due to one or more forms of ice 

structure within the dicel film. 

The fact that such peaks are not present in viscose or tricel spectrap 

and that it is necessary for vater to be present in the dicel film structure 

(before cooling) for such peaks to occur, substantiates the earlier findings 

that t1v binding of water by dicel is much stronger than by viscose or trical. 

An examination of the results from Table XXIII and reference to the 
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assignment tables given in Chapter 3 (Tables XVII - XXII) show that In the 

spectra of -viscose and tricel, many more peaks assigned as 'crystallizable, 
00 

decrease in intensity at 0 C. ard -19 C. than do 'crystallizable' peaks in the 

spectra of dicel. This'indicates that cooling from 44 0 C-to -196 
0 
C. Caluses a 

temporary increase in the total amount of *crystalline' material present in 

viscose and tricel films q but only a slight' increase. (if arrj) in the amount of 

'crystalline' material present in d. icel film. It is likely that cooling 

below 00C. also causes changes in the 'crystalline' form in both viscose and 

tricel; howeverg no attempt has been made to define all the changes which occur, 

since spectra were only recorded at 0 C. and -196 C. and temporary structural 
0 

changes which occur below 0 C. are not fully understood nor widely documented. 

One effect which is difficult to explain is the appearance of a group of 

peaks near peaks 24 (4-7245 pin, 2116 cm: 
l) 

and 25 (4-7670 pmv 2098 cm: 
1) 

at -1960C. in the spectra of dicel (Fig. 61A). These two peaks were previously 

tentatively assigned to C-0 group vibrations of acetyl groups (Chapter 3) 

and together with the new peaks (23a, 23b, 2ý 9 25'9 25ap 25bg 250) they form 

a cluster of peaks with a profile very similar to that which occurs in the 
0 

spectrum of tricel xecorded at 44 C. It is possible, howeverl that tbase 

peaks arise as a result of increased resolution at low temperatures. 

The changes observed in the spectra of viscose ax6 most marked between 

44 and, O 
0 
C. and it is probable that this is due in part to the second order 

transition at 25 0 C. previously described by Ramiah and Gording (88) and 

ýUahba 
(86) (Chapter 1). These vorkers assigned the' transition to the 

. 

formation of a set of intramolecular liydrogen bonds between C3 OTI and 05" 

atomso but it is more probable that the transition is due to the formation 

of a set of intermolecular IWdrogen bonds for the following reasons -. - 

(i) TI-a results of Chapter 3 show that although intermolecular 

bydrogen bonds are in theory stronger than intramolecijlar hydrogen bonds 

(for Iqdrogen bonds resulting from cellulosic OI. q groups), the intermolecular 
I 
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hydrogen bonds are moxe easily broken at increasing temperatures. The second 

order transition which occurs in viscose (Cellulose II) when the temperature 
00 

is raised above 25 C. (i. e. from 0 to 44 Cin this case) is thus probably due 

to the -breakage of intermolecular hydrogen bonds, rather than intramolecular 

hydrogen bonds. 

(ii) A new peak, Peak 5a occurs in the spectrum of viscose recorded at 

00C. (Fig. 60A), This peak is very close to peak 59 previously assigned to 

intermolecularly hydrogen bonded OH groups. The assignment of peak 5a to 

intermolecularly hydrogen bonded OH groups is thus more pirobable than the 

assignment* to intramolecularly hydrogen botded OH groups. The appearanoe of 

peak 5a may thus be due to the formation of a set of intermolecular hydrogen 

0 
bonds at 25 r-- 

(iii) Peak 11 (Pig. 60A)q also assigned to intermolecularly IWdrogen 

bonded OR groups, increases in intensity between 44 and -196 
0 G, and this may 

be due in part to an increase in the number of intermolecular hydrogen bonds 

as the temperature is decreased from 44 to -196 
0 C. - 
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CRAPTEP 5 

CMUNPOIDUTG TIT VISCOSE, DIC?, L AND TRICEL 

5*-l Introduction 

The existence and nature of chain folding in marq man made fibre forming 

polymersl such as polyamides, has been established using infra-red spectro- 

scopic methods (173 - 177)- Howeverv until recentlyq little information 

concerning chain folding in natural fibrous polymers had been obtainedq due 

to the high scattering of such polymers and the poorly resolved and complex 

spectra recorded. 
0 

Rhodes (12) was able to largely overcome tbese problems 

with keratin utilising derivative spectroscopy to detect the unresolved peaks 

r. resent. Using nylon 6 as a model compound for keratin, Rhodes was thus able 

to show the existence of bands arising from chain folding structures in 

keratin. 

Some of the main. aspects of chain folding are reviewed by Keller (178) 

and Keller and Dreyfus (179). A main point of contention is 17bether the fold 

is Ilooset or 'sharp' (180) and examples of various fold structures proposed 

to explain the properties of different crystalline polymers or crystallization 

processes are shown in Fig. 63. Spectroscopic evidence suggests a Isliarp, 

foldt since this will produce structural groups which are essentially different 

from others in terms of bond straing hydrogen bonding and structural 

environment. Such differences are necessary to influence vibrational 

frequencies of such groups and hence induce characteristic infra-red absorption 

peaks. Since such peaks have been observed, the concept of tsharpt chain 

folds is supported. It is considered that 'loose' chain folds will produce* 

a structure which is little different from the rest of the 'crystallizable' 

material and as such would be spectroscopically indistinguishable from it. 

There has been much speculation concerning tI)9 existence of helical chain 

folded structures in cellulose (181 
- 186), but little convincing evidence 
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had been obtained at the outset of this work, in spite of the fact that X-ray 

diffraction techniques should provide 
ýuch information. Such evidence should, 

in theory be obtainable from theoretical X-ray analyses of atomic and molecular 

models and compared with practical X-ray diffraction photographs; as was 

effected for akeratin (187) (based on models by Pauling and Corey (188 

195) )- 

The method employed by Rhodes (12) to determine which derivative spectral 

peaks of nylon 6 (as a model compound for keratin) were due to chain foldingp 

involved partial hydrolysis of samples of nylon in'increasing concentrations 

of formic acid at the same temperature and for the same period of time, 

Samples were then wasbed and dried, prior to recoilding their spectra. Rhodes 

assumed that if chain folds occurred, they represented weak or exposed points 

which were much more susceptible to hydrolysis than the rest of the molecule. 

He maintained that in the spectra of a series of samples of nylon treated 

with increasing concentrations of formic acid, a critical concentration would 

be reached-where hydrolysis at chain folds only would occur. 'Thus at this 

critical concentration, leaks corresponding to the chain fold would decrease 

markedly in intensity, whereas other peaks would not decrease markedly in 

intensity* 

Howeverg it is probable that some main chain bydrolysis occurs at the 

critical concentrationg-but if Rhodes'contentions are correct, 'crystalline' 

peaks which are characteristic of the remainder of the chain will only show 

a small decrease in intensity* The method employed by Rhodes also assures 

that the partial 17drolysis technique does not cause any permanent large scale 

structural changes, other than I-qdrolysis at chain folds and that if any 

temporary changes in structure occurp that these are reversed when the polymer 

is washed and dried . 

Rhodes (12) ras able to conf i= the existence of chain f olding in nylon 

by observing the derivative spectra of samples cold drawn to an extension 

of 3Mr- As expectedt peaks previoi; sly assigned to chain folding decreased 
, 
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markedly in intensity or disappeared in tIv spectra of such samples* A 

similar stretching technique could nott howeverg be applied to viscoseg dicel 

or. tricel filmst since these ruptured at low extensions before any significant 

6bange-in absorption or derivative sjpectra*cculdýbe observed. 

An alternative method of Y- irradiating samples of viscosep dicel, and 

tricel films was thus employed in an attempt to. confirm the existence of chain 

fold structures, Tba effects-of yradiation on polymers are complex7 but 

one ba: sic -effect involie"s-the Tortation* of high energy electrons which then, 

induce the formation of free radicals by chain scission or displacement of 

atoms from chains. After the initial production of free radicals, a series 

of reactions usually ensuest which includes the formation of cross-links by 

the combination of two radicals in adýacent chains or by the displacement of 

atoms-(e. g. bydrogen atoms) from one chain by the radical in another chain. 

Another series of reactions involves the 'quenching' of these radicals by 

reaction with atmospheric oxygen or water and the elimination of 0- 9 -011 or 

TI- - rad icals . which the n. re act . to f orm, oxygeng- hydrogen 9 water, or bydrogen 

peroxide. 

E,, S. Re studies (196) on cellulosic materials have shown that stable free 

radic. ils axe f ormed at C5 and C6 positions of glucose residues 'which constitute 

the cellulosic moleculesq as shown in Fig. 68 for cellulose, 

FiG. 6a 

-o ----0 

H 

Stable free radical at C5 Stable free radical at C6 

position of glucose residues. position of glucose residues. 
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A more recent E. S. R. study by Barkakaty (197) on cellulose and cellulose 

y- irradiated in both aerobic and anaerobic conditionsg has shown that tbe 

radicals at C5 and C6 positions of glucose residues shown in Pig. 68. are the 

only radicals -present, Howeverl since Y- irradiation of cellulosic 

materials causes a_ decrease in the length of chain moleculest chain scission 

involving the formation of free radicals at positions other than those at C5 

or C6 positions of glucose residues must clearly occur. 

The fact that radicals'formed by chain*scission are not observed in the 

E. S. R. spectra of cellulosic materials can be adequately explained by 

Y, eighley's theory of charge transfer (19a) wbe: reby the unpaired electrons 

which constitute free radicals can effecti. vely move along chain molecules to 

the -positions of greatest stability. Free radicals forned by chain scission 

in cellulosic materials can thus effectively move to C5 or C6 positions of 

glucose residues and, form stable free radicals. The details of the mechanism 

of charge-transfer are as yet unclear, but the. theory has been successfully 

applied ty McKinnley -and Keighley (199) to explain the types of radicals 

observed in keratin from E. S. R. spectra* 

If chain folds represent regions of instability (high energy) due to bond 

strain or steric hindrance or the presence of-unstable repeat unit conform- 

ations (e. g. the boat conformation of glucose residues), and if it is furtber 

assumed that charge transfer 
_can 

occur over fairly large sections of cellulosic 

chain molecules, then it is not unreasonable to suggest that free radicals 

formed by chain scission can move along chains to points rhere cbain folding 

occurs, since under such circumstances the maximum amount of free energy 

would be yielded from the system resulting in the greatest stability, The 

points of chain scission may thus be effectively moved to chain folded regions 

and further stabilization can then occur by furth3r charge transfer and tba 

formation of stable free radicals at C5 or C6 positions of glucose residuesq 

as in Fie.. 68. 
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Hence it is proposed that Y- irradiation of chain folded materials 

(in which tIv fold represents regions of instability) provides a means of 

selective chain scission at chain folds so that the spectral peaks rhich 

correspond to such folds will decrease mors markedly in intensity than otbar 

peaks. This thus provides a method of confirming the assignment of chain 

folded peaks from partial hydrolysis experfiments, 

5*2 Yethod 

Annealed samples of viscose film ard untreated samples of dicel and. trice3_ ý 

film were partially hydrolysed by exposure to bydrochloric acid solutions at 
0 

20 C. f or a period of 12 hr. and experiments were carried out at increasing 

acid concentrations. The samples were -then thoroughly washed in distilled, 

water and dried over P205 for 24 hr. 9 prior to recording their absorption and 
0 derivative spectra in sealed sample cells with P205 at a temperature of 44 Q. 

In tIn case of viscose's annealed samples were used in order to increase the 

total amount of crystalline material present t since it was considered that the 

bonding in crystalline regions was likely to act as a barrier to the ponetratiOz 

of H C1 between chainst whereas dislocations- between chains I=ovided by chain 

folds were thought to be more accessible to the acid* Such a method was 

viewed as an attempt 'to ind-ude' preferential 17drolysis at chain folds ard 

bence cause a larger decrease to be observed in the intensity of spectral 

peaks which correspond to chain folds. In the case of dicel and tricel, 

untreated samples were used, since anvealed samples proved to be impenetrable 

to H Cl. 

Samples of viscosev dicel, and tricel film were Y- irradiated in a 

cobalt 60 Y ray source for periods of 5 days (strength of source 109000 

Curies, giving a dose rate of 2x 10 
4 

J. h-. l kg. -l of sample and hence a total 
671 

dose rate of 2-4 x 10 J. kg. of sample)q when significant changes in the 

absorption and derivative spectra of these materials became observablee 

Spectra were again recorded vith tba samples dry in sealed Semple cells with 
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0 
P205 and at a temrerature of 44 C. - 

5.3 ! jesults 

The de#vativ-- spactra, of samples of acid treated and Y- irradiated 

viscose films are shown in Figs. 64 and 65. Derivative spectra of s=ples of 

tricel film similarly treated are sho-wn in 'Figs. 66 and 67. The concentrationsi 

of E Cl used indicate the concentration (or concentration range) at which 

significant changes in the derivative. spectra of viscose or tricel occurred. f 

Lower concentrations. of H C1 did not have any significant effect on the spectra. 
i, 

of viscose or tricel and those spectra are thus not shown, Whilst higher 

concentrations caused samples to disintegrate. The spectra of dicel are not 

shown, since few significant changes occurred in the spectra of dicel up to a 

concentration of 10 N. H Cl. when disintegration of tID film occurred. 

5; 4 Discussion 

In the derivative s; ectra of viscose in the 2 -5 -5 )um. (4000 - 2000 cm-. 
1) 

region (Fig-64)9 peak 13 shows a decrease in intensity due to partial acid 

1rjdrolysis. This crystalline hydrogen bonded OH peak (Chapter 3 Section A), 

is thus assigned. to chain folded regions of Cellulose II molecules. This 

assignment is upheld by the fact that a marked decrease in the intensity of 

this peak also occurs in the derivati-ie spectrum of an irradiated sample of 

viscose 
)* 

Peak 6, previously assigned to strongly bound water (Chapter 3 Section A 

also increases in intensity in the spectra of both partially liydrolysed and 

Y- irradiated samples of viscose (Fig. 64) . and this indicates that both 

partial acid bydrolysis and Y-irradiation of viscose cause some structural 

changes to occur which enable more atmospheric water to be strongly bound by 

the viscose. Such structural changes may include an increase in the total 

number of OH groups present in the viscose due to chain scissiong although 
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the increase is not significant enough to cause any large increases in the 

intensities of derivative peaks which correspond to OH groups in viscose in 

-1 this spectral region (2-5 -5 mm- 4000 - 2000 cm. 

A further structural change in viscose caused by partial acid bydrolysis 

and y- irradiation is a decrease in the total amount of crystalline material 

present. Such a decrease is borne out by a decrease in the intensity of the 

'crystalline I peak 13 just assigned to cbain folded materialg as well as by 

decreases in tl-e intensities of other 'crystalline' peaks in tb 5- 15 M. au 

-1 (2000 - 667 cm .) region. A decrease in tba total amount of crystalline 

material present in the viscose film means that the film structure is more 

ac6esSiblie'to atýmospheric water, so that a greater amount of such water can 

penetrate the filml some of which will be strongly bound, The increase in 

ti-e intensity of peak 6 in spectra of partially acid 17drolysed and 

y- irradiated samples of viscose is thus accounted for. 

In'the derivative spectra of viscose in the 5- 15 Pm. (2000 - 667 cm. 

. region (Fig. 65),, peak 7 previously assigned to 'non crystallizablet C-0-C 

grOUP3 and peak 15 previously assigned to crystalline C-0 groups (Chapter 3 

Section B) decrease markedly in intensity in the derivative spectra of partiall'r, 

acid Irdrolysea samples. These peaks am thus also tentatively assigred to 

chain folded regions and this assignment is confirmed by equivalent decreases 

in the intensities of these peaks in the irradiated sample spectrum. 

In dicelg the fact that there are no significant decreases in derivative 

peak intensities'of partially hydrolysed samples up to acid concentrations 

where sample disintegration occurred, indicatesp as expected, that dicel is 

not significantly chain folded. This lack. of chain folding may also be 

attributed to the irregular (atactic) nature of dicel molecules, 

in the spectrum of partially bydrolysed tricel in the 2-5 -5 ym. 
-1 (4000 - 2000 Cm. ) region (Fig. 66), there are very few significant changes* 

except that peak 2 previously assigned (Chapter 3 Section A) wa 
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'crystallizable 1 011 peak involving OTI groups intramolec-ularly hydrogen bonded 

increases in intensity. Hoyiewr, this peak decreases in intensity in the 

-1 irradiated sample spectrum. In the 5- l5pm. (2000 - 667 cm. ) region, 

howeverl (Fig. 67) peaks 19,20 J* 9 22" and 23 ('crystalline' C-0 peaks) and 

peaks 29a and 29b (non crystallizable CH peaks) all decrease markedly in 2 
intensity or disappear in the partially acid lvdrolysed sample spectrum* 

Purthermoreq all these peaks except peak 201 decrease in intensity in the 

irradiated sample spectrum 

A tentative assignment of these Waks to chain folded material is thus 

possiblet but certain factors not present in the case of viscose make such 

an assignment. more tentative. In the case of tricelt all thq peaks assign- 

able to a chain fold are CO or CTT 
2 peaksq which are due to both the basic 

cellulosic chain and also to tIL- substituted acetyl groups. Unfortunately, 

hydrochloric acid does not specifically attack 1-4 pD glucosidic linkages of 

the chains, but-also attacks the ester linkages of some side chain acetyl 

groups, producing acetic acid and OH groups on the main chain, The decrease 

in the intensity of peaks 19,20 1f 22 1 and 23 could thus be due to the removal 

of some acetyl groups from the trical molecules. Similaxlyt it is possible 

the decrease in intensity of most of these jeaks in the irradiated sample 

spectrum could be due to the. removal of some acetyl radicals which then form 

acetaldebydet acetic acid etc. 

For these reasons it is not possible to conclude that chain folding occurs 

in tricelp but this problem may be resolved if a reagent can Ice found which is 

specific for the 'hydrolysis of 1-4 PD glucosidic linkagesp and this is 

discussed further in Chapter S. The existence of chain folding in viscose 

(Cellulose II) films isq hovever, suggested, and a possible structure for th3 

fold is discussed in Chapter 8. 
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rr?,, P 

SPECTRA Or" VISCOSE, DICEL kND TRICEL FIVJS TrER A RANME OF. 

RETATIVEL TTUTAIDZIMS, 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter deals with the derivative spectra of viscose,, dicel and tricell 
J 

films over a range of humidities from 0 to 75.1% Relative Humidity (R. H . 

Spectra obtained were analysed in terms of the state of bound water with 

increasing humidity, ie. increasing amounts of absorbed waterg and also in 

terms of the effect on structure of increasing amounts of absorbed water, 

Such effects on film structure were assessed from changes which occurred in 

the intensities or wavelengths (frequencies) of structural peaks a+, * 

increasing humidities and the disappearance of some of these peaks or the 

appearance of new peaks at increasing humidities. Absorption and deriviative 

spectra of water and ice are also included in this chapterg to assist in the 

assignment of water -peaks. 

'6.2 Method 

Composite samples of viscoseq dicel and trical films were prepared as 

described previously (Chapter 3) so, as to cover the whole of the spectral 

range from 2.5 - 15 pm. (4000 - 667-cm-1), Samples were then mounted in 

sample cells containing saturated solutions of various salts in contact with 

small amounts of the pure undissolved salt in the small tubes supported by 

the brass sample disc. Rock salt windo, 7s rare tIvn fitted to the cells 

which were tIvn sealed with apiezon sealing compound and fixed in tba Imated 

block mounted on the spectrometer bed so that tba sample beam passed through 

the sample in the cell. A 'blank' cell humidified to the same conditions 

was placed in the reference beam so as to nullify arW absorptions due to 

atmosp1heric water vapour within the sample cell. Sample and reference cells 

we re maintained at a constant tem-perature of 44 0 C. for 12 - 24 h--. prior to the 
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recording of spectra in order to allow a saturated atmosphere to be produced 

within the cells and to allow the sample to equilibrate rith this atmosphere* 

Four saturated salt solutions were chosen so as to give a range of 

humidities from 11-5 -'75.1% R. H. p namely those of LiCl, 14gCl 
29 

ITg'TO3 and' 

IT-aCl. The estimated R. H. Is of the saturated atmospheres produced by these 

0 
solutions inside tý-e sealed 

_cells 
- at 44 C. were estimated f rom tables given 

by Wexler (200) and are shown below in table XKIV. Such estimates vary 

from the 

TABLE XXIV 

0 
Estimated Relative Humidity of Saturated Salt Solution at 44 C. 

Lici 1-tcl 
2 

ITgNo NaCl 

31 - E3% 47-7% 75-1% 

true R. H. 's since they do not take into account variations in atmospheric 

pressure etc. IToweverg accurate measurements of the RoH. 's of the atmosphere 

inside the sample cell are not necessary, since it is not possible to 

accurately correlate sample regain at a particular R. H. with the intensities, 

of derivative peaks which correspond to water absorbed by the sample, due to 

slight variations which occur in deriviitive Imak intensities (though not in 

frequencies) between consecutive s1mctra, recorded under the same conditions. 

Although the R. q, Is of the atmospheres within the sample cells were not 

measiii-ed, it wasp however, necessary to ensure that the R. H. varied as little 

as possible for a particulex salt solutions in order to en3ure the greatest 

possible reproducibility of spectra. Thus accurate comparisons could 'be 

made between the spectra of conditioned s&-nples of viscose, dicol and trical. 
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This was achieved by recording all the spectra as rapidly as possible and 

during a period -in which large fluctuations in external atmospheric pressure 

were not experienced. 

ln'tbe -case of samples mhose spectra were recorded using saturated 

JZaC1 solution to provide a conditioning atmospbere of aPProximatelY 75.1% 

R. 11.9 it wa: 3 founa to be necessaz-y to provide greater tbermal insulation of 

the rock salt windows from ambient temperature conditions, in order to prevent 

water vapour condensation on tha inner faces of the rock salt windows. This 

was achieved by a reduction of the path length of each cell, so that each 

window was located closer to the cell centre and its temperature was effectivelyý 

raised,. thus alleviating t'ýe condensat . 
ion problem. In practice,. condensation 

could not be entirely prevented and measureiments could not be made at R. H. 's 

in excess of 75.1(/",. 

Samples of thin films of liquid rater rere prepared by exposing a cool 

Car disc to a stream of steam and rapidly sandwiching the resultant thin 
2 

film of water i7ith a further CaP 
2 

disc, The tro discs were then sealed at 

the edges with apiezon sealing compound and the small sealed cell thus 

produced was than placed inside a heated call. The apsorption and derivative 
0 

spa ctra of thig f ilm of water rare then recorded at a te m1m rature of 44 C. in 

both the 3 um. (3333 cmý) and 6 )um. (1667 c=* regions. 

The absorption-and-derivative spectra of a thin film pfice at -800C. 

were recorded -by-utilising the cold cell described in Chapter 4. A qiixture 

of 'dry ice' (solid CO 
2) 

and acetone was -used as a coolant in the Dewar part 

of the call and a thin rock salt plate placed inside. the cooled sample holder 

at the base of the Dewar. The Bewar was suspended inside the aluminium 

block fitted Ytith rock salt windows and -which contaired a small dish of 

P05 to produce a dry atmospbere within tIv cell, 

The Pewar part of the cell ras removed from, týa block for just sufficient 

tize for a thin film of ice to be deposited on the rock salt plate from the 
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atmosphere TIm Devar ras then returned to the block so as to produce a 

closed cell system. TI-B sample cavity ,. 7as -not evacuated to produce a 

perfectly sealed system on this occasion, since t1his would induce the 

sumblimation of ice from the surfaces of thn rock salt plate. The complete, 

cell was then placed in t17B sample cavity of the spectrometer and tIrD 

absorption and second derivative spectra of the thin films of ice on eitber 

side of the rock salt plate recorded, in both the 3 ýum-(3333 cm-. and 6 um. 

(1667 cm, ) regions of the spectrum. 

- 6.3 Results 

0 within 
The second derivative spectra recorded at 44 C. I the range 0- 

75.. Iý, R. H. are shown for viscose film in Pigs. 69A and 69Bt for diýel film 

in Figs - 70A and 70B ar-d f or tricel f ilm in Figs - 71A arld 71B. Tbe absorption 

and second derivative spectra of water and of ice (under these conditions 

thought to be a mixture of hexagonal, Ih and cubic IC ices, by Beaumont 

(139) are shown in the 3 pm. region in Pig. 72 and in the 6 pm. (1667 cm. 

region in Fig- 73- 

In, the spectra of viscose, dicel and tricel films, (Figs. 69A - 71B) 

amy new peaks which occurred, at increasing huýiditýes were denoted as before 

by underlined labels e. g. peak 21 at 31.8% R. H. in Fig. 69A. The 'wavelengths 

and frequencies of these peaks are given in Table XXV. Spectra recOrLd at 

increasing himidities viere comparedl and any significant intensity changes Cý 

which occurred were denoted by arrows t for intensity increases and arrows 

I for intensity decreases. Ary increase or decrease in Teak wavelength 

was similarly rioted 'by arro-, -rs or --o- respectively. 

T'he wavelengths and frequencies of all the paks in the derivative 

spectra of rater and ice are sho-, ýn in Table XXVI,, ), ny rater or 'ice type' 

rater Inaks in ý'he derivative spectra of viscoseq dicel and tricel films rhich 

correspond to paaks in the derivative spectra of rater and ice (Figs. 72 or 

73) (or which are thoDght to be due to a state of absorbed rater btit not 
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present in the derivative spectra of water or ice) are shown in Table XXVII. 

. 
6. 

-Disdussion -4 

The results of this chapter are discussed in two parts. Part I deals 

with all the peaks. assigned to absorbed water in the derivative spectra of 

conditioned samples of viscoseq dicel and tricel films (Figs. 69A - 71B)t 

together with corresponding water peaks in the derivative spectra of water and 

ice (Figs. 72 and 73). Part II is concerned with the spectral changes which 

occur with increased humidity as a consequence of changes in tba structure 

of viscosel dicel and tricel filns and which are considered in terms of changes 

in intensity and ivavelength, of structural peaks, 

6.4A 'Part I 

6.4,1.1 'Water Peaks in the Spectra -of Viscos e'(Fig. Ok, & 69BL 

6-4-. lkk. l 
. 
'Tlv 3 Pzi-. (3333 cm. YRegion 

In the spectra of viscose (Fig. 69A) in this region, certain water -peaks, 

namely peaks 1-4 and 9. decrease in intensity throughout tIM hunidity range 

or disappear at so-, -. ie point within the range. Peaks 1-4 rere previously 

assigned to loosely bound water whereas peak 9 was previously assigned to 

more strongly bound water (Chapter 3)- However, peaks 4a 2 and 8, previously 

assigned to water with an lice type' structurev increase in intensity 

throu ghoi)t tbo humid ity range. 

These results thus suggest that an increase in the R. H. (i. e. an increase 

in the amount of absorbed water) causes a reduction in the proportion of 

weakly bound rater vith a consequent decrease in the intensity or disappearance 

of peaks assigned to this state. A concomitant increase in the proportion 

of water with an lice type"structure also occurs, It is possible to explain 

these results if it is assured thit at low R. H. 's. a large proportion of the 

rater present in viscose is present in the form of small groups of water 

rrolecules and these are associated 'with peaks 1-4 and 9. At higher 
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R. H. 's, howeverg more water molecules are absorbed ar-A can associate with 

tI-B water molecules already present to form larger clusters of water molecules, 

some of which have an lice type' structure. The number of water molecules 

present in viscose as"individual or small groups of rater molecules . thus 

decreases and hence accounts fQr the decrease in the intensity or disappearance 

of peWks 1-4 and 9. As the number of groups of water molecules with an 

lice type' structure increases at higber R. H. Isq'the increase in the intensity 

of peaks 4a2 and 8 which correspond to such water is thus accounted for. 

Peaks 6 and 7 also previously assigned to strongly bound water increase 

in intensity up to 31.8% R. H. and this shows that some absorbed vater goes 

into a strongly bound state up to 31.8ý, R. H. Horlever, in the spctrum of 

viscose recorded at 47.7%R. E., these two peaks have' disap7ared. One possible 

explanation for this is that at a given R. H. between 31.8 and 47, Vc, large 

numbers of cellulosic bydrogen bonds involving cellulosic OH and other 

cellulosic groups are broken. This allows largo numbers of water molecules 

to penetrate the structure and'form large groups of 'water molecules by 

associating with individual or small groups of water molecules already bound 

to the cellulose structure, This association thus reduces tIm number of 

individual or small groups of rater molecules Iresent in the viscose and hence 

accounts for the disappearance of peaks 6 and 7. which represent such 

individual or small groups of rater molecules. 

The breakage of cellulosic hydrogen bonds involving cellulosic OR groups 

is supported by the behaviour of peak 13. This crystallim peak represents 

cellulosic OH groups involNed in hydrogen bording and it decreases markedly 

in intensity as the R, H. is increased from 31.8 to 47-77". 

An alternative explanation for the lehaviour of peaks 6 and 7 has 

howeverl been formulated. As the R. H. in-creasesl further absorbed vater 

molecules form hydrogen bonds with the cellulosic OH groups which are not 

involved (or only weakly involved) in hydrogen bonds with otler cellulosic 

Cr, q (or other cellulosic) groups, and a point is reached wIvre saturation of 
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all the available cellulosic OR 9r0uP3 I'as occurred. At still highar 

humidities, further absorbed -, -; ater molecules will tend to associate by 

-he cellulcsa bound Nater already present. Stich associatior bydrogen bording to t 

will terid to-reduce tlý_ strength of cellulosic OH - bound water bydrogen bonds 

as is seen from tlv_ shift of Teaks 6 and 7 to a lo-, 7er wavelength betreen 11-5 

and R. 11, 'Horever, a critical point is reacbed between 31.8 and 47-7% 

R. H. where the attraction between recently absorbed water molecules and cellulose 

bound water molecules becomes greater than the strength of cellulosic OH - 

bound --vater hydrogen bonds. The strongly cellulose bound water molecules 

-may thus dissociate from the cellulosic OH groups at this point and associate 

with tlýe newly absorbed water molecules to form larger groups of water molecules, 

some of which may have lice type' structures and correspond to peaks 42 and 8. 

However,, if this theory is correctq one woxild expect a shift to lower I 

wavelength to be observed in sorin cellulosic OH peaks at R. 11.9s above 11-5ý,, 

when Irjdrcgen bonds between cellulosic OR groups and bound water become weaker 

and are eventually broken: but no such shiftwas observed, On t1-a contraryq 

many cellulosic OH peaks, including peaks 4b, 11 and 13, shifted to a higher 

ravelength at higl-er R. A. Is. Fbrtbermore, the first explanation can account 

for the bonding of fice type' groups of water molecules to cellulosic 011 

groups, discussed in Chapter 3 (page 68 ) whereas the second explanation 

cannot easily account for this*' For these reasons the first exilanation is 

the one which is most acceptable. 

6.4.1.1. ý2 The 6 um. (1667 6m-. 1) Region 

In this region, the behaviour of ,. 7ater 1peaks in viscose (Fig. 69B) is 
-1 

similar to thýt- which occursin the 3 um. (3333 cm. ) regiong although some 

anomalies are noted in the 6 om region. Peaks 1c and Idq assigned to water 

with an lice type' structure, increase in intensity throughout the humidity 

range as do equivalent lice type' peaks in the 3 um. (3333 c=-. 
I) 

region. Of 

the new water Imaks which occur in 1-Ahe 6 pm. (1667 cm--l) regiong (11 9 I"s If 
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and lg), peaks 11 and 111 are assigned to strongly bound rater whereas peaks 

If and lg are assigned to more reakly bound rater,, These new peaks appear 

between-0 and 31-8ý'- but peaks 11 and If . together with peaks 1 and le, 

disappear between 31.8 and 75.11% R. H., in accord with the behaviour of 

corresponding Feaks in tIv- 3 
ju-m. region. Flowever, Waks Ib and 19., which are 

also assigned to absorbed water, aýe anomalous in their behaviour in that they 

increase in intensity throughoijt the bDmidity range, It is possible that 

these peaks are associated with rater which binds to water molecules already 

present in the cellulose structure. 

6.4.1.2'. Water Peaks in the Spectra of Dicel (Figs. 
. 70 & 70'B) 

The 3 
-ju 

(33ý3- cm, -. ') -Region 

in this regionp the spectra of dicel do not show the same tendency of 

becoming simpler at increasing* humidities as do the spectra of viscose 

(Fig. 69A), where most pa-aks which correspond to loosilyor strongly bound 

water disappear and several lice type' water peaks increase in intensity. 

However, peak 4 in the spectrum of dicel, previously assigned to lowely"-bound 

water, shows a similar bebaviouA- to the corresponding peak, Peak 4 in the 

spectrum of viscose (Fig. 69A), which disappears at higher humiditiesl although 

in tl-, e case of dicel this yeak does not disappear until a R. H. of 47.7% bas 

been exceeded. Peak 10a, which is assigned to more strongly bound water 

(possibly water with an lice type I structure) q also disappears above 47-7% 

R. R. The most notable features of the spectra are the large and steady 

in--rea3e of peak 1 assigned to loosely bound water throughout the humidity 

range, and the appearance of two now Imaks: Imak It (water possibly with an 

lice type' structure) and paakl: 'ý'(loosely bound water). There are also small 

increases in tlie intensities of peaks 6 and 11 between 31.8 and 75-li-'R-H- 

and these peaks vere Previously assigned to water --. Yith an lice type* structure ,I 

The different behErAour of dicel in this region may be due in part to the 

much lower regain of dicel. coipared with viscose and to the fact that at 
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higher 'humidities there are fewer new rater molecules absorbed to compete with 

water nolecules already present. It is also probably due in part to the fact 

that at very low regains some rater molecules -rhich are. present in dicel are 

more strongly bound by hydrogen bonding to cellulosic 0H groups than 

corresponding water molecules present in viscose. (This feature bas been 

attributed to the atactic structure of, dicel in Chapter 3( Pap 75 

It is thus more difficult for rater molecules which are absorbed by dicel at 

higher humidities to associate vith viater molecules already present by causing 

existing cellulosic OH - bound water 17drogen bonds to be broken. Howeverl 

water molecules absorbad at higher humidities may associate by water 7 water 

bydrogen bonds with bound water already present by forming groups of bound 

water moleculesp some rith an lice type' structureq represented by peaks, 11, 

8 or 11. 

ýOL. 4.1*2*2_2, Tbo 6 pm: ý1667 cm--l) ReAion 

In this regiong the unresolved group of rater peaks rhich surround peak 

2, (Fig. 70B) bOcOLO' more resolved with increasing R. H. 9 i. e. increasing 

amounts of absorbed viater, and many new peaks appear, namely peaks 11, lie$ 

la, lb and loc 9 which represent OH bending modes of rater. This higber 

resolution may be due in part to tl-e disappearance of some bound water states 

which are reflected by the disappearance of some 011 stretching mode Inaks 

(e. p,. peak 4 in Fig- 70A) in tIv 3 um,, (3333 cm -1 region. 

Peak. 29 whicla was previously assigned to water with an lice type' 

structure v tecomnes more clearly resolved in the spectrum recorded at 11-55o, 

R. R. but decreases steadily 'in intensity between 11-5 and 75-1% R-T1- It 13 

possible that this intensity decrease is due to the transformation of the 

lice type? water which corresponds to Wak 2 into a different lice tyral 

structure at higher humidities, since peak lb which also correspords to rater 

with an lice type' structure increases in intensity throughout the humidity 

range . 
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6.4.1*3 ' Vlataie-Peaks -in the Swctra of' Tricýl--(Fioi 711 & 71B) 

6. 
-4-'P-Z; 

3 . 1- 
_ 
TSe ý u14 (3333 cm'. 

") Re glon 

In the case of tricel, tM behaviour of water peaks in this region is 

similar to viscose in that the spectrum becomes simpler due to the disappearance 

of many water peaks at increasing humidities. Howevarp many lice typet rater 

peaks, namely peaks 3at 3b, 3c and 3d disappear, in addition to peaks assigned 

to loosely bo7ind water, i. e. peaks 1, lb and 1c. 

The fact that many of the lice type' water peaks disappear at increasing 

humiditiest i. e. when increasing amount of water are absorbedl may be attributed 

in part to the fact that the hydrogen bonding to cellulosic OR (or other 

cellulosic) groups by groups of rater mole cvles', which possess an lice type' 

structure, and which correspond to peaks 3a - 3d; is weaker than amy hydrogen 

bonding between such lice type' groups of rater molecules and cellulosic OTI 

(or other) groups in viscose or dicel. It is tbus possible that further rater 

molecules absorbed by tricel at increasing humidities are able to break the 

hydrogen bonds between such groups of lice type I water molecules and cellulosic 

OH (or other) groups and form now groups of water molecule3g. some of which may 

correspond to the lice types water peak 11, since this peak increases in 

intensity at increasing R. H, 's. 

The considerable increase in tba intensity of peak la previously assigned 

to loosely bound viaterg with increasing humidityq is difficult to explain; 

but it is possible that this peak represents 'free' (i,, e. non hydrogen 

bonded to cellulosic groups) waterp which increases in amount with increasing 

R. R., sinca there are very few 011 groups available in trical to form strong 

I-Wdrogen bonds with absorbed rater. This assigm-ment is also, uphold. by 

7ýitaker (162)v who founi an eqvivalent non boi)nd water paak. in the derivative 

spectra of sections of horn keratin and rool fibresq conditioned at high 

RX. ls. 

Peak 2a was previously assigned to' strongly bound wator and also to 
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cellulosic OH groups involved in intramolecular bydrogen bonding. This peak 

decreases in intensity between 11.5 and 31.8ýr R. H. , but increases in intensity 

between 31,8 and 75.1% R. H. The initial decrease in intensity may be 

attributed to, a breakage of sorre intra. -nolecular hydrogen bonds between 

cellulosic OH (and other) groupsq'whereas the later increase in intensity may 

be attributed to an increase in t'ha amount of water with an I ice type I structure 

and represented by peak 2a. An increase in the amount of 'ice typal water at 

higher R. T. I. Is is substantiated by the appearance of a ne". 7 I ice type I rater 

peak, peak 11, (which corresponds to peak lt in dicel). This peak also 

increases in intensity with increasing humidityg i. e. with increasing amounts 

of absorbed rater* 

'Peak 4 was previously assigned to strongly bound -. -rater and increases 

in intensity betreen 47.7 and 75.1% R. H. It is possible that the breakage 

of cellulosic bydrogen bonds at a critical R. H. between 47-7 and 75-1%, (i. e. 

when a critical amount of water has been absorbed)t allows -vater to Tenetrate, 

the tricel structure, including 'crystalline? regionsq and become strongly 

bound in the sam state as other rater molecules rhich correspond to Peak 4. 

This accounts for the increase in the intensity of peak 4 between 47-7 and 

75.1% R. H, 

From the behavio-ur of all tba water peaks in tricel in this region, it 

is cleax that the ratio of tba amount of water with an lice type, structure: 

'free' or bound water is greater in viscose than in tricel. 

6-4.1.3.2The 6 um. (1667 cm-. ) Region 

In this region, the behaviour of -ater Imaks ,. 7hich correspond to Oll 

bendirg modes is very similar to that of the OH stretching modes of water in 

-1 the 3 um. (3333 cm. ) region. Spectra again become simpler as more rater 

i's absorbed at higher R. H. Is, and many water peaks disappear. Peaks 1 ot and 

1A associated which correspond to lice type I . vater and strongly bound water 

respectively'disappear between 11.5 and 31.80, f, R, =.. and 'between 0 and 11.5% 

1R. T1. rasrzctively-, vrhile peaks 1atIA and 2aI, associated with slightly 
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less strongly bound water disaprear 'betr. aen 11-5 and 31.8% R. H. Peak IX 

which also represents water with an lice type' structum , also disappears 

between 11.5 -and 31. B'I/f;; R. F., wl-areas the lice type' water peak 20 disappears 

betweeh', 47-7 -arid 
-75.1ýý R_. I. q. 

A further lice type I water peak, paak 2A I disappears between 0 and 

11.5% R. H. 9 but re-appears at 75.1% R. H. This Inhaviour is difficult to 

explain, but since this peak occurs at such a high uavelength it is -possible 

that it represents groups of water molecules rhich are not bound, or only 

loosely boundo to cellulosic OH groups. As -rater molecules axe absorbed 

at increasing R. 11.9 they are able to interact with groups of rater molecules 

represented by peak- 2A to form new lice type' groups of molecules possible 

represented by peak 11, a new lice type I water peakwhich appears at 31.8% 

R. H. and which increases in intensity at higler R. H. 's. The disappearance of 

peak 2A between 0 and 11.5% R. H. is thus accounted for. The re-appearance 

of this peak between 47-7 and 75.1% R. H. isq horeverp more difficult to 

explaint but it is possible that mhen a critical amount of water has been 

absorbed, some reorganisation of the states of bound water occursp possibly 

as a result of some structural changes occurring within the tricelt so that 

groups of water molecules with an lice type' structure represented by peak 

2A re-appear. 

Peak 1: * . representing strongly bound water, is most significant in 

that its intensity increases enormously between 11-5 and 75.1ý, R. H. It is 

thus probable that the simpliCication of spectra observed at increasing R. R. 's 

is due to a large proportion of the rater already present at O%R, H. and 

absorbed at bigher R. H. 1s going into the bound state represented by peak 1* 

6-4.2 Part 11 

6.4.2.1 Sti-uctýral Peaks in the Sýectra of Tiscose (Figs. 62A & 69B), 

6-4.2.1.1, The . 2.5- -ý 5 tim. '(4000 
- 2000 em-. 

') 
Region 
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In this regiong the most significant change is the disappearanco of 

peak 5 on changing the R. H. from 31-8 to 47-7/", -- This peak has been previously 

assigmzd to a stretching mode of OF. groups involved ir; intermolecular hydrogen 

bonding, and its disappearance upholds tho proposal of Part I concerning the 

large scale breakage of hydrogen bonding at a critical humidity betreen 11-5 

and 31.8ýr R. H., i. e. rhen a_critical amount of -ater has been absorbed. 

VoTever, -peak 11, rhich was also assigned to intermolecularly hydrogen 

bonded OH groups (C 6 0", I.. oxygen bridp)q doer, not show a similar behaviour to 

peak 5, but shows a slight intensity increase within this humidity range, It 

is possible to explain the behavio-ur of peak 11 if it is associated with a 

stretching vibration of C6 OT-1 groups which are strongly bydrogen banded, i. e. 

after formation of a 'double', hydrogen bond or an inter chain hydrogen bond 

with other cellulosi--'O'-Il group3. This is contrary to the suggestion of 

Harchessault (78-80) that this peak represents C60H groups internolecularly 
oxygen bridge 

bydrogen bonded with atoms of neighbouring chains. The possibility of. 

'double' hydrogen bonding was in fact suggested by I-Tarchessault, but was not 

attrib, ited by him to any'particular peak. The assignnant of peak 11 to 

strongly 17drogen bonded OH groups is also ul: held by the fact that peak 11 

occurs at a =ch higher ravelength than peak 5- 

Peak 13 was also attributed to intermolecularly hydrogen banded OH groups, 

and is similar to peak 5 in its behaviour in that it almost disappears between 

31.8 and 47-7c/f: R. H., althoi; gq it had previously increased in intensity 

between 0 and 31.81, 'f R. 111. Since this paak represents OH groups primarily 

of Ici-jstalliml materialv it is possible that the initial increase in the 

intensity of this peak may be caused by the addition of further water to tin 

viscose to allow the reorganisation, of some 'crystallizable' material to a 

'crystalline' structure. Howevert above 31.81/ý R. H., many of t1v cellulosic 

hydrogan bonds involving 01H groups which correspond to peak 13 may te broken 

due to competition from large numbers of rater molecules, (as described in 
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section I in the context of water 1: eal, -s 6 and 7), thus accoun#ng for the 

decrease in intensity of Imak 13 above 31.81ý4 R. H. 

The crystallization of some I crystalliz able I material into 'crystalline, 

material is 
-upheld 

by the fact that the 'crystalline peak 18, previously 

assigned to MIT or CIT 
2 stretching vibrations, increases in intensity at 

increasing R, H. Isg whereas 1mak 19, - rhich is a 'crystallizable' CT. 1 peakt 

decreases in intensity at increasing vmmidities * Such a possibility is 

u, pheld by the role of water in the crystallization of polyamides studied 

recently by Hallos (173). 

A. new p3ak, peak 21 (3-557 um., 2811 cm: 
l) 

has been assigned to a CH 

stretching vibration from structural assignment tables (3 - 5) It is 

probable that this peak represents a state in which CH groups are strongly 

hydrogen bonded to absorbed watert and this is supported by the fact that this 

peak occurs at a higher wavelength than any other CTI stretching peaks in this 

region. The fact that this peak only becomes apparent in tba spectra 

recorded at 31.8% R. H. and higher humidities may be attributed to the fact 

that absorbed rater has a greater affinity for OH and CO groupsq and only 

when most of the available OH or CO groups have been saturated by hydrogen. 

bonding to absorbed rater can further 77ater molecules absorbed at higl-ar 

R. F. 's begin to bind by hydrogen bonding to CTI groups. 

6.4.2.1,2 The 5- 15 jim. (2000 - 667 c 
_Region 

in this region, there are fewer changes in structural peaks than in 

the- 3 u, --.,. (3333 cm. 
1) 

region. However, 1mak 4aq which was previously 

assigned to the OR bending mode of 'non crystallizable I cateriall shows a 

steady intensity increase througho-ut the h-imidity range. It is possible to 

explain this behaviour in terms of increasing amounts of rater in the viscose 

film which enable structural changes to occur so that the structure typified 

by peak 4a is present, although on the basis. of annealing treatmants the 

I 
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material represented by peak 4a was classified as 'non crystallizable'. This 

explanation may also apply to tIm new peaks 5a and 12ag which can be assigned 

to-C-0 stretching vibrations from structural assignment charts. 

The increase- in the 
- 

intensity of the 'crystalline I C-0 peak, peak 14 t 

and the decrease in tba_intensity of peak 169 a 'crystallizable' C-0 peak, 

also upholds the proposal that sorm 'crystallizable' material is converted into 

'crystalline' material at increasing R. H. Isq i. e. when increasing amounts of 

water are absorbed. However, peak 11 exhibits an anomalous behaviour in that 

it has been classed as a 'crystallizable' C-0 peak and yet increases in 

intensity from 11.5 to 75.1% R-TI. 

6.4o2.2' Structbrýlj?, 6afcs in the Sýectra of Dicel--(Figs- 70A & 70B)- 

-1 6-4,2,2,1 TIm 2.5 -5-, um. (4000 - 2000 cm. ) Region 

In this region there areq as expected,, ferer significant changes in 

structural peaks than in the. spectra, of viscose (Fig. 69A). However, peak 

5 disappears between 47.7 and 75.1ýý R. H. and peak 9 disappears between 11-5 

and 31.8ýý R. H. 5 both bands being assigned to intramolecularly bydrogen 

bonded 0111 groups . Peaks 10 and 10 !I which also represent intramolecularly 

IVdrogen bonded OH groups, also decrease in intensity between 47-7 and 75.1% 

R. H. The changes in these four peaks indicate that absorbed water does 

cause some hydrogen bonds to be broken at critical humidities (or over critical 

iTumidity ranges), i. e. when critical amounts of water have teen absorbed, as 

in the case of viscose. However, in the case of dicelp intramolecular 

hydrogen bonds are broken,, whereas in viscose, intermolecular Irjdrogen bonds 

were broken. 

The fact that go=e intramolecular bydrogen bonds involving cellulosic 

OTI groups are broken by absorbed water in dicel, but not in viscose, maybe 

accounted f or in part by the atactic structure of dicel. This structure 

prevents a regular sequence of strong intrar. olecular bydrogen bonds from 
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being forredg so that any intramolecular hydrogen bonds formed by OH groups 

are weaker than the equivalent ITjdrogen bonds in viscose. 

The 'non crystallizable' pealcs 14 and 15, which represent stretching 

modes of acetyl CH 
3 

groups, increase and decrease in intensity respectively 

between 31.8 and 47-7% R. H, This behaviour can be explained if one assumes 

that peak'14 represents. acetyl CH 3 groups which are not involved in hydrogen 

bonding l. -tith cellulosic Oil ( or CO) groups, whereas pewc 15 represents acetyl 

CH 
3 groups which are involved in such hydrogen bording. This assumption is 

upheld I-j the fact that peak 15 occurs at a higher wavelength than peak 14. 

As further water molecules are absorbed by dicel at increasing humidities up 

to 47-711/" R. H. . they become attached to cellulosic OH or CO groups by hydrogen 

bonding and effectively reduce the number of hydrogen bonds betreen cellulosic 

CH 3 and OTEI groupsg thus producing more '. free' (non hydrogen bonded to 

cellulosic OTIO CII 
3 groups. Hance peak 15, which arises from CH 3 groups 

hydrogen bonded to cellulosic OH (or CO) groupsg decreases in intensity, 

whereas peak 14, which is associated with non hydrogen bonded Ofree') CH 
3 

groupsq increases in intensity. 

When considering all the dicel spectra in this region, the fact that 

there are no significant increases in the intensities of 'crystalline I 

peaks or decreases in the intensities of 'crystallizable I peaks at higher 

R, H, Is suggests that increasing amounts of absorbed water do not cause the 

conversion of some tcrystallizatle I material to 'crystalline" material to 

occur* This is as expected I, since it has already been -shown that the energy 

difference (i. e. difference in structure) between Icrystallinal and 

'crystallizable' regions is much smaller in dical than in viscose or tricel. 

6.4.2,2.2 The 5- 15 tim. (2000 - 667 cm-. 
1) 

ReRion 

Tn this region, there are a fev changes in structural peaks which are 

of significance (Fig-70B)- Peaks 3 and 4. rhich are assigned to C 

bendina vibrations, increase in intensity markedly between 0 and 11.5cif RH, 
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It. is possible to explain this increase by attributing these peaks to ffreel 

(non hydrogen bonded to cellulosic 011) CH 
2 groupsq rhich increase in number 

at-increasing humiditiesq (cf. the explanation for peak 14, Fig-70A). 

Simila. rly, it. is possible to explain the decrease in the intensity of peak 

5 at increasing liumidities, by suggesting that tbis band is associated with 

hydrogen bonded CH 2 groups, although, the occurrence of peak 5 at a higher 

wavelength than peaks 3 and 4 is then anomalous. 

, 
Peaks 10 and 119 'previously assigned to 00 stretching vibrations, 

decrease markedly in intensity betreen 0 and 11-5% R. H., and this suggests 

that these two peaks arise from CO groups rhich are not hydrogen bonded to 

absorbed rater. As further rater molecules are absorbed betreen 0 and 

11-5ý, R, H. j the number of CO groups which correspond to peaks 10 and 11 and 

, which are not hydrogen bonded to absorbed water decreasesq thus accounting 

for the decrease in the intensity of these peaks. The fact that there is no 

subsequent increase in the intensity of these peaks at higher R. H. 's shows 

that the strength of hydrogen bonding between water and these CO groups is 

strong enough to resist competition from further water molecules absorbed 

at higher humidities. Howeverp such competition is probably effective in 

the case of the CO groups assigned to peaks 23a and 24a (also not involved 

in hydrogen bonding to absorbed water)t since although these peaks disappear 

betreen 0 and 1ý-51/7fc R. H., they re-appear in tie spectrum recorded at 

75-1% R. H. Peak 19 may be assigned to CO groups which are strongly involved 

in hydrogen bonding to absorbed waterv since this peak shows a steady 

intensity increase thrcuýi=t the Immidity range. 

The sudden disappearance of peaks 12 and 139 rhich are "signed to tridge 

oxygen atom stretching (C -0-C stretching) and ring stretching respect- 

ivelyo and their appearance with varying intensities at subsequent bumiditiesq 

is very difficult to explain. However, it is possible that this behaviour 

is due to variations in bonding with OH groups, which occur at different 

humidities. 
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4 
6-4.2*3 Stiuct-dral Peaks in the Sýectra. of Tricel'(Figs, 7U & 71B) 

-1 6-4-2-3»lThe 2,5 -5 pm. (4000 - 2000 cm. ý Regnon 

In this region, increasing the R. H. produces mariy more changes in the 

structural peaks of tricel (and viscose) than in dicel. This is expected, 

since the difference in-energy (structure) betreen 'crystallinal and 

'crystallizable I -regions is greater in tricel (and viscose) than in dicel. 

In the spectra of tricelq peaks 2 and 3a disappear between 11-5 and 31.8ýc 

R. H. and tetween 0 and 11.5r" R. 'q- respetively. Since these peaks represent 

stretching modes of OR groups involved'in intermolecular and intramolecular 

bydrogen bonding resr-ectivelyq their disappearance shows that increasing 

amounts of absorbed water cause the disruption of some bydrogen bondsq of 

cellulosic OTI groups, within the tricel structure. 

P. oak 5a (I crystallizable I CH9 CII 2 or CH 
3 groups) and peaks 81 and 8 

('crystallizable' CH groups) disappear or decrease in intensity throughout 

the humidity range. Since these paaks represent 'crystallizable' materiall 

it is possible to explain their behaviour by suggesting that some tcrystall- 

izablef material is converted into 'crystalline material at increasing 

humidities. 

Another explanation for the nature of these bands is that they represent 

CEt CH or CH groups involved in IWdrogen bonding to cellulosiC OR . 
(or CO) 

23 
groups. The behaviour of these bands may be explained in terms of a 

greater number of water molecules being absorbed at higher Immidities as 

they hydrogen bo-nd to cellulosic OR (or CO) groups and thus break t1-a weaker 

IWdrogen bonds betv., een C119 CH 2 or CH 3 groups and cellulosic OTT (or CO) 

groups* Hence the peaks rhich correspond to CH9 CH 
2 or C 1ý groups Wrogen 

bonded to cellulosic OR (or CO) groups i. e. peaks 5a, 81 and S. decrease in 

intensity or disappear at increasing humidities. 

. owever, as hydrogen bonds between CH and OH (or CO) groups are trOksn 'T 
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at higher humiditiesq more 'freet groups (non hydrogen bonded to cellulosic 

OH or CO groups) are formed. The increase in the intensity of peak 7 with 

increasing R. E. could thus be accounted for if this peak corresponds to 

vibrations of 'free'-CH groups (of acetyl groups). However, it could also 

be argued that the increase in the intensity of peak 7 at increasing bumidites 

is due to an increase in the_ amount of 'crystallinet material, since peak 

7 was previously classed as a Icrystallinel peak. 

Either or both of t'he explanations given for peaks 5a, 81 and 8 could 

also apply to peaks 10a and l0eq wbich represent CO stretching vibrations 

of acetyl gro-ups and rhich disappear betreen 11-5 and 31.8j, ' R. H. and between 

31.8 and 47.7% R. H. resimetively. It is not mossible at this point to 

decide which of the two explanations is the most probable, since in the case 

of'tricel both processes of breakage of weak CH ..... cellulosic OH (or CO) 

bydroggen bonds or týs crystallization of some 'crystallizable t material could 

occur concurrently. Ho, --veverq t'he. seco? ad explanation involving the breakage 

of weak CH ..... cellulosic OH (or CO) bydrogen bonds by absorbed water also 

applies to the case of dicell i. e. to peaks '14 and 15 (Fig-70A)i in the spactra 

of dicel recorded at increasing humidities in the 2-5 -5 um. (4000 - 2000 cm: 
"' 

region. * The first explanation involving the crystallization of soca 

Icrystallizablet material cannot be applied to these peaks in dicel. 

I Several new peaks (ge 
. IoA and 10g) appear in the slaCtrum of tricel. 

recorded at 75 . 1% R. H. and a single mw peak,. peak qf ',. 
occurs in t1a spactrum 

recorded at 11-5ýý, R. H. These peaks may be attributed to the appearance of 

one or more new states of acetyl CIT groups bydrogen bonded to absorbed water 
II 

in the case of pealr3 ge and qf , or to one or more new states of acatyl 

CO groups, hydrogen bonded to absorbed waterý in the case of peaks 10A 1,10f 

and 10g. The fact that no equivalent peaks are found in tba spectra of 

dicel also supports the contention that more structural changes occur in 

tricel than in dicel at increasing humidities. 
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6.4.2.3.2 The 5- 15 jim. (2000 - 667 cm-. 
') Region, 

In this region, there are fewer changes in the structural -peaks with 

increasing humidity than in the 2-5 -5 pm. (4000 - 2000 cm. 
1) 

region. 

-peaks 2a and 2b, rhich are assigned to bending modes of cellulosic 

OH groups (intermolecularly hydrogen borided in the case of peak 2aq not 

specified for peak 2b), disappear betreen 31.8 and 47.7e, - R. H.. This indicates 

that some hydrogen bonds involving cellulosic OR groups are disrupted when 

a critical amount of rater has been absorbed as in the case of viscose and 

dicele 4 

Peak Sao rhich represents a bending mode of CH groups of 'crystallizable' 
2 

material, decreases in intensity between'll-5 and 31.8% R. H. 9 and this 

indicates that the structure is in part converted from Icrystallizablet to 

'crystalline' shen more water molecules are absorbed by the tricel as the 

humidity increasesq although this peak does increase slightly in intensity 

between 47.7 and 75-1ýý R. H. Peak 10 behaves similarly to peak 10 of the 

dicel spectra ? ig. 70B) and decreases in intensity throughout the bumidity 

range. This peak thus represents a stretching vibration of CO groups, and 

the decrease in its intensity may be similarly accounted for by assigning the 

peak to CO groups not involved in bydrogen bonding with absorbed water, 
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CTUPTEP 

A. T. R. SPECTRA OF VUCOSE, DICT', L AND TRICEL PIUAS 

7.1 Introduction 

Using the technique of attenuated total reflection spectroscopy (A. T. R*)9 ý 

the surface structures of viscose, dicel and tricel films have been examined. 

Differences were assessed where possible 9 on comparison with, derivative 

spectra (i. e. of all the material in a particular film) previously recorded andý 

where possible thesa weie related to direct observations of the surface 

topograp'hy of viscose, dicel and tricel films obtained from the -use of 

scanning electron microscopy. 

7*2 Method 

The method'and principles of A, T. R, . spectroscopy are well documented* 

(2019 202) and will not be discussed in detail here. Howeverg a diagram 

of the A. T. R. unit used is sho-n inFig. 74. An identical unit was used in 

the reference beam. during the recording of spectra to equalise the path 

length of sample and reference beamse 

Samples of viscose film, conditioned in the atmosphere (approximately 

50% R. H. ) were placed on either side of the FRS sample crystal, rith the 

mirrors adjusted so as to give maximum transmission through the sample crystal 

Attem- In ba pts rere then made to record absorption spectra of the film in bot t 

2-5 -5 um. (4000 - 2000 cm. -l) and 5- 15 um. (2000 - 
867 cm: 

1) 
regions. but 

in both cases no spectrum was obtained, due to the large reduction in the 

intensity of the infra-red beam by the A. T. R. units. Howeverv increasing 

the spectrometer gain caused the spectrometer performance to be regained. 

Tinfortunatelyp the spectra produced under such 'high gain' conditions were 

'noisy' and only the major peak-s were reproducible. Such a high 'noise' 

level ras also unacceptable to the differentiatorg so that it ra. 3 not 
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possible to obtain second derivative A. T. R. *spectra. 

Similar 1problems were experienced with both dicel and tricel film 

samples, but in all cases it ras necessary to use varying amounts of viscose, ý 

dicel. or tricel film on the sample plate in different regions of the spectrum ý 

in order to record acceptabl e spectra and also to obtain maximum sensitivity 

in each region. 

. 7.3 Results 

A. T. R. spectra of viscose, dicel and tricel film surfaces compare 

favourably with derivative spectra of these materials. They are thus shown 

together with the derivative spectra recorded at approximately the same R. Tj. 

(47.7%) as the A. T. R. spectra - inFig- 75 for viscose, Fig-76 for dicel and 

Fig-77 for tricel. Prints of the stereoscan tracings of the surface 

topography of viscose, dicel and trical films are shovn -in Figs, 78,79 and 

80 respectively. 

7-4 Discupsion 

Figs. 75 - 77 indicate the difficulties in tiv interp-retation of changes 

which occur in structural and -water peaks arising from material or water at 

the surfaces of viscosev dicel or tricel filmsq due to tIn high 'noise' 

level and poor resolution of A. T. R. spectra. 
- 

Errors also arise due to the 

fact that derivative spectra rere recorded at a constant temperature of 44 0 C9 

whereas A. T. R. spectra were recorded at a varying room temperature, However, 

despite these difficulties, interpretiLtions which could be made are as 

follows: - 

In the A. T. R. spectrum of viscose film recorded in the 2.5 -5 xn. 

(4000 - 2000 cm. -1) 
-region 

(Fig 
. 75) 9 saveral peaks occurred (peaks 22 - 25) 

which had not been previously observed in absorption or derivative spectra 

of the whole film. It is possible that these peaks represent C"R or CH 
2 

stretching vibrations present at the surface of tl. e viscose filn, b1A not 
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present in the material inside the f ilm. This indicates the P0331bility 

of s ona ra I -organisation of viscose molecules at the surface of the film to 

produce CH, or CIT2 groups-which are involved in different inter6or intra- 

molecular interactionsq e. g. bydrogen bonding. These different interactionsq 

associited with peaks 22 25, represent CH or rlý stretching vibrations 

wbach occur at lower frequencies (higher wavelengths) than any otber CH or 

CH2 stretching vibration-peaks, in this region present in the derivative spectrui 

This indicates that interactions such as hydrogen bonding are stronger at 

the surface of the viscose film than inside it. 

It is thus proposed that tl-B surface of the viscose film differs in 

structure from the material inside the film, and this is upheld by the 

results in tba 5- 15 pm. (2000 - 667 cm: 
1) 

region in which the CO stietching 

peaks 12-and 14 have shifted corsiderably in the A. T. R. spectrum. Since 

peak 14ý shows a 'crystalline I behaviourt the shift of this peak to a higher 

wavelength (lover frequency) may be due to an increase in t1le degree of 

crystalline perfection of the surface of tIv 'viscose film compared to the 

material insiae the film, although this is not confirmed by the shift of 

any other band. 

Via stereoscan photographs of the surface topography of the viscose 

film (Fig-78) indicate the presence of an undulating surface, but no large 

cracks. Such an observation does not indicate the presence or absence of 

any specific crystalline structures at the surface of the film. 

In t'ýe case of dicel (Fig-76), the A. T. R, spectrum is very poorly 
-1 

resolved in the 2.5 -5 um. (4000 -'2000 cm. ) region. This may be due 

in part to the very craclmd surface of the f ilm. 9 as observed from the 

stereoscan p%otograph (Fig-79)9 rhich prevents a good contact betreen the 

sample crystal and t1na dicel film from being achieved. In the 5- 15 jam. 

(2000 - 667 cm: 
l) 

regiont tha appearance of a ne-i reakt peak lla (CO 

stratc', iing vibration )p 'in the A. T. R. spectrump indicates that a structural 
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change llias occurred at the surface of tba dicel film, but this is not - confirmed 

",, y the =esance of any new peaks nor by shifts in peak ravelength (frequency). 

ymetrum of The A. T. R. s, bricel (Fig-77) in the region from 2-5 - 3-5 um. 

(4000 2857 cm is-sligl#ly betterresolved than the corresponding region 

in the A. T. R. spectrum of dicel. This may be due in part to tl7a much 

smaotbar sýurface of the trical filmg as observed from the stereoscan photo- 

graph, Fig. 80 p iihich enables a better contact to be established between the 

sample crystal and ths tricel film* The appearance of peaks 3b, 3c and 3d 

in the A. T. R. spectrum (water with an lice typs' structure) suggests that 

such water is present only at the surface of the film at Relative Humidities 

between 45 and Wo and not inside the film, since such peaks are not present 

in the derivative spectra recorded in this humidity range, At lower R. H's, 

however, the derivative spectra do sho-7 the presence of these water peaks, 

These observations suggest that the water rith an lice typet structure is 

bound more strongly to the -material present at the surface of the tricel film 

than the material inside it. 
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CEIAMR 8 

MfERAL DISCUSSION 

8.1 Introduction 

Most of the work presented in this tbesis has baen discussed in detail 

at tbe end of each Chapter and it is tlms umiacoosary to repest these discussior 

in'dd tail, However 9 some aspects of the work could not be fully discussed and 

it is thus pertinent to consider these further bore, 

The vork and tha conclusions drawng and some points which emerge from 

several Chapters can be considered under the follawing boadings: - 

8.1.1 Chain Folding in (a) Viscose (b) Trioel 

and 8. L2 T1* Involvement of C-H bonds of CH9 CH 
2 wd C11 

3 groulp in 

Hydrogen Bonaing. 

Any further experiments which were suggested in the experimental 

Chapters and any other experiments vhieh now appear necessary to confirm 

existing results or 1provide further information are also considered bare,, 

together with amy rew experiments which are based upon different pbysical 

or chemical treatments of viscosep dicel or trioel. 111 tbase exTeriments 

are considered under the general heading: - 

8.2 Furtber Work to be Carriea out. 

8. Ll Cbsin Folding in (&) Viscose Lb)- Tri(%l 

The results of Chapter 5 suggest that ch&in folding does oc6ur in 

viscose (Cellulose II) and that folded regions involves- 

(i) OR groups 

C-0-C groups 
C-0 groups 

(Peak 13, Fig. 64)9 

(Pak 70 Fig. 65)t 

(Peak 159'Fig. 65)o 
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The fact that spectroscopic leaks ba-m 'been detectea in viscose which are 

characteristic of the folded regiobs supports the Wevious contentions of 

- Dreyfus and Keller '(179) that the folds vxe 13barpol since only 13bary' folds 

will produce structural groups which are essentially different from otbare 

in terms of bond strain and hydrogen bondingg and can benoe induce infra-red 

absorption peaks characteristic of the folded regions. There has been much 

discussion and speculation about the presence arA nature of chain folding in 

natural calluloses (Cellulose 1) (181-186) but there has been very little 

discussion concerning chain folding in regenerated celluloses (Cellulose ii), 

despite the fact that thermodynamic studies have shown that chain folding 

in regenerated cellulose is probable* (203P 204)'* 

However# Kiessig's (205) experiments on viscose swollen with bydrochlorio 

acid or water at high temperatures showed that up to 100h. treatmentp certain 

spacings in X-ray diffraction -photographs increased from app=imately 14 to 

17 nmt but then decreased to 15.6 nm. upon beat treatment for between 100 srA 

ODO h, ' This decrease was attributed by Kiessig to the occurrence of folded 

chains in the viscosel, but no modil. was proposed for those folds, nor for 

tba structure of viscose contaJni tbams 

A recent paper presented by Chang (206) IuLsq homverg reviewed various 

models proposed for the structure of cellulose containirg folded obairiso 

- Chwg concluded that Ellefsen. 's model (207) (Fig*81) wa3 the only one thich 

was compatible with both the measurements of the 3. ezLgtb: s of orystallites 

from IVdrolysed - cellulose and with Manley's measurements of the lengt1w of 

protofibrils in regenerated cenuioaes (cellulose 11) (208), Ellefeen's 

model was refined 1rj Changg and a general model was Ixoposed for the 

structure of both natural (Cellulose 1) and regenerated cellulose (Cellulose 

II) crystallites in which weak linkages occurred at folded regions (Fig*82). 

The weak linkages were attributed 'by Chang to +, be rotation of glue098 ' 

residues-about C oxygen libkagas to - form, 1-4 PL linkages as opposed to 
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the normal 1-4 p linkage (Fig-83). 
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Rees and Skerret's (? Og) calculations of the relative amounts of 1-4p and 

1-4 PL linkages showed that 98-5ý- of the linkages were of the 1.4 p type 

and 1 -5ý9 of the 1-4 PL type 9 the latter being I=esent at folds. C. hang 

(206 ) showed that these figure3 were oon3istent with the Ellefsen model 

of the structure of cellulose and his modifications of it (Fig. 82) and also 

that the oxygen atoms which link glucose residues in the COlIU1039 chain 

were forced into a more exposed position in the 1-4 pL linkages j: njqnt at 

the folds. Chang argued that the exposure of tbese oxygewatoms made the 

1-4 pL linkages ; meant at tba folae veaker# iee, more susceptible to 

chemical attack by byarolysing reagent39 than 1-4p linkages present in 

the rest of the cellulose molecules. 

The model proposed by Chang (Fig. 82) shows cellulose crystalljLtes to 

be composed of a natwork of looped molecules in 10i planes, vhich form a 

network of platellites in 10i planest with a sbeet-liks structure* The 

sheet-lika structure of cellulose proposed by Warwio'ker (47-49) also coincides 

with the 1present platellite system proposed. The model proposed by Chang 

, was also used as a basis for de: 3oribing the changes rhich occur wban CellulOze 

I is converted to Cellulose II. This model was thus compatible'with the 

twisting of glucosidio rings relativa to t1-a 101 plane from approximately 
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45 tO approximately 90 0 
ancl also with the compression of molecules in the 

loi Planet which occur when Cellulose I is converted to Cellulose II, 

Chang also proposed a model for the structure of the fold itself in 

Cellulose 1p in which 2 monomer units (i. e. glucose residues) and 3PL 

linkages were involved Oig, 84). This model produces a 1800 loop without 

any substantial strain on the backbone and also produces adjacent chains 

whose spacing is compatible with unit call d1mensions. A model for the 

structure of the fold in Cellulose II was not proposedg howeverg but clearly 

the fact that acme compression of adjacent molecules in the 10i plane has 

occurred necessitates that the folds in Cellulose II are tighter than in the 

lxwent Cellulose I* ' It is thus probable that the folded regions of Cellulose 

11 molecoles contain a single glucose residue with 2PL linkagesq one at 

either end of this residue. Such a fold in Cellulose 11 wouldt howeverp be 

highly strained, but it is possible that some of this strain could be relieved 

if the single glucose residue involved in the fold were to talce up the #boat, 

(cis) conformation rather than the 'chair' (trans) conformation normally 

-present in the rest of the glucose residues of the Cellulose II molecule. 

In conclusiong it should be said that although the Chang model for the 

structure of Cellulose (Fig. 82) is compatible with the dimensions of unit 

cells proposed by Sponsler and Dore (210) " by Ellis and Warvioker (211) 

(based upon modifications of Us Meyer-Misch (43) and Andress (45) unit, calls)t 

in the case of Cellulose Iq certain X-ray reflections may only be imdezed 

in terms of a super lattice in which a and c have twice the values of the 

'Meyer-Misch unit cell dimensions (2039212-213). 

(b) Tricel 

As wam pointed out in Chapter 5. tba existence of chain folding in tricel 

could not be donfirmed due to the fact that in tricelp both 1-4 glucosidic 

linkages and alSO aCetyl C-0 linkages are attackad by bydrolysing reagentst 

such as IWdrochlorie acid, Alsot the literature published has not as yet 

I=ovided a way of solving this problem by suggesting a reagent which only 
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attacks the 1-4 giucosiaic, linkages in tricel. 

One way of confirming the existence of chain folds in tricel. would be 

to- devise a method f or stretching tricel f ilms 0 which did not aguse the f ilm 

to- rupture. - -Stretching removes mazW of the chain folds according to Rhodes 

(12)9 with the result that spectral peaks which are characteristic of the 

fold decrease markedly in intensity, It may be possible to achieve this 

stretobing IDy keepirg the trieel film in a controlled atmosphere of acetone 

vaixmr and water vapourg since aoetore vapour causes tricel film to swell 

and so-ften. 

The Involvement of Up CE 
2 and C117, Groulp in Hydrogen Bonding 

Many of the resDlts of Chapters 3-7 have shown that CR groupe (also CH 

of CH 
2 and clý groups) of viscose, dicel and tricel are involved In 1; 7drogen 

'bonding with cellulosic OH (or CO) groups or with OH groups of ateorbed 

water. The observation of the bydrogen bonding of C-11 groups was based upon 

shifts in the intensities or frequencies of deftvative 139skA which repreeent 

Clio CH 2 or CIT 3 groupsin spectra of viscose, dimil or trioel filwg recorded 

at increasing temperature or Im=idity or in an aled samples. These spectral 

obanpe were usually quite small sna are not detected in the ateorption spectrs6,, ' 

Evidence for the involvement of CH groups in bydrogen bonds has been 

pmviously suggested and it is tIms relevant to. discuse this here. The 

possibility of this involvement was revie-med in 1960 by Pimmentel and 

McClellan in 'The Eydrogen Bona' (161) and they concluded that, CH groups 

could 'be involved in 17drogen boniing with strong baseaq provided the CE 

group was activated by adjacent electrophilic atoms or groups. One of 

the earliest examples of the involvement of CH groups in 10, drogen bonding 

was detected in the chloroform/triettylamire system (214-215) by a shift 

to a highor wavelength and an increase in the intensity of the CE stretching 

mode peak of chloroform. The fact that the CH group in chloroform could 

form a bydrogen bond was attributed to the presenoe of electrophilic chlorine 
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atoms adjacent to it. (Fig-85)o The high electronegativity of chlorine atoms 
6+ CH C1 12 5 

C1 H----------N ig ýC H 
A7 625 

C1 
6- Hydrogen Bond 

I 

6+ 
ý2HS 

Arrows indicate the 
displacement of an electron 
pair (displacement of charge). 

'FIG - 85 

induces the electron pairs which constitute. C-Cl cr bonds to be displaced 

towards the chlorine atoms so that these acquire a small negative charge 

and the carbon atom acquires a small 5+ charge. Howeverg since there are 

three-C-CI bonds in chloroform molecules# the total charge at the carbon 

atom is 3x 8+ This large. &+ charge at the carbon atom will induce 

a slight displacement of the electron pair in the C-H bona towards the carbon 

atomg so that A+ decreases slightly in magnitude and a small, 88+ charge 

is induced at the bydrogen atom* It is thus possible for this 'activated' 

hydrogen atom which possesses a small 86+ charge to form a )Wdrogen bona 

with a strongly basic group which possesses a large A- chargov such as 

trietl7lamine. 

rroton magnatio resonance stvdies by Huggins et al.. (216) haw given 

spectra which sho-a the characteristics of hydrogen bond formation between 

chloroform and acetone or trivetbylamine. Tba bydrogen bordirg betreen 

acetone and chloroform has also been substantiated by Kearns (217) from 

measurements of the Inat of mixing. 

In the case of aldebydest there has been some uncertainty concerning 

the existence of bydrogen bonds between C-H groups and C=O groups of attar 

aldebyda molecules. Schneider and Bernstein (216) have found no evidence 

for such bydrogen 'bond formation from the infra-red spectra of solid 
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fo=aldel-grde ancl acetaldebydet but Pindbas and Pregmann (2199 220) bave cited 

infra-red data as evidence of such Wrogen bonding in aldebydes (Fig. 86). 

R 

8+ 
Hc 

Hc 
A+ 

Proposed Hydrogen Bond 

FIG. 86. 

Arrows indicate the I, 
displacement of an electron 
pair (displacement of charge),, 

I 

A large A- charge is 1wesent at the oxygen atom of the aldelorde C=O 

group due to t1v displacement towards tbo 037901, atom of two electron pairs 

in both the C-OiT and C-Ocy bonds which constitute the M double bard. 

This large, A- charge is also due in part to the shorter carbon-oxygen 

distance -Vmvsent in the C=; O double bond,, since in shorter bonds the 

displacement of an electron pair produces a larger charge separation, ie, a 

larger A- charge at the oxygen at= and a larger A+ charge at the carbon 

atom in this case. Hydrogen bond formation by C-E groups attached to 

aldebyde C=O groups could occur if the large A+ charge present at the 

carbonyl (M). carbon. stom induces tIs electron pair of the aldeblyde C-H 

bond (hydrogen atom also attached to the aldebyde C--O group) to shift towards 

the carbon atom so that a small 8+ charge occurs at the IWdrogen atom, 

time lactivatitgt it and enabling it to f a= a weak bydrogen bond with the 

carbonyl oxygen atom of another aldebyde molecule. (Fig. 86)o 

F. v-iaence has also been presented to suggest that CH groups attacbed to 

acetylenic C. EC groups can also b8 involved in lqdrogen bonding. Standford, 

and Gordy (221) found systematic shifts of t% =etyliac CA, tratching mode, 
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of pbenyl acetylenes dissolved in bases, and more recently Kreevoy et aL. 
(222) have shown that intermolecular bydrogen bonding takes place in the 

case'of the viryl acetylene, 2 ene but- 3 ynev, (Fig-87-) 

H\. H 

CCCCH 
A+ 

H 

H 

CC CýC-He 

H **/ 

FIG. 87 

In these casesq the bydrogen bonding may lie attributed to the 'activation' 

of the hydrogen atom of the CH groups attached to the acetyl6nic CEC group 

by the presence of a large A+ charge at the bydrogen atom, This charge is 

induced by the presence of the COC aoetylenic triple bond; the induction of 

this charge is discussed ty Morrison and Boyd (223). 

Another series of IWdrogen. bonds has been shovn to occur between CH 

groups which are 'activated, W being attaobed to a bersene ring and a series 

of alcohols, This type of bydrogen bond ing occurs .f or example . be tween 

bexazwtI*enzene and alcohols such as pbenol, n butanoll, baptanol and benzyl 

alcohol (224)- 

The cases so far discussed of CH groups being involved in 17drogen 

bonding have all been for fairly simple molecules which are 'activated' 

by adjacent groups. In the ca se of polýnnersp hoireverl no conclusive 

evidence has been presented from infra-red spectra to suggest the involve- 

ment of CH groups in IWdrogen bonding, The main reason for this is that 

the very complex nature of polymer absorption spectra iaasks any small ebanges 

which occur in the absorption spectra due to changes in very weak CH 

hydrogen bonds when the temperature or moisture content of tba polymer are 

changed. 
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The much greater resolution of derivative spectroscolT has, boweverp 

enabled mwV of these small changes to te observed in tha derivative peaks 

which correspond to CU. C11 2 or CH 3 groups of viscose,, dicel, and tricel, films 

wl-*n temperature or water content of the polymer are changed. These changes 

are discussed in detail in Chapters 3-7- The observation of such changes has 

led to the conclusion : that CH bonds of CHI, CH or CH grou; s of viscosel 23 
dicel and tricel, films are involved in bydrogen Ionding with cellulosic 

OH (or CO) groups or with absorbed water. 

At this point, it is necessary to examine how CH bonds are associated 

with other atoms and groups in viscoseq dicel and tricel moleculesp and 

also how E atoms of CH groups can acquire a small. 8+ charge,, which is a 

necessary 'activation' prerequisite to the formation of CH b; ydrogen bonds* 

The following theory is thus proposed to account for the small 8+ charge 

at I-Wdrogen atoms of CII bonds (Of C119 CH 
2 or CIT 3 groups) in viscose, dicel 

and tricel. The carbon atom of every CH group in viscoiet dicel or trical 

CorH 

c 
0- or 

+H 

C Oro 

Pic. 88 

(except those CH groups of the acetyl groups in dicel and tricel), is also 

borded to an oxygen atom (Fig. SS) by aa bond. The high electronegativity 

of-Ahe oxygen atom will cause the. electron pair which constitutes the C-0 

a bond to be shifted towards the-oxygen atomq thus producirg a A- charge 

at the oxygen atom ard a A+ charge at the carbon atom. This A+ charge 

can in turn induce a slight moveu*nt of the electron pair vhich constitutes 

the CH bond towards the carbon atom, so that a small 8+ charge is Induced, 

at tba hydrogen atome GH hydrogen atoms 'activated, by the presence Of 
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this small 6+ cbarge may then f orm very weak lVdrogen bonds with cellulosic 

OR (or CO) groups, or with absorbed water, 

Rydrogen atoms of CH groups of acetyl CH groups may be lactivatedt 'by 
3 

the carbonyl group pre_sent in the acetyl group (Pig*89)9 due to t1s 

relatively large A+ cbarge present at the carbomyl, carbon atom, In this 

H 
6+ 

FIG. B-9 

casev howeverv the CII groups are not attached to the carbonyl carbon atomp 

but are linked indirectly by a C-C a bond. This separation of the CH 

groups from the A+ charge at the carbarql carbon atom causes the A+ charge 

to have a much smaller inductive effect on the electron pairs vhich constitute 

the CH bonds so that only a very small cbargeq 68+9 is induced at each of 

the hydrogen atoms of the three CH groups. The charge is also made smaller 

at the hydrogen atoms because the inductive effect of the A+ charge is 

distributed between 3 CH groups. 

if the very small 68+ charge Ivesent at -the CH lUrdrogen atom enables 

bydrogen bonds to be formed with other cellulosic OR (or CO) groujxq or vith 

absorbed watert then tbase Wrogen. bonds will be very weak indeed., This 

may in part account for the fact that the 17drogen bonding'of CH groups in 

weaker in dicel than in viscose and is reaker still in tricalo 

8,2 Future Work to be Carried Out 

8*2.1 ChUter 

One of the most interesting features to emerge from the vork carried 

out in Chapter 3 'was that viscose films (Cellulose II) contain small amOuntS 
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of Cellulose Ig and the amount of Cellulose I present increases with 

annealing, This increase in the amount of Cellulose I yresent in viscose 

(Cellulose II) with anr*aling was in fact 1=edioted by Chang (206)p and 

tbose-r-esults thus substantiate his pxvdictions, As was pointed out in 

Chapter 3, it would be very useful to produce a film of Cellulose I which 

could be examl d by derivative spectroscopy, since this vould enable 1previous 

results to be confirmed q and also enable the properties of Cellulose I and 

Cellulose II to be compared. by repenting all the experimental work carried out 

on viscose f ilm (Cellulose II) in Chapters 3-7 'with a Cellulose If ilm. 

Howevery an extensive search of the literature has not as yet revealed 

a way of preparing Cellulose I film of sufficiently low scatter to enable 

reproducible spectra to be produced over the whole of the spectral range, as 

in the case of the, Cellulose II films used in the work presented in this thesis., 

One report of well resolved absorption spectra of Cellulose I hasq however., 

been publishedp but details of sample Ireparation were not given (78'), 

8.2.2 Charters 3 and 4 

The -work carried out on visooseq dicel aM tricel, films at increasing 

temparatures from 440C. in Cbapter 3 and at decreasing temperatures from 44 0 C. - 
in Chapter 4P could undoubtedly be extended by recording derivative spectra 

at much narrower temperature intervals. This would provide much more 

information concerning structural changes which occur at increased or 

decreased temperaturesp and enable the temperatures or temperature ranges ih 

which significant structural changes occur to be much more accurate][y defined. 

Time precluded such a study bare* 
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8.2.3 Chapter 5 

In Chapter 5 the existence of chain folding in viscose was confirmed by 

exposing viscose films to Y radiation for 5 days (total dose 2.4 x 10O. T. 9.1 k9-1sa' 

MP10-)lwior to recording the spectra of sueb films. This irradiation tecbnique 

could be applied to viscose,, dical and tricel films by irradiating film 

samples for 6 or 12 hour periods and recording derivative spectra between 

each periodl up to a point where the films disintegrated. Such an 

examination would be useful as part of a study of the effects of y radiation 

on cellulosic materialsp since derivative spectra are much better resolved 

than parent a: bsorption spectrat and hence much more information concerning 

the changes in structure which occur due to Y-irradiation could be obtained 

8,2-4 -1 Chapter 

One of the main effects to be observed from the recorded derivative 

spectra of viscosep dicel and tricel films (originally dry) at increasing 

R, F-1s was the itemporai7l conversion of some 'crystallizable' material to 

'crystallins' material in viscose ard tricel. It would tbus be useful to 

examine the spectra of viscose and tricel films at decreasing R. TL's (samples 

originally 'wet, i. e, in an atmosphere of 100% R, E, ) in order to determine 

bow the reversion of soun terystallinef material to 'crystallizable' material 

was related to the bysteresis regain curves* A study of t1s water leaks 

present in these spectraL9 emd similar spectra also recorded for dicel, would 

also be -useful in ascertaining how the state of absorbea water changes at 

decreasing R. Tts with samples originally cmditioned from the 'met' state. 

The observation of the spectra of viscose, dicel and tricel film at 

R. TL's in excess Of 75-1% would also provide further inf ormation on structural 

elhanges which oocurg and also on the state of absorbed water* Uoweverg 

such spectra cannot be observed with the present cell and heated block system, 

due to the condensation of water vapour on the inside of the rock Balt 

windows of both the sample and reference calls, An alternative h3ated block 
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and cell system would thus be required to ensure that the outer face of the 

windows was thermally insulated from the atmospbere. Such a system would 

require the construction of calls which are similar to the original onesp 

but incorporating boated and double rock salt windows which contain the 

humidity ch=ber, A wider heated block would also be required to accommodate 

the increased size of those cells. 

The study of the spectral peaks of absorbed water in viscoset dicel and 

tricel films has been hampered to some extent by the presence of large cellulosic 

structural peakst especially those peaks which correspond to cellulosic OH 

-groups, since these often occur near and-are sometimes coincident with water 

peaks. 

The elimination of oellulosic. peaks could be achieved by the construction 

of separate sample and reference cellar each with their ovm temperature and 

R_, Ho control systems* By using a sample conditioned to a given R. E. in the 

sample beam and a $dry I sample in the reference beam, the position of the 

reference cell could be adjusted so that the reference sample balanced out arq 

cellulosic peaks of the sample beam sample. This would hence ]produce a 

spectrum containing no cellulosic peak: aq but only peaks due to absorbed water 

present in the sample beam sample., 

Howevert such a spectrum does not t"a into account the fact that it is 

impossible to remove all the water from the reference sample, and peaks which 

correspond to this residual water are thus eliminated from such spectra. AlSOP, 

the process of elimination of cellulosic peaks of a high intensity may reduce 

spectral sensitivity so much that arW water peak3 which occur near the maxima 

of these peal;. s may also be eliminated from such spectra, 

For these reasons, the spectra of absorbed water in viscos% dical or 

tricell, with the cellulosic peaks eliminated p cannot be used to ascertain 

the total state of absorbed water present in viscose, dicel or tricel films. 

These spectra are tIms only useful in confirming previous spectral 

assignments. 
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8.2.5 Chapter 7 

The results obtained from A*T. R* spectra of the surfaces of viscosep 

dical and tricel films were very -poor, due mainly to the very low intensity 

of the transmitted radiation in the sample and reference Imams due to the 

multiple reflection of radiation by the A, T. R., unitag and the bigh noise level 

which was tIws incurred wben the spectrometer gain was increased to amplify 

the output. Howeverg some differences in spectral peaks were noticed when 

A. T. R. spectra of film smuples were compared with derivative spectra. These 

differences suggest that soma structural changes at the surface of viscose 

and tricel films occur but the evidence for such changes at the surface of 

dicel film was more tentative. 

One possible way of confirming these changes in the case of dioel ard 

tricel. films would be to record the spectra of samples of dicel and tricel 

films swollen according to the method described by Jeffries (225),, 130 that 

they contain a large number of cavities, In tbese samples, the total amount 

of surface material being observed is greater than in an ordinary samplet so 

that spectral peaks which are characteristic of surface structure may increase 

in intensity. This method doesp howeverv assume that the material present 

at the surfaces of the cavities is of the same structure as the material 

present at the surface of the filme Also,, it is not known what effect the 

presence of a large numler of cavities would have upon the scattering of 

infra-red radiation and hence the quality of spectra produced, 

a. 2.6 

Th3 deuteration of samples of callulo, 39 in both the vapour ard liquid 

phases has been classically used by Ila= and Marinan (58-59) to determins the 

Im-yetallinel/tamorPhous' ratio. Howeverg the mathod is not very reliable 
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since it ass=es that D20 vapour cannot penetrate #crystalline' regions of 

the structuret and this is cmtrary to tba results of Hermams (63-66), and 

Jeffries (75) and is also contrary to the results for viscose J=esented in , 
this thesis. This assumption also accounts for the discrepancy between the 

'crystalline'/'amorphous' ratios quoted by Mann and Marinan and tbe*ratios 

obtained by otber methods (67-7l)- 

Howeverp bearing these points in mind, vapour and liquid phase 

deuterations of viscose film were undertaken 1prior to recording spectras in 

order to attempt to confirm previous assignments of derivative 011 peaks as 

'crystalline' or 'crystallizable', Unfortunatelyg in both cases of vapour 

and liquid phase deuterationg consecutive derivative spectra recorded under 

the same conditions varied so much that it was impossible to state how 

individual OH peaks behaved., A preliminary investigation of many consecutive 

spectra does, howevery suggest that some 'crystallizable 1. OH Inaks decrease in 

intensity more than some 'crystalline f peaks 9 which confirms that 011 groups 

of 'crystallizable' regions are more accessible to D20 (and water) than OU 

groups of 'cryatallinel regions. 

The reason for this large variation between consecutive spectra is not 

yet understoodp but it may be associated with 'back' exchange of deuteration 

with small amounts of water vapour -present in the sample cells I or with water 

vapour during transfer to the sample cells, This problem may in future be 

a7arcome by observing the spectra of samples which have been deuterated 

inside sealed sample cells; but again, this would require a call system with 

four windows in each cell and a larger heated block to I=event the 

condensation of D20 vapour on the inner faces of the rook salt windows. 

8.2-7 Treatment of Viscose Pilm with Liquid Ammonia or Glycerino 

The treatment of viscose film (Cellulo3e II) with liquid smanis, (52953) 

or with glycerine at 3000C. (54) will result in the production of filMS Of 
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Cellulose III 
II and Cellulose IV II respectively. These two materials could 

thus be used to repeat all the experimental work carried out on Cellulose II 

and discussea in Chapters 3- 7- Such a study would enable a comparison 

with Cellulose II to Ice madat and also enable mazW of the structural and 

water absorption properties of these materials to be'determined, 
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APPENDIX (i) 

Spectrum Peak Wavelength -1 Wavermmber (cm. 

60A 5a 2-9895 3345 

-10 - 3.2170 3108 

20 3-4558 2894 

21 3-5583 2810 

22 3-5858 2789 

23 3.6745 2721 

24 3-7108 2695 

25 3-7670 2655 

26 3.8245 2614 

6oB ic, 6,2900 1590 

if 6-715 1489 

2b 6.92oo 1445 

5a 7.8300 1277 

63A 3& 2-7380 3652 

3b 2-7667 3614 

3c 2.8005 3571 

loa 2.9193 3425 

10b 2-9ý30 3409 

loc 2-9475 3393 

16a 3-4017 2940 

23a 4.6020 2173 

23b 4.6270 2161 

241 4.6595 2146 

25 4-7395 2110 

25a 4-7745 2094 

25b 4.8070 2080 

25c 4.8370 2067 
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APPENDIX (i) Continuea 

-1 
Spectrum Peak Wavelength ( ym. ) Wavenumter (cm. 

61B 16' 9.325 1072 

I- 
la 6.2500 1600 

lb 6.3500 1575 

lb ý-4250 1556 

le 6-5100 1536 

id 6-5750 1521 

le 6.6300 1508 

if 6-7100 1490 

Ig 6-7850 1474 

l3a, 9.1100 1098 

14 1 9,2450 1082 

20 11 10.080 992 

29a 12-500 800 

31 14-070 711 

62A loc 2.7405 3649 

8a 3.4555 2894 

8b 3.4730 2879 

90 It 3-7695 2653 

got 3-9770 2514 

9e It 4.0458 2472 

62B 2a' 6.8580 1458 

9 7.9630 1255 

9.6280 1038 

22a 10.2600 974 

22b 10-313 969 

24a 11-038 906 
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